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Welcome to POORNIMA SPECTRUM, an annually published magazine, about POORNIMA UNIVERSITY. If  
you're thinking "only at Poornima would they name a magazine after a band of  colors," you're doubtless right! The 
magazine, however, is not all our name refers to. The name is, to be sure, a nod to the most distinctive feature of  the kind 
of  education at Poornima. But it also speaks, to a pervasive belief  within the campus and without, that the various 
opportunities provided to the Poornimaites, are unmatched and unparalleled. And that holds a unique and central place 
in every Poornimaite’s heart. It gives me great opportunity to present the third issue of  POORNIMA Spectrum, a band 
of  colors. The past year was full of  various activities by the students and the faculty members in academic, co curricular, 
extra-curricular and research & development. Much of  what you’ll read here — essays, passages, excerpts — comes 
from those “chapters” examining various aspects of  life under the University. We sought a few other voices to 
complement their take on things, but we found refreshing merit in letting the students speak for themselves. We hope 
you find their honesty and insights as engaging as we did. The magazine has tried to address all perennial questions, 
issues and concerns pretty openly.

The Editorial board would like to thank Dr. K.K.S.Bhatia, Dr. Manoj Gupta, Mrs. Dipti Lodha and Ms. Neelakshi 
Saxena for their support, cooperation, suggestions and inputs in the making of  SPECTRUM. Dr. Manoj Gupta Sir has 
always been a source of  inspiration and motivation for us and the editorial board is especially thankful to him for the 
enormity and magnitude of  efforts and time spent by him during the preparation and finalization of  content and 
designing of  the Spectrum. Above all, I would personally like to thank my wife, Dr. Lovely Goyal, for her continued 
support, cooperation and inputs during the making of  Poornima Spectrum. Without her constant motivation and 
support, the journey of  the making of  Poornima Spectrum would not have been smooth sailing. 

Some of  what you’ll read, though, just might surprise you. We hope you will enjoy every halt on this tour of  
SPECTRUM. We welcome your feedback and will see you again next year, with a new SPECTRUM!!!

Dhiraj Agarwal 

Editor's Message
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To create knowledge based 
society with scientific temper, 
team spirit and dignity of  labour 
to face the global competitive 
challenges.

To evolve and develop skill based 
systems for effective delivery of  
knowledge so as to equip young 
professionals with dedication & 
commitment to excellence in all 
spheres of  life.

To provide Quality Education 
through Faculty development, 
updat ing of  fac i l i t ies  and 
continual improvement meeting 
university norms and keeping 
stake holders 
satisfied.

Vision Mission Quality Policy

We at Poornima believe in...



I am happy to note that Poornima Foundation is bringing out Annual Magazine of  its five 

constituent institutes namely Poornima University, Poornima Group of  Institutions, Poornima 

College of  Engineering, Poornima School of  Management and Poornima Institute of  

Engineering & Technology for the academic year 2014-2015. 

College life needs to be one that has not just academics but also a fair share of  extra curriculum 

activities which are extremely important in all round development in personality.The college 

magazine is a platform for expressing creativity and presenting them before others. It should act 

as a forum for expression of  energy and joie de vivre.

I am sure that all of  the five magazines shall be rich in content and be something students would 

like to keep with them as cherished possession.

I wish the publications all the best.

(Smt. Vasundhara Raje)
Hon'ble Chief  Minister

Rajasthan

Message
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I am glad to know that Poornima University would be releasing its annual magazine 

“POORNIMA SPECTRUM” for the academic year 2014-15. Annual magazine are 

useful in many ways. It has always been of  great educative value. It encourages students 

to think and write and hence develop their writing skills and talents. Students are 

motivated to read general books, refer web sites and acquire knowledge from the works 

of  great authors. But mere reading is not sufficient for balanced education. The students 

should also learn how to write and express their own ideas in focused concise manner 

and in different languages. The magazine should so evolve that it becomes a showcase: a 

colorful compilation and reflection of  success story of  an organization. 

My best wishes to the editors of  “POORNIMA SPECTRUM”on this occasion.

(Padma Bhushan Sh. D. R. Mehta)
Former Dy. Governor, RBI & Chairman, SEBI

Chairman, PJF Advisory Board

Message
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Education plays a major role in one’s life. In a global, knowledge-driven economy, technological 
innovation—the transformation of  knowledge into products, processes, and services —is critical 
to competitiveness, long-term productivity growth, and the generation of  wealth. The 
professionals and engineers of  tomorrow, and indeed that of  today, will face profound new 
challenges. Every day they will face the stress of  competing in the fast-paced world of  change we 
call the knowledge-based global economy of  the twenty-first century. Imparting education to the 
present day youth having the exposure to the modern technologies is a challenging task, as well as 
a unique opportunity. The academic programs have to provide a congenial environment, modern 
teaching aids, experienced teaching community and individual attention to students. The prime 
objective of  any educational institution should be to mold its students as ideal and successful 
social citizens. I would like to quote Helen Keller “Character cannot be developed in ease and 
quiet. Only through experience of  trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened; vision 
cleared; ambition inspired, and success achieved”. 

The well balanced, innovative and structured education provided by well educated and trained 
faculty at Poornima University nurtures and equips the student for a lifetime. The curricula, 
syllabi, beyond syllabus programs, co and extra curricula activities and individual attention, all 
focus on providing an education that will equip the students to utilize the opportunities that they 
will get and to overcome challenges that they will face in their professional life and careers ahead. 
The Memoranda of  Understanding with various prestigious international universities and 
interaction with renowned personalities and experts provides the faculty and students 
opportunities to interact and gain a vast knowledge in their respective fields of  specialization. 

Poornima University also encourages its students to participate in various national and 
international competitions. During the academic year 2014-15, Poornima University has taken 
remarkable strides, achieved many successes and is moving ahead on the road of  further progress 
and performance. I am sure that the magazine makes interesting matter, encompassing and 
reflecting the vibrant campus life of  Poornima University during the academic year 2014-15 and 
would provide relevant enlightened information to reinforce full faith in excellent attributes of  
academics and activities at Poornima. 

I congratulate the editorial team of  Poornima University and wish excellent success to the 
coming issue.

Dr. S.M. Seth
(Chairman, Poornima Foundation)

Message
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Poornima Foundation-The Journey So Far
Realizing that intellectual competitiveness is vital to India in achieving the status of  a vibrant global leader in 
the growing knowledge age and technical and management education has created for itself  a critical niche area, 
Poornima Foundation, as an umbrella body, devotes itself  to formulation of  desired policies and providing 
broad directions, guidance and support to the managements of  the participating colleges. Our endeavor is to 
develop and implement mechanisms and practices to supplement engineering/technical education with 
knowledge of  management and social sciences and inculcate interpersonal skills so as to make the students 
more enterprising and competitively oriented.
Poornima Foundation serves as a ‘think tank’ to deliberate on all aspects of  technical/ professional education 
and reorientation of  approach/ practices adopted for the efficient management of  the colleges/ institutions. 
The Foundation is also committed to providing quality research in technology and management and their 
specialized areas. 
Poornima Foundation is promoted by Shanti Education Society that came into existence by registering with 
registrar of  societies, Govt. of  Rajasthan in year 1999. The founder chairman of  SES is Shri. 
ManoharLalSinghi& founder vice chairman is Late Shri Arun Chandra Singhi. The main objective of  Shanti 
Education Society is to promote Technical & Professional Education in state of  Rajasthan with state of  art 
infrastructure and strong academic philosophy. Its chairman, ShriSatish Chandra Agarwal, who has been a 
noted academician and technocrat of  repute, presently heads Shanti Education Society. Other members of  the 
society are well known professionals.
Shanti Education Society today has more than 50 Acres of  land at RIICO area of  Sitapura in form of  four 
world-class campuses. Poornima has at its disposal a built-up area of  15 lakhs sq. ft., which include 
instructional, administrative, recreation and residential areas. Poornima also has a state of  art auditorium and 
in campus faculty housing. Our hostels can accommodate 3000 students in 18 hostels. With above mentioned 
infrastructure and a strong team of  550 faculty&500 staff  members Poornima is marching ahead in realizing 
its vision and mission. Constituent institutes of  under the aegis of  Poornima Foundation are: 
1. Poornima College of  Engineering (PCE), established in year 2000;
2. Poornima Institute of  Engineering & Technology (PIET), established in year 2007;
3. Poornima School of  Management (PSOM), established in year 2007;
4. Poornima Group of  Institutions (PGI) established in year 2009;
5. Poornima University (PU) established in year 2012.
At Poornima emphasis is given to transparent working systems, responsibility sharing at all levels and 
distribution & execution of  work through smaller groups. During the academic year 2014-15, Poornima 
University took remarkable strides and progress, aiming at a peak performance in the years to come. I 
congratulate the editorial team of  Poornima Pioneer for recording the path tread by Poornima Group of  
Institutions during the academic year 2014-15.

(Ar. Shashikant Singhi        )
(Poornima Foundation& Secretary, Shanti Education Society)
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The President speaks….

I have always been passionate about academics and realize that success of  any educational system hinges on proper 
planning, efficient administration, adequate financing and effective evaluation system.  So under the most able and 
intellectual stewardship of  our learned Chairperson Prof. S.M. Seth, it has been my sincere endeavor to develop proper 
system of  learning in the university, which can promote brilliance and enable us to develop trust, fairness, respect and 
accountability among all the stakeholders.  Our system driven approach has been widely applauded and resulted in high 
enrolment of  students every year.

As we are aware that the challenge before the educationists today is to channelize the intelligent, creative and 
enthusiastic youth of  the country into the nation building process. I strongly believe that right mix of  education 
focusing on head, heart and hand can substantially help in meeting this challenge. The need therefore is to reorient 
education that concentrates on the development of  right attitude, knowledge and skill set of  the students and that is 
what we are concentrating upon here. In recent past interactive meets with the industries at Jaipur, Neemrana etc. have 
opened up new opportunities for the students and faculty to understand the issues confronting the industries and their 
solutions, besides providing larger avenues for training and placement.

The vision, mission and actions at Poornima University focus at transforming an individual into a complete human 
being by providing value based education and learning.  Initiatives of  university are intended to arouse a craving among 
its students to explore the meaning of  life and develop a passion for new knowledge.  Understanding the power of  
youth and their quest for knowledge, we have designed the curricula and academic activities to cater to these needs and 
aspirations.  Our academic programs are designed to facilitate the students to channelize their curiosity and project their 
best talent manifested in academic and co-curricular performance.  They are groomed to take all the challenges of  life in 
their stride. Though magnanimous infrastructure with lush green sprawling lawns and eye captivating artistically 
designed landscape provides the requisite environment, we have gone beyond the physical metaphor by introducing 
exhaustive and intellectually stimulating programs and formulating well directed learning strategies.  Instead of  relying 
solely on curriculum and class-room teaching, delivery of  content is supplemented with smart class rooms, real life 
experiences which create lifelong learning.

Poornima University is synonymous with quality education at affordable cost. It gives me immense pleasure that our 
students get the best exposure during their stay with us and their caliber and capabilities match with the requirement of  
national and international companies. It is a trendsetter in campus placements for having launched its students in top 
notch companies of  global repute at decent packages. Situated in Jaipur, the mammoth campus sprawling over more 
than 32 acres is easily approachable by road, rail and air. 

Greetings to the Readers!!!
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The Provost Speaks

Dear Readers!!!

In his book “Becoming a Leader”, Warren Bennis wrote, “The point is not to become a leader. The point is to become 
yourself, and to use yourself  completely — all your gifts, skills and energies — to make your vision manifest. You must 
withhold nothing. You must, in sum, become the person you started out to be, and to enjoy the process of  becoming.”

We, at Poornima University, believe in helping our students to manifest their vision. How do we do this?  On one side, all 
the courses in the University are designed to meet the demand of  the industry; inculcate entrepreneurship skills and 
promote innovation, creativity and research among students. On other side, full care is taken to prepare the students, as 
per their potential and interest, by providing electives and options in both academic and non academic activities like 
PCC, SSP, TEP, CRT, Super Club etc. 

The technically strong faculty acts as a Friend, Philosopher and a guide to shape the future of  the students and to 
harness the specific skills of  each individual by creating an environment of  opportunity, learning and collaboration 
among students. The student based activities like Dept. Day, Lakshya, Prayogam, celebration of  the Teachers Day, 
Engineers & Management day, provide a platform to the students to showcase their technical/management skills at 
various levels which are also showcased in the magazine as well. Various national and international conferences were 
also organized in 2014-15, along with various workshops, seminars, and social activities for the benefit of  the faculty, 
students and the society at large.

The two months industrial training for B.Tech. students was introduced for the first time in Rajasthan and its successful 
commencement was like a dream came true. Similarly, the opportunities were provided to the students of  other courses 
to as well to undertake the visits / trainings and internships in organizations of  repute in India as well as abroad.

The good results and excellent placements of  students passing out in 2015, once again gives us confidence, that we will 
be able to achieve our future targets. The timely declaration of  results and the distribution of  degrees in the first 
convocation in the first year itself  is also one of  our USP.

Poornima University’s tagline is Your Dreams Our Goal. We, at PU, are all set to create the atmosphere to support our 
students to become the person “they started out to be.” Everyone has their Everest, let us help them climb theirs. I 
invite you to discover more about our University and the many accomplishments of  its faculty, students, and alumni by 
reading this well designed magazine “Poornima Spectrum”.
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Dr. Manoj Gupta,
Dean  & Provost, Poornima University

Do whatever it takes to make your dreams come true…

Always believe in miracles and always believe in you!!

~Julie Anne Ford~



POORNIMA UNIVERSITY
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Poornima University upholds the idea that education is a powerful tool to transform individuals, 

communities and the nation. PU’s unique learning environment will nurture the spirit of enquiry, 

creativity, problem solving, entrepreneurship and innovation; and promote hands-on and cross-

disciplinary learning; and inculcate a raft of values, job and life skills. This will ensure that PU students 

are transformed into well-rounded, industry-ready individuals, who are equipped to take on leadership 

responsibilities from day one of graduating from the university. Education is not the only area we work 

in. We also take responsibility for the improvement of community around us. This instills in the students 

a feeling of responsibility and concern and makes them comprehend the world a bit better. Each one is 

better endowed to face the world and the satisfaction of having fulfilled their social responsibility is an 

added bonus.
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COUNCIL OF ARCHITECTURE 

(COA)

The course of B. Arch. has received 

the approval from Council of 

Architecture for admissions. The 

c o u r s e  a l s o  r e c o g n i z e s  t h e  

multiplicity and changing nature of 

future roles open to the architect.

GOVT. OF RAJASTHAN

Poornima University is established 

by Rajasthan State Legislature vide 

Act No. 16/2012, Notification 

FIL2(26) Vidhi/2/2012, dated 

16/05/2012. The University is 

entitled to conduct various courses 

at UG, PG and Doctoral levels in the 

disciplines described in schedule II 

of the Act.

 UGC  STATUS

Po o r n i m a  U n ive r s i t y,  J a i p u r  

(Rajasthan) has been established by 

the Act of State Legislature as a 

Private University and is empowered 

to award degrees as specified by the 

UGC under Section 22 of UGC Act, 

1956 at its main campus in regular 

mode.

Poornima University at a Glance

• Providing a conducive, vibrant, progressive and 
enriching learning environment

• Global outlook and engaging with the world 
through learning, teaching and research

• Providing competitive advantage in gaining 
employment or further academic opportunities.

• Maintaining excellent links with commerce and 
industry both nationally and internationally.

• Complying with all applicable requirements and 
continually improving the effectiveness of the 
Quality Management system.

• Globally Accepted Credit System
• Adopting a system of formative assessment and 

evaluation across the curriculum, based on 
application of knowledge, project and research 
work, in addition to term examinations

• Providing state-of-the-art infrastructure including 
a Wi-Fi enabled campus with 24/7 broadband 
internet access

• Cultural Diversity

ACTS AND APPROVALS
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INFRASTRUCTURE : A PERSPECTIVE
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1. Entrance to Poornima University

2. Administrative Block 1

3. Administrative Block 2

4. Academic Block 1

5. Academic Block 2

6. Academic Block 3

7. Boys Hostels & Faculty Apartments

8. Basketball & Volleyball Courts

9. Lawn Tennis Court

10. Football Ground

11. Recreational Complex

12. Vehicle Parking

13. Central Court

14. Girls Hostel & Faculty Apartments

15. Maintenance Yards

 Wide sprawling Campus spread over 32 acres of Land

 Well equipped Laboratories including English Language 
Lab incorporating state-of-the-art and gadgetry

 Three state of the art Seminar halls 

 Architectures classrooms and labs with adequate 
ventilation and natural light

 3 Basket-Ball courts, 2 Volley-Ball Courts, Lawn Tennis 
Court and Foot-Ball Ground and indoor games facilities

 Fully automated Central Library housing  19,480+ books, 
journals, magazines and other reference material

 Faculty Housing 

 Bank of India Branch in the campus 

 10 Mbps leased line from BSNL providing 24-
hr Internet facility for the students and staff in 
campus. 

 24x 7 Wi-Fi connectivity in campus

 Effective EPABX system and mailing system for 
internal communication

 Fully mechanized, hygienic canteen, Mini shop, 
Stationary Shop

 Boys and Girls Hostel housing 758 boys and 
100+ girls

 Situated in Sitapura, the heart of educational 
and industrial hub of Rajasthan
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CURRICULUM DESIGN

PU curriculum is designed rigorously with inputs from the academic and industry experts. The subjects are critically 

distributed  over the whole  program structure such that it makes a complete package for  the students’ holistic growth 

by ensuring the balance in technical and value education. The major components of curriculum are briefed below: 

Courses Category 
 

Evaluation Type Details  

Compulsory 

Courses  
Discipline 

Specic Core 

Courses 

Credits Theory &  

Practical 
 Core courses are compulsory courses needed to 

meet the essential requirement of a degree.  

 Language 

Courses 
Credits Theory  Include Indian / Foreign Languages  

 Value 

Education 

Courses 

Credits Theory / 

Practical 
 Courses in Human Skills / Humanities and 

Social Science /Ethics/ Management studies / 

Environmental sciences etc.  

Elective Courses  Departmental 

Electives 
Credits Theory   Advance subjects related to specic area of 

study.  

 Focus on subject specialization  

Open Elective 

at University 

Level  (Inter-

school) 

 

Credits Theory  

 
 Interdepartmental subjects offered by Schools.  

 Open for all students  

 Targets interdisciplinary orientation of students  

Professional 

Certicate 

Courses (PCC)  

Branch specic 

Career 

Oriented 

courses 

Certicate 

course 

  Open basket of courses that shall help students 

to acquire vocational/ professional competence  

 Student shall choose PCC based on his her 

professional requirements  
Talent 

Enrichment 

Program (TEP) 

 

Departmental 
including 
Extracurricular 
Activities 

Credits 

accounted 

with 

discipline 

Practical 

/ Projects 

/Clubs 

 Interdisciplinary / interschool interaction  
 Technical / Non technical  
 Interest based  avenues for students  
 Platform for  Condence building and 

enhancement of skills and talents by activities 
like Non Syllabus Projects, Online Labs, 
Internet, Library and Aptitude and Campus 
Recruitment Training , Club and Extracurricular 
activities  
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POORNIMA SPECIAL PROGRAMMES
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES (PCC)
Each student has an opportunity to on Career Oriented Certificate along with regular Degree. PU integrates Certificate 
Courses along with Regular Degree in All disciplines. PCC are designed by industry experts of all fields keeping in view 
the cut throat competition in the professional world with an objective to ensure employability and to enhance 
technical skills of students in their areas of professional interest. These are critically positioned in the teaching 
schemes according to the requirements of students to gradually inculcate competencies among them. PU shall award 
Certificates for these courses to the students. 

• Study PCC as regular course

•   Technical Career Oriented Courses

•   Recognized  Certificate Courses in market

•   Designed by Industry experts

PCC Features

• Award of Certificate for PCC along with regular degree

• Earn up to 4 certificates without additional Fee

• Prepare to Face Global challenges
PCC Outcomes

• Study PCC as regular course

• NO EXTRA FEE

• NO EXTRA TIME

• Gain additional technical skills to fetch a good placement.

PCC Bene�its

CREDIT SYSTEM & CBCS

Global Language of Educational Institutions

Flexibility to choose Inter disciplinary courses (Open Electives)

Facilitates Learner Mobility : Helps in pursuing 
higher education at international institutes

Helps in working out student exchange and twinning programmes

Is beneficial for achieving more transparency and compatibility
between different educational structures

CBCS 

(Choice Based 

Credit System) 

essentially implies a 

rede�ining of the curriculum 

into smaller measurable entities or 

‘modules’ with the hours required for 

studying/‘learning’ these.    
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SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY (SET)

The ambience at SET is inspiring and conducive for acquisition of knowledge and honing of skills. An unfettered spirit 
of knowledge & exploration, academic integrity & accountability and promotion of intellectual excellence makes SET 
distinct from the rest. SET is �irmly focused on delivering a �irst class educational experience that equips for life and 
career.

SET AT A GLANCE: 

• Courses:  B.Tech, M.Tech, BCA

• 5 Core Departments :  Mechanical,  Civil , 

Electronics & Comm., Electrical and Computers

• Student Strength : 700 in First Year

• Faculty strength: More than 40 experienced 

Faulty 

• Professional Certificate Course: Career oriented 

placed in FOUR SEMESTERS throughout the 

degree (for B.TECH)

• Double sets of well equipped Laboratories

• English Language Lab equipped with latest 

gadgets and softwares

• Extensive Internet / Online Lab with capacity of 

72 students at a time.

• ONE –THIRD class size in Labs and tutorials 

(problem solving class)

• Strategically planned Talent Enrichment 

Programmes including Aptitude and Campus 

Recruitment Training, Non syllabus Project

• Each Department offers OPEN ELECTIVES which 

is open for ALL students at University Level.

• Soft Skills, Human Skills and Personality 

Development Modules

• Quality Check on Lecture Notes of Faculty to 

ensure quality education

B.Tech. outside PU B.Tech. @ PU
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The options for PCC for various Branches of Engineering are as under: 

CIVIL
• IS Codes and Standards in Civil Engineering

• Topographic Drawing

• Total Station

• Civil Project Estimating

• Civil Project Scheduling

• Contracts & Contract Document

• Google Mapping & City Mapping

• Fluid Flow Measurements

• Newer Techniques of Design & Construction of High 
Rise buildings.

• Hydrologic Data Handling Techniques.

COMPUTERS
• Training on Android platform for application 

development

• Training on iOS platform for application 
development

• MATLAB covering Simulink, Neural Networks, 
Fuzzy Systems, Digital Image Processing toolboxes.

• Network Simulator tools

• CloudSim tools

• GridSim tools , Hadoop

• CCNA, MCSE etc. Cisco Technology based courses

• IBM tools may be in different phases  including z/ 
OS ,  DB2,  Rat ional  Rose ,  Mainframe data 
management, Monitoring & Diagnostics tools for 
JAVA etc.

• Design and development of hardware software co-
design applications 

• Data Storage System- Data Center

• Wireless Network design and implementation 
using Zigbee.

• API design and Development using JAVA.

ELECTRICAL
• CAD for electrical engineering

• Introduction of MATLAB Block Simulation

• Embedded Systems and Robotics

• Industrial Automation

• Solar Technologies

• Maintenance Engineers and Supervisors

• Lighting Technologies

• Earthing and Lighting Surge Protection

• Electrical Safety And Wiring Regulations

• Energy Audit

ELECTRONICS
• PCB Design and smart work

• Introduction of virtual platform Spice

• Introduction of MATLAB Block simulation

• Study of stepper motor and its controlling

• Basics of Implementing projects using 8085 
microprocessor 

• Certificate course in C and C++

• Embedded systems and Robotics

• Basics of implementing projects using 8051, 31 
microcontrollers

• Study of modules of GPS, GSM and Smart Card

• Using digital ICs (TTL/CMOS/Analog)for multiple 
applications

MECHANICAL
• Towards Manufacturing Excellence

• Quality Assurance, Control & Inspection

• Maintenance – Preventive, Predictive Breakdown

• Two wheeler, Four Wheeler Vehicle

• Product Design & Development

• Plastic Injection Molding

• Lubrication Engineering

• Finite Element Method

• Welding Technology

• Metrology & Reverse Engineering

• AutoCAD 2D and 3D
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SCHOOL OF BASIC AND APPLIED SCIENCES (SBA)

School of Basic and Applied Sciences equips students with technical knowledge, skill and ability; motivating them to 
think creatively, helping them to act independently and take decisions accordingly in all their scienti�ic pursuits and 
other endeavors. It provides Project Trainings and additional academic activities to supplement basic curriculum and 
to enhance aptitude and skill of the students to increase employability.

3
 Certi�icates 

(PCC)

Skill
Enhancement 

(TEP)

Job
Preparation

 (Apti/CRT, NSP)

Personality 
Development

Program

BCA
@
PU

SBA AT A GLANCE: 

• Extensive Curriculum designed by Industry and 

Academic Experts

• Dedicated, well qualified and experienced Faculty

• Rigorous learning process 

• Curriculum equipped with current scenarios and 

technical know-hows

• Summer Trainings for industry exposure 

• Participation in Technical Seminars for technical 

exposure

• PCC for career based learning 

• Well equipped labs for hands on experience

• TEP Courses including Hands on exposure of 

Hardware and Networking

PIONEERING TEACHING PEDAGOGY
• Guest Lectures/ Special Lectures, LCD / Power 

Point Presentations, Online Tests, Industry Expert 

Talks

• Seminars, workshops, practical trainings, projects, 

industrial visits

TALENT ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
• Non Syllabus Projects 

• Aptitude and Campus Recruitment Training

• Online Labs 

• Internet / Library 

• Clubs: Software, Robotics, CAD, Rhetoric, Literary,  

Fine arts, Cinematography, Vocalist, Social 

Services and Sports Recruitment Training

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES 
Students of SBA shall be studying 3 PCC courses in  4th, 

5th and 6th Semester. 

II Year  

• Cyber security & Ethical Hacking   

III Year

• Android

The world needs Character Animators, Cloud 
Technocrates, App. Developers & IT IMS experts. To 
provide one-on-one mentoring by professionals, 
Poornima University has collaborated with iNurture as 
knowledge partner. Our objective is to fill in the demand 
the emerging sectors are generating and to prepare the 
students to fit into the future workplace. These 
professional programs are design to breed production-
ready undergraduates & postgraduates with the right 
attitude & best understanding of how production & 
latest technology workflow occurs in a professional 
environment. It also confirms Poornima University’s 
educational philosophy and goal.

Job Oriented Reliable Ride in Visual Media Industry

BCA (General)

BCA (Information Technology & Infrastructure 
Management Services & Cloud Technology)

BCA (Mobile Applications & Information Security)

BFA (Animation & VFX)

Courses
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SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT & SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
(SOM & SOC)

Each student of BBA course in PU shall be completing 
following certi�icate courses along with their regular 
degree. These courses are integrated into the regular 
curriculum. 

• UG Degree

(CURRICULUM SCALED TO INDUSTRY NEEDS)

• 4 Certificates (PCC)

  i) Tally

  ii) Accounting

  iii) Network Administrator

  iv) MS Office

• Additional Courses

  i) Humanities and Soft Skills

  ii) Training on Bank PO exams

  iv) Pre Placement Preparation 

• Activities

  i) TEP

   ii) Educational Tours

  iii) Industrial Visits

Some Special Certi�icate Programmes have been 
designed for MBA students to acquaint them with 
additional pro�iciencies required along with base 
knowledge. A student shall be completing following 
such courses

BBA @ PU MBA @ PU

• PG Degree

 Advanced Curriculum

• Special Certificate Courses 

  i) Banking

  ii) Insurance

  iii) Selling Skills

• Additional Courses 

  i) Humanities and Soft Skills

  ii) Training on Bank PO exams

  iii) Pre Placement Preparation 

• Activities

  i) TEP

  ii) Educational Tours

  iii) Industrial Visits

B.COM. DEGREE

ADDITIONAL COURSES

TALENT ENRICHMENT
PROGRAMME (TEP)

4 CERTIFICATES
(PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES)

TRAININGS

SOFT SKILLS INPUTS 
& 

SPECIAL CLASSES @ PU

• CURRICULUM DESIGNED BY 
ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRY 
EXPERTS

• CREDIT BASED CURRICULUM

• HUMANITIES

• SOFT SKILLS

• LEARN WITH FUN ACTIVITIES

• EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

• MANAGEMENT CLUBS

TALLY + ACCOUNTING + NETWORK

ADMINISTRATOR + MS OFFICE

• BANK PO EXAMS

• CA/CPT PREPARATION

• APTITUDE & CAMPUS RECRUITMENT TRAINING
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THE FIRST CONVOCATION

The School of Management, Poornima University has organized its �irst convocation ceremony for MBA batch 2012-14. 
Padma-Shri Dr. Pritam Singh, Director General of the prestigious International Management Institute (IMI), New-Delhi 

graced the occasion as the chief – guest of the ceremony. Dr. S M Seth, Chairperson, 
Poornima University, presided over the function and awarded degrees and felicitated 
students with exemplary performance. The department of Commerce & Management is 
growing in stature in terms of variety and quality of graduating students.

The following dignitaries were felicitated during the ceremony:  

• The award of Honorary Doctorate degree (honoris causa) to Shri. Vinod K. Ladia

• 61 students of the 1st MBA batch of the University were awarded degrees

• Mr. Surendra Singh who scored 8.60 CGPA was awarded the Gold Medal

• Ms. Divya Dixit, who scored 8.42 CGPA was awarded the Silver Medal

The �irst Convocation Ceremony ended with a ray of hope and joy that is sure to inspire the 
students and faculty of this University in the years ahead…
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LAKSHYA : 
THE ANNUAL SPORTS AND CULTURAL FEST

The three day annual sports and cultural fest of Poornima 
University, 'Lakshya- 2015', started on Thursday, 16th April' 
2015, at the University, with great enthusiasm and zeal. It was 
inaugurated by a well known cricketer, Shri Pankaj Singh (the 
Guest of Honour of the event), in the presence of Dr. S.M.Seth, 
(the Chief Guest of the inaugural ceremony).

Around 700 students participated in the various sports, 
cultural and club activities from 29 colleges and universities 
across the country. Many indoor and outdoor sports activities 
organized on the first day including; basketball, football, 100 
and 200 meter race, table tennis, carom, shot put and Chess. 
Beside these, the students showed their creativity in some 
club activities like Mehandi, Rangoli making and sketching. 
The events which took place on the 18th, included some very 
interesting events such as; Fashion Show, Candy Crush, Junk 
Yard, Theatre, Shot-put, Graffiti Art, vase Painting, Gallerio, 
Bob The Builder etc. The Fashion Show was the very colourful 
event in which the students took part in huge numbers. 

The winners of the three day fest were awarded. Post this, the 
group solo dance, fashion show and the musical eve was 
organised. During the musical event, which was the main 
attraction of the three day fest took place in the evening. 
Teesha Nigam, Vishal Kothari and their group performed on 
the popular bollywood numbers and entertained the 
audiences with their enchanting voice. The moment the 
guests arrived on the stage, the entire audience went crazy 
after having their glimpse. They welcomed them on the stage 
with a huge round of applause. 
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Status of Ph. D. Admissions

         Location SET SBA SOM SOC Total

Rajasthan 43 44 29 3 119

U.P. 3 4 1 1 9

M.P. 6 2 1 -- 9

H.P. 1 1 -- -- 2

New Delhi 1 7 2 -- 10

Maharashtra 6 7 -- 1 14

Haryana 5 2 -- -- 7

Punjab -- 1 -- -- 1

Bihar -- -- 1 -- 1

Jharkhand -- -- 1 -- 1

West Bengal 1 -- -- -- 1

Karnataka -- -- 1 -- 1

Nepal -- 2 2 -- 4

Total 66 70 38 5 179

SET-School of Engineering & Technology, SBA-School of Basic & Applied Sciences, SOM-School of Management, SOC- 
School of Commerce

The students are supposed to undergo rigorous course work and ful�ill its requirements to be eligible for registration 
and hence the students lag behind in the process. At present, 16 students are registered in various schools and one 
could make pre-submission presentation to School Research Committee, the �inal thesis submission is due in May 
2015. The research work is continuously monitored & examined through external experts with a view to check and 
streamline the progress in proper direction of research targeted. 

Master of Technology (M. Tech) program is designed and is being executed to inculcate the research process in the 
students. The process starts from �irst semester as Learning Phase of Literature Review process, in which the students 
are performing in groups with common area of interest. In 
the second semester, each student selects one topic out of 
many they came across during the previous semester and 
carry out exhaustive literature review and its analysis to 
come out with the problem statement and objectives. During 
the third semester, the system is designed and implemented 
partially. During the fourth semester,  the practical 
implementation and analysis of the results are carried out. 
The process leads to the outcome of one good review paper 
and one research paper.

Our M. Tech. Program

Ph.D. AND M.TECH. HIGHLIGHTS

The University has started doctoral program in School of Engineering & Technology, School of Basic & Applied Sciences, 
School of Management and School of Commerce since inception. At present 179 students in total belonging to 12 states of the 
country and one another country Nepal are admitted in various schools during last two and half year. The registration process to 
the program is little difcult to ensure required qualities enhancement in individual researcher. Following is the status of 
admissions;

Ms. Sonam Gaur
(VLSI)

Ms. Swati S. Kumar
(VLSI)

Mr. Dheeraj K Rathore
(CE)

M. Tech. Stars
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CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING
• Workshop by IIT Bombay Spoken tutorial on PHP and MYSQL for B.Tech.(CE) V sem-108 students were certified 

in PHP and MYSQL (2014-15).Out of 116 students 99 students passed this exam & certified online completion of 
Linux workshop.

• Workshop on LATEX by Mr. Rahul Hada for B.Tech. (CE) Third Year Students.

• Workshop on DB2 by WebTek Labs, Noida for B.Tech. (CE) and BCA Second Year Students.

• Workshop on Essentials of Networking and Database by Mr. Dharmesh Santani, Mr. Durgesh Kumar and Mr. Nitin 
Gupta.

• Workshop on Wireless Network Tools & Techniques (2014-15) 

• Workshop by IIT Bombay Spoken tutorial on Linux for BCA-IV sem-28 students were certified in LINUX (2013-14

• Webinar on “Introduction of mobile application development with IBM Work light “by Chethan Settipalli under 
the program of “TGMC-2013-for-Mobility”.

DEPARTMENT OF ELECT. ENGG. AND ELEC. & COMM. ENGG.
• One Day Workshop on “FPGA Design using Verilog” was conducted on Saturday, 30th August’2014, attended by 

the students of B.Tech. - III yr. ECE & II yr. ECE, M.Tech II Year.Mr. Nitin Tiwari, DKOP Labs, Noida, was invited to 
deliver lecture for the same. 

  • A seminar on industrial automation by Mr.Abhinov Chakraborty (VISION WORLD TECH PVT. LTD. JAIPUR) was 
conducted on the topic: Industrial Automation, Embedded System & Solar Technology, on 29th August 2014. The 
students of III year EC, II year EC and II year EE attended the session ''Wireless Sensor Networks'' (WSN) at the 
Institution of Engineers. Mr.Chakraborty highlighted the meaning and importance of Industrial Automation, by 
giving real life examples. He discussed about the need of automation using PLC and SCADA and also discussed 
about the importance of Solar Technology in today’s scenario as well as from the future perspective. 

• Mr. Jitendra Dhanjani, the Business Development Manager of MERC, conducted a workshop with some of his the 
colleagues at Poornima University on 23rd and 24th of February. The workshop was based on the applications of 
PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) and SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition).Mecstech 
Education & Research Centre (P) Ltd. is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company 
which was established in 2008.

• The Students of III year ECE & EE attended a seminar on Wireless Sensor 
Networks (WSN) at the Institution of Engineers, between 30th April and 1st of 
May’2014.

 • The Experts from AARMON TECH. PVT. LTD., Jaipur delivered a seminar on 
“Basics of Electronics and Electrical Engineering” on 26.2.15 for the students 
of B.Tech. II year ECE & EE students. The following topics were discussed:

 a. Microprocessor V/S Microcontroller

 b. AVR Microcontroller

 c. Arduino Microcontroller

 d. CISC V/S RISC Processor

 e. SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition)

 f. Human Machine Interface (HMI)

The Government Agencies involved in the renewable Energy are Solar Energy 
Corporation of India (SECI) , Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA), Rajasthan Renewable Energy 
Corporation Limited (RRECL) , Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) , Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar 
Mission (JNNSM) and  Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY)
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 Software for PCB Designing

 a. ExpressPCB           b.   DipTrace          c.   Eagle CAD

• Workshop on Image Processing Using MATLAB : The department of Electronics & Communication 
Engineering organized a 1-day workshop for the students of B.Tech II year ECE and EE on “Image Processing using 
MATLAB” in collaboration with TechieNest Pvt. Ltd. on 10.3.15. The basics and applications of MATLAB and its 
programming tools were taught to the students and the workshop was concluded with a hands-on practical 
session. 

  • Dr. Manoj Gupta, Rajesh Kumar, R. A. Gupta, “Detection of Power Quality Disturbances Using Symbolic Dynamics” 
IEEE International Conference on Recent Advances and Innovations in Engineering (ICRAIE-2014), at Poornima 
University, Jaipur, India, May 09-11, 2014.

SCHOOL OF  MANAGEMENT AND SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

International Conferences

 An International Conference on Small and Medium Enterprises in the Global Economy : Opportunities and challenges”, 
was jointly organized by DMS – PGC and PU (Jaipur) in collaboration with the Hanyyang University (South Korea),  and 
J K Laksmipat University (Jaipur) from 06 – 07 February, 2015. The Eminent 
Guests, from various Academic and Corporate World were invited to share 
their knowledge and give their expert opinions over the Research Papers, 
presented by various Research Scholars, Students and Academicians.

The second International Conference was jointly organized by Poornima 
School of management and the school of management, Poornima University 
at “Arbuda convention center”, Poornima institute of Engineering & 
Technology, Jaipur.

The Collaborating Institutions 

The Department of Management Studies, Poornima Group of Colleges and the Poornima University conducted a 
conference in collaboration with three famous institutions, namely,

• School of Management, Asian Institute of Technology, 

• Bangkok (Thailand), Hanyyang University Business School

• Seoul (South Korea) and JK Laksmipat University, Jaipur (India). 

These institutions have a rich background, expertise and experience in the field of management and technical 
education. In a nutshell, the two day conference was beneficial to all participants i.e. Research Scholars, Industry 
Delegates, Academicians as well for the Students. The learning would pave the way for further researches in varied 
dimensions of economy.

Special Moment: HOD of SOM & SOC, Mr. Hariom Gurjar, was awarded with the best paper presented in Entrepreneur 
stream. 



SCHOOL OF BASIC & APPLIED SCIENCES
The Department in technical collaboration with National Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee organized a two day 
Conference on “Emerging Trends in Water Quantity and Quality Management” during 19th and 20th December 2014. 
The Conference was jointly organized by the Department of Chemistry and Department of Civil Engineering at the 
University and was sponsored by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR), New-Delhi.  

The Objectives of the Conference were:

• To provide a forum to the scientists and the engineers to discuss issues 
related to water quality and quantity. 

• To explore the science of water and its application to the understanding 
and management of India’s water resources.

• To assess the significance and challenges related to water harvesting, 
storage and conservation technologies to meet water demand.

• To engage stakeholder in issue-oriented discussion as to share experience 
and agree on a common plan of action.

Dr. C K Varshney, Former Professor at JNU, New-Delhi was Chief-Guest of the inaugural function. Dr. S M Seth, 
Chairperson, Poornima University and Chairman PGC and Poornima Foundation, graced the occasion as the President 
of the inaugural function. The excellent key note address of the inaugural function was delivered by Dr. Brij Gopal, Vice 
President, National Institute of Ecology, New-Delhi.

A SESSION ON WATER & ENVIRONMENT BY Dr. D.D.OJHA : Poornima University has always contributed towards the 
enrichment and enhancement of its students’ knowledge as well as awareness about social and environmental 
surroundings. Hence the University organized a very special session for the B.Tech First Year students on ‘Water and 
Environment’ by Dr. D.D.Ojha on 27th August ‘2014.

SCHOOL OF PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE
A workshop was conducted on 27th Aug’ 2014, by for ARTS AND GRAPHICS for B.ARCH-IIISEM. The objective of the 
workshop was Learning and understanding the technique, process and application of mural material. The faculty 
member involved Anushka Mathur and Neelakshi Saxena. The artist invited for the same was Shiv Kumar Sharma. 

An architectural workshop was conducted at the PU to give knowledge about perspective, importance of studying 
perspective in architecture, to enhance the observation power and to understand  what all key points to keep in mind 
while sketching? The name of the expert invited was Mrs. Nirupama Singh, and faculty member involved in the 
workshop was Ms. Neelakshi Saxena. Some photographs reflecting the work/output performed by students during 
workshop...

A seminar on “Sustainable Solutions for Jaipur” was conducted on April 25, 2015, at PU, which was graced by Dr. 
K.K.S.Bhatia; President, Poornima University, Dr. Manoj Gupta; Dean and Provost, Poornima University, and Faculty 
members of the School of Planning and Architecture. The Chief Guests on this occasion  were Prof. Neeraj Gupta, Prof., 
Department of Architecture; CURAJ, Mr. R.P. Gupta; Conservator of Forest, Jaipur, Ms.Suvarna Lele, Mr. Sanjay 
Palneetkar, Advisor, State Pollution Control Board, Rajasthan and Mr. Deepak Bansal. The chief guests of the seminar 
were also the experts in their field relating to sustainable development, and hence conducted some technical sessions 
for the benefit of the students. The technical sessions were followed by the Panel Discussion on Futuristic Approach.

National Workshops Organized

Theme Duration

A Three Days National Workshop On “Research Methods Using  22-24, August 2014
Neural Networks in MATLAB”  

A Two day ISTE e-workshop on "Steps 2 Research" 19-20, September 2014

A four Days National Workshop On “ Wireless Networks Tools & Techniques”  07-10, November  2014
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FACULTY/STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN
CONFERENCES/SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS

 DEPARTMENT OF ELECT. ENGG. AND ELEC. & COMM. ENGG.
•  Gaurav Soni, Ashish Raj Sinha, Pankaj Gakhar attended 3 day national workshop at      Poornima University, 

Jaipur on “Introduction to Research Methods using Neural Networks in MATLAB (IRMNNM-2014)”, from 22nd to 
24th Aug. 2014.

•  Diksha Joshi attended 4 days Short Term Course on Electronic Devices and Materials   (ET-EDM 2014) at MNIT, 
Jaipur, from 1st to 4th Oct. 2014.

•  Gaurav Soni attended STTP on Research Methodology & Design of Experiments at MNIT, Jaipur from 27-31st Oct. 
2014.

•  Meenu Kumari and Neha Kaushik attended a 3 day workshop on Faculty Empowerment---Mission 10X, at 
Poornima Institute of Engineering and Technology from, 6th to 8th January 2015.

•  Kapil Shrivastava attended an international Conference BICON-2014 at 
Biyani Girl’s College, Vidhyadhar Nagar on 14th Oct. 2014.

•  Manoj Gupta, Rajesh Kumar, R. A. Gupta, “Detection of Power Quality 
Disturbances Using Symbolic Dynamics”, IEEE International Conference 
on Recent Advances and Innovations in Engineering (ICRAIE-2014), at 
Poornima University, Jaipur India, May 09-11, 2014.

•  Dr. Manoj Gupta, Provost, PU,  participated in a panel discussion, held 
during the 2nd Conference on Green Buildings, held on November 28’ 
2014 at SMS Convention Centre, Jaipur. The topic of the panel discussion 
was “Roadmap for developing 100 Green Smart Cities with focus on 
Ajmer City”, which was participated by Dr. Manjeet Singh; Local Self 
Government, GOR, Commissioner, Housing Board, GOR, Commissioner, Ajmer Development Authority, Dr. Sanjay 
Bajpai, Director – DST, GOI, Dr. Prem C Jain, Chairman, IGBC, Mr. Sunil Jain, Secretary; CREDAI, Jaipur, Mr. Ashish 
Mathur; MD, JUSCO and Mr. Bobby Vijaykar, IIA.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
•  Pratish Rawat and Rahul Jain – IIT Delhi QIP on Solar Energy and tech. for 9-15 Dec 2014
•  Nitin Joshi - MNIT, Jaipur, FDP, Entrepreneur Development Program (EDP), 8-19 Dec 2014
•  Ashwani Sharma and Upander Kumar Singh – PIT Jaipur, Mission 10X Learning Approach by WIPRO, from 6-

Jan-2015 to 8-Jan-2015
•  Vikas Kumar – SAE Virtual Round, Chennai, 5-10 Jan 2015   
•  Nitin Joshi and Ashwani Kapoor - Urjavaran–2014 on 1st Nov’ 2014 at, ITC Rajputana, Hotel, Jaipur.

SCHOOL OF PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE
• A workshop was jointly organized at Pune by National Institute of Advanced Studies in Architecture (NIASA) & 

Council of Architecture, New Delhi, titled- “Academic Leadership Workshop”, from 17th to 19th 
December’2014. At the workshop, Vice-Chancellor of Manipal University, Prof. Dr. K. Ramnarayan spoke, on the 
various challenges which the academic leaders face on day to day basis and also how to deal with them. The 
workshop was attended by Ar. Gaurav Mohan Mathur & Ar. Yash Pratap Singh on behalf of Poornima 
University.

•  The Council of Architecture’ along with ‘The Indian Institute of Architects’ had organized a seminar and open 
discussion at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi on Monday, 1st Sept 2014, titled- "Architectural Education Today 
for the Profession Tomorrow". Both the organizations together discussed about the issues relating to the 
Architectural Education in the country, like, what the minimum standard should be and how to achieve them. The 
seminar was attended by Ar. Arjan Singh & Ar. Siddharth Sharma on behalf of Poornima University.
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
• Mr. Surendra Singh Ola attended workshop on Structural Dynamics for practicing engineers organized by 

Center for Disaster Mitigation and Management.

•  Mr. Himanshu Bhatt attended a workshop on Structural Dynamics for practicing engineers organized by Center 
for Disaster Mitigation and Management.

•  Ms. Ramaa Singh attended the following workshops and seminars;

  Workshop on Structural Dynamics for practicing engineers organized by Center for Disaster Mitigation and 
Management;

•  Presented paper on National conference on assessment of water quality and quantity management held at 
Poornima University, Jaipur;

•  Workshop on 3D modeling organized by Institute of Engineers.

•  Mr. Pawan Kumar Attended a workshop on “Advanced concrete mix design”, held by Ambuja Cement.

 DEPARTMENT OF ELECT. ENGG. AND ELEC. & COMM. ENGG.
• Sonam Gaur, Gaurav Soni, Swati S.Kumar, “Power and Delay Optimization of 1 Bit Full Adder using MTCMOS 

Technique”, in proceeding of International  Conference on Advances in Engineering & Technology, ICAET 2014, 
Roorkee, India.

• Ankur Sharma, Gaurav Soni, “ A High Speed Low Power Sense Amplifier for CMOS Memory”, in proceeding of 
International Conference on Recent Cognizance in Wireless Communication and Image Processing (ICRCWIP 
2014), 16-17 January, 2015, Poornima Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jaipur, India.

• Neha Singh, Kamal Kishor Choure, Sachin Chauhan, Harshavardhan Singh, “Performance Comparison Of 
Phase Shifting Surface Lens Antenna With Other Lens Antennas,” in proceeding of International Conference on 
Recent Cognizance in Wireless Communication and Image Processing (ICRCWIP 2014), 16-17 January, 2015, 
Poornima Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jaipur, India.

• Neha Singh, Kamal Kishor Choure, “A study of Phase Shifting Surface” in proceeding of International 
Conference on Recent Cognizance in Wireless Communication and Image Processing (ICRCWIP 2014), 16-17 
January, 2015, Poornima Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jaipur, India.

• Neha Kaushik, Supriya, “Simulation of Induction Generator and its Characteristics Related to Wind Power 
Applications” in proceeding of International Conference on Recent Advances and Trends in Electrical Engineering 
(RATEE-2014), 23-24 December, 2014, NITTTR, Chandigarh, India.

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING
• Saxena .S, Edge Detection Approaches in the Taxonomy of Soft Computing-A Survey.    International Journal of 

Science and Research (IJSR), Volume 3 Issue 5, May 2014

• Singh .B .P , & Singhal .R, Web Classification Using DYN FP Algorithm. International Journal of Electronics and 
Computer Science Engineering.

• Rijwani .P, Jain .S, & Santani .D Software Effort Estimation: A Comparison Based Perspective. International 
Journal of Application or Innovation in Engineering & Management (IJAIEM), Volume 3, Issue 12, December 2014.

• Santani .D, Bundele .M, & Rijwani .P, Artificial Neural Networks for Software Effort Estimation: A Review. 
International Journal of Advances in Engineering Science and Technology, December 2014

• Varsha Himthani, Prashant Hemrajani, Sachin Sharma, Optimizing The Efficiency Of Watchdog Ids In Manets 
Using Selfishness Information And Bayesian Filtering [Optimizing The Efficiency Of Watchdog Ids In Manets 
Using Selfishness Information And Bayesian Filtering ]. International Journal of Computer Science and 
Engineering, 2014; 3(2) 131–140

• Jayanti Khatri, Regression Testing Using Uml Models: A Survey. International Journal of   Engineering and 
Management Research, Volume-4, Issue-3, June-2014, Page Number: 216-219.

FACULTY/STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
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DEPARTMENT OF I YEAR
• Dr. Priti Kaushik has acted as a Convener of the Conference  on Emerging Trends in Water Quantity and Quality 

Management’ during 19th and 20th December, 2014 at Poornima University  in Jaipur
• Dr. Priti Kaushik has submitted a paper in ETWQQM 2014 titled ‘Water Footprint and Virtual Water’ and 

published the same in online proceeding of IJERT.
• Dr. Dipti Mathur has submitted a paper in ETWQQM 2014 titled ‘Water Footprint and Virtual Water’ and ‘Ground 

Water Management ‘and published the same in online proceeding of IJERT. 
• Mr. K. K. Varshney has qualified NET in 2013 and GATE in 2014.
• Mr. K. K. Varshney attended a Conference of IEEE ON 28th February, 2014.
• Ms.  Ruchi Mittal has submitted her PhD thesis titled ‘Narrative of the Village: Changing Scenario of Rural India’ 

in Rajasthan University.
• Mr. Manoj Gautam has qualified GATE IN 2014.
• Mr. Digvijay Singh has submitted a paper in Rajasthan Science Conference and published one paper in 

International Conference (ICORE).
• Dr. Shilpi Saxena got her paper titled ‘Heat transfer in a coupled – fluid flow over a highly porous  medium layer in 

the presence of Heat source’ Published in International Journal of Engineering, Research and Technology (IJERT), 
ISSN: 2278-0181, Vol. 3(1), January 2014.

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
• S. Pal, A.K Mukherjee, T. Senapati, P. Samanta, S. Mondal and A.R. Ghosh. A Study on littoral zone sediment 

quality and aquatic Macrophyte diversity of opencast coal pit-lakes in Raniganj coal field, West Bengal, India. 
International Journal of Environmental Sciences. (Vol 4, No 4, pp575588, 2014). 

• Samanta .P, Pal .S, Mukherjee .A .K, Senapati .T and Ghosh .A .R, Effects of Almix Herbicide on Metabolic 
Enzymes in Different Tissues of Three Teleostean Fishes  Anabas testudineus, Heteropneustes fossilis and 
Oreochromis niloticus. International Journal of Scientific Research in Environmental Sciences, 2 (5), pp. 156
163, 2014.

• Samanta .P, Pal .S, Mukherjee .A .K, Senapati .T, Kole .D and Ghosh .A .R,  Effects of Almix Herbicide on Profile of 
Digestive Enzymes of Three Freshwater Teleostean Fishes in Rice Field Condition. Toxicolgy Reports (Elsevier) 
1(2014) pp 379–384   

• Samanta .P, Pal .S, Mukherjee .A .K, Senapati .T, Kole .D and Ghosh .A .R,  Alterations in Digestive Enzymes of 
Three Freshwater Teleostean Fishes by Almix Herbicide: A Comparative Study; Proc Zool Soc (Springer), Aug. 
2014. 

• Samanta .P, Pal .S, Mukherjee .A .K, Senapati .T, Kole .D and Ghosh .A .R,  Effects of almix herbicide on alanine 
amino transferase (ALT), aspertate amino transferase (AST), and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) of three teleostean 
fishes in rice field condition. The Global Journal of Environmental Science & Research. 1(1), pp19, 2014.

• Mondal .S, Mukherjee .A .K, Senapati .T, Haque .S and Ghosh .A .R, Interrelationship between TOC, IC, TC and 
DO, BOD, COD of water in regard to stratification of an abandoned OCP at Raniganj coal field area, Buedwan, West 
Bengal. Published in the Proceedings of 1st International Congress on Applied Ichthyology and Aquatic 
Environment – “Hydro Medit 2014. November 1315, Volos, Greece. pp – 2529.

 • Samanta .P, Pal .S, Mukherjee .A .K, Senapati .T, Kole .D and Ghosh .A .R,  Biochemical effects of Almix herbicide 
in three freshwater teleostean fishes. Published in the Proceedings of 1st International Congress on Applied 
Ichthyology and Aquatic Environment – “Hydro Medit 2014. November 1315, Volos, Greece.  pp 162167

• Mehta .A, Senapati T. and Duggal .R, Study on hydro geochemistry of groundwater in Sanganer Tehsil, Jaipur 
District, Rajasthan.  International Journal of Geology, Earth & Environmental Sciences . 4(3), 2014, pp183193.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• Book Name-“Sociology & Elements of Economics for Engineers”
 Publisher: Priya Tech Publication PVT LTD.  Author: Nitin Joshi (Deputy HOD)
• Book Name-“Solar Photovoltaic Thermal Hybrid Water Collector”
 Publisher: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing   Author – Pratish Rawat (Assistant Professor)
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PRAYOGAM- 2014

‘Prayogam’; the word itself means, “to explore or to experiment”. Prayogam provides the best platform to the students 
to exhibit and showcase their creativity. It gives an opportunity to the students to experiment with their thoughts and 
to use their knowledge. Prayogam is a unique initiative by Poornima Group of 
Colleges and Poornima University in association with Kokuyo Camlin. The 
event was held from 17th November to 19th November 2014. It showcased a 
total of 415 technical projects, ranging from hardware to software. A total of 
52 schools (8000 students) witnessed the event. The inaugural ceremony 
was commenced on 17th November, ‘2014 by a group of dignified persons. 
The Chief Guest - Dr. S. M. Seth, Chairman, Poornima Foundation, Jaipur, 
Guests of Honor - Mr. Ranen Gupta, Vice President, Pasona India Ltd, 
Faridabad and Special Guest - Mr. Sammar Abbas, Vice President, Hr& Admin, 
Danchi Color India. 

THE TRAINING AND PLACEMENT CELL

Dear Readers,

GREETINGS!!!

It gives me immense pleasure to introduce you to Training & Placement Cell of Poornima 
University through this magazine. The Training &Placement Cell of Poornima University is aptly 
set up, not only to get a right job, but also to guide its students to get into the right career. The 
process of personal attention and hand holding is a norm and is followed at every aspect of the life 
of a student, which has resulted in the students achieving laurels in the profession they have 
chosen.

At Poornima University, the students are groomed according to the needs of the industry. We try to broaden their 
mindsets and aspire to create positive attitudes in our students by opening frontiers of knowledge. 

An enabling environment is made for these students, giving them an opportunity to have rich industrial exposure, 
through Industrial training, Industrial visits and by arranging special interactive sessions taken by Industry experts 
from different fields in order to develop them as creators, performers and problem solvers.

Our students get a lot of industrial exposure, by their frequent industrial visits. Besides, our undergraduate students 
undergo a six to eight-week training in their winter/summer vacations in reputed industries/ institutions/ 
organizations, in India as well as abroad, as part of their academic requirements.

 I am confident that the students of Poornima University will make a mark wherever they go and make their alma mater 
proud.                                      

Dipti Lodha
(Training & Placement Officer)
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GLOBAL TIE UPS AND COLLABORATION 

An MOU with  Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), Thailand
establishes an understanding between AIT & PU for student exchange 
programmes, holding of joint international conferences, workshops, 
seminars etc.
An academic alliance with  enables Hanyang University (HU), Korea
cooperation between HU and PU for deriving mutual advantage in 
their pursuit of higher learning  and exposure to each other’s programs.
i-Nurture Education Solutions Pvt. Ltd. is a pioneer in Animation, 
Creative Management, Information Technology, Mobile Application 
Technology and Financial Services in India.  i-Nurture as knowledge 
partner in Poornima University, aims to provide latest IT Industry 
update. The students can aspire towards job oriented reliable ride in 
visual media industry.
Poornima University enjoys advantage of smart classrooms 
empowered by Pearson's highest quality e-Pearson DigiClass. 
textbook content, flexible offering allows the advantage of a 
convenient and fully digital way for teaching and learning.
A Tie-Up with leading education service provider Career Launcher 
India Limited (CL) aims at training Poornima's students to face 
global challenges posed by the recruiters. The training includes 
practice sessions, technical trainings, motivational & inspirational 
sessions by corporate trainers.
The aims at developing character,  National Cadet Corps (NCC) 
comradeship, discipline, a secular outlook, the spirit of adventure and 
ideals of selfless service amongst young citizens. Poornima University 
breeds the same quality in its students through NCC advantage.
The  is a professional Indian Society of Lighting Engineers (ISLE)
body in the field of illuminating engineering. The student Chapter of 
ISLE in Poornima University fills the gap between academia & 
industry.
Tie up with  to empower students, providing knowledge Path Finders
for basic needs and tangible tools for a fresh start  
A Tie-Up with  technologies to provide training in the field of Priganik
circuit simulation and PCB manufacturing using tool multisim and 
ultiboard

AIT
Asian Institute of Technology

Bangkok (Thailand)

Indian Society of Indian Society of 
Lighting EngineersLighting Engineers
Indian Society of 

Lighting Engineers

Korea

CADD
CENTRE

CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF PLASTICS

ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

Poornima Foundation’s exceptionally committed 

legacy proves its reliability year after year. Training 

& Placement cell of PU has strong networking with 

industries, academic institutions and corporate and it 

acts as mentors for all its institutions. For 2014-15 

Batch, placement drives of 30 companies have been 

conducted till 18th April and 95 students are placed. 

The footprints of Poornimaites are visible in the 

galaxy of corporate and institutional world. The 

highest pay package was secured by Shaharyar Mirza 

of BBA & Kapil Garg of MBA for 4 Lac & 5.5 Lac 

per annum respectively.

PLACEMENTS
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LIST OF SELECTED STUDENTS THROUGH PLACEMENT

Company Name Course Student Name

Dainchi Color India Pvt Ltd MBA Pragaty Srivastava, Nilesh Khandelwal, Ankita  
Sethi, Bharti Kumari, 

Avyukta Intellicall Consulting Pvt. Ltd. BCA Gagan, Mayank Patidar, Sandesh, Sumit Jha, Vikas 
Somani, Vishnu Giri

TCS BBA, B.COM. Vartika Garg, Shallu Marwal, Bajrang Bishnoi, 
Saharsh Saxena, Pallavi Pal

Tech Acres BBA Rishiraj Singh

Universal Hunt BBA Aashka

Capital Aim MBA Kapil Bamotra, Shankhdeep Das

Adarshprime Group MBA, BBA Rajesh Kumar (MBA), Gaurav Kulshreshtha (MBA), 
Harish Rajoria (MBA), Pankaj Sahani (BBA), Rajesh 
Kumar Kumawat (BBA), Aashka Singh (BBA), 
Deepa Kumari (BBA).

Genpact B COM. BBA  Anish Kumar (B.COM.), Ashish Dixit(B.COM.), 
Satish Vyas(BBA), Yogendra Singh(BBA), Shubham 
Shringi(BBA), Deepa Kumari(BBA), Saurav 
Jain(BBA), Viliyam Singh(BBA)

American Express/Serco MBA Anchal Tyagi

Udaan Enterprises Pvt Ltd BCA Sumit Jha

Indian Army B.Tech. Yogendra Singh Nathawat (CIVIL), Sidhant 
Rajora(C.E), Harsh Sharma (E.E), Himanshu Behl 
(E.E),  Dharmanshu Yadav (M.E),  Nadeem 
Khan(M.E), Shiv Kumar Singh (M.E), Mirza Asad 
Baig (M.E)

Amrapali Group MBA Shubham Baj, Mohd. Akram, Kamlendra, Nikhil 
Sharma, Shubham Maheshwari

Kokuku Intech India Pvt Ltd MBA Pinaz Khan

Vkalp BBA Sumeet Sirohiya, Chandan Kishore

Shubham Resorts Pvt. Ltd. MBA Udit Vijay

XL Dynamics MBA Shankhdeep Das

Girnarsoft BCA, MBA Roshan Kumar(BCA), Karishma Indolia (MBA)

Jaro Education MBA, BBA Kapil Garg (MBA), Utsav Singh (BBA) , Shaharyar 
Mirza (BBA)

Risha Infrastructure BBA Anubhav  Goyal, Dharmendra Singh

CAMPUS RECRUITMENT TRAINING (CRT)
The University has a comprehensive program designed to train students for all the stages of Campus Recruitments. The 

program has different modules for written test or aptitude test, group discussions and personal interviews. This 

program is updated on a regular basis to keep pace with the changes in the recruitment procedures adopted by various 

companies at campuses. The overall in-charge of this program is Mrs. Garima Mathur. All the areas are normally 

covered in the aptitude tests of most of the companies, i.e., Quantitative ability, Reasoning, Verbal and Basic Computer 

Skills etc. To prepare the students for the next stages, i.e. Group Discussion (GD) and Inter-view, the classes are 

conducted in Communication Skills which; include basic communication skills, GD and Interview basics; mock GDs, 

mock Interviews (HR & Technical) and Psychometric tests etc. 
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FACULTY & STAFF – THE FORCE BEHIND

At Poornima Foundation, its faculty members, whose dedicated focus is on teaching learning process and inspiring the 

students, shape the academic facet of institution. Devoted faculty members are instrumental for imparting world-class 

education. Poornima Foundation’s balanced commitment to scholarship, teaching, and research attracts some of the 

�inest scholars of the state.  With a faculty: student ratio of 1:15 and supportive hand of committed staff that strongly 

believes in quality education, our esteemed, innovative, and caring faculty guides our students to become change 

agents of the future. Faculty members are passionate and curious individuals who continue their own research while 

teaching at Poornima. They come from across the country bringing with them a diverse wealth of knowledge.

The faculty at Poornima believes in GURU-SHISHYA heritage of Indian Tradition. This allows for a closer student-

professor relationship and contributes to the sense of community on campus. Professors also make themselves 

available to students outside of the classroom, even beyond of�ice hours, such as meeting in the staff rooms / cafeteria 

or before or after class or at hostels. The faculty at Poornima makes a point of connecting with their students to create a 

ful�illing academic experience.

Today the total number of faculty at Poornima is over 550, spread across management, technology, architecture, 

commerce and science. Over the years the faculty has contributed to research and published and presented papers in 

both national and international conferences.

The faculty members at various institutions of Poornima are assets that enhance the credibility of the organisation and 

facilitate recognition through exclusive academic delivery. 

Faculty is the realm of any educational organization. This teaching and guiding factor acts as a backbone of any learning 

& career development. The faculties are periodically trained in house & out house to pin point focus to our curriculums 

requirements. Just as students prepare intensely for every class, Poornima faculty spends a great deal of time preparing 

for each class as well, alone and in teaching teams.

Good staff is one of our greatest assets

In today's fast paced world an organization wants to be on the leading edge. This can be attained only with a powerful 

task force, who can perform like work horses, giving quality result in the speci�ied time frame. Our strong management 

team recognizes individual efforts and contributions that help to maintain our forward momentum in the marketplace. 

Our entire staff is carefully selected, & passes under a strict training routine periodically to perform like a professional.

 

Mr. Rahul Singhi

Assistant Director, 

Poornima Foundation
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RESEARCH SCHOLARS' PUBLICATIONS

As a result of the efforts and the progress of research works at PG and PhD level, the outcome in the form of publications 

in various National/International Conferences/ Journals has started pouring in. Following is the list of some selected 

publications.

Details of Publications

A Critical Review of Voltage & Reactive Power Management of Wind Farms, 
International Journal of Advances in Engineering Science and Technology, ELSEVIER

Mitigation of Reactive Power Requirements of Large Scale Wind Power 
Generation in Western Rajasthan Using Static Var Compensator,  NIT-
Kurukshetra,  IEEE conf. IICPE 2014

Neural Network-Based Model for Optimum  Design of Wired Bow-tie Antenna, 
International Conference: Electrical, Electronics, Signals, Communication & 
Optimization-ESCO , IEEE Conference

A Uni�ied Approach To Fractional Calculus Pertaining To I-Functions, 
International Journal of Mathematics and Computer Applications Research 
(IJMCAR), ISSN(P): 2249-6955; ISSN(E): 2249-8060 Vol. 4, Issue 1, Feb 2014, 31-42 
© TJPRC Pvt. Ltd.

Integrals Pertaining to I-Functions, International Journal of Applied Mathematics 
& Statistical Sciences (IJAMSS), ISSN(P): 2319-3972; ISSN(E): 2319-3980 Vol. 3, 
Issue 5, Sep 2014, 1- 8 © IASET

On a General Class of Multiple Eulerian Integrals, ISSN 2278 – 2540, Volume III, 
Issue VIII, August 2014 IJLTEMAS

Analysis of Operational Transformation Algorithms, International Conference 
on Recent cognizance in wireless communication & image processing-ICRCWIP-
2014, Springer

Physico-Chemical &Microbial Assessment of Ground Water of DCM Industrial 
Area and its adjoining Areas, Kota [India].Part I, International Journal of 
Innovative Research in Science, Engineering and Technology, Vol. 3, Issue 11, 
November 2014

Study on Hydro geochemistry of Groundwater in Sanganer Tehsil, Jaipur 
District, Rajasthan, International Journal of Geology, Earth & Environmental 
Sciences ISSN: 2277-2081 (Online) An Open Access, Online International Journal 
Available at http://www.cibtech.org/jgee.htm 2014 Vol. 4 (3) September-December, 
pp. 183-193

Relationship of Psychological Variables on the Performance of Swimmers, ISSN 
No. : 2349-4867, Times International Journal of Research, June 2014

Relationship of Anthropometric Measurement on the Performance of 
swimmers, International Conformance on Physical Education and Sports Science 
6th & 7th Jan.2015 Organize By JECRC University

Relationship of Stress and Anxiety on the Performance of Swimmers, 
International Conformance on Physical Education and Sports Science 6th & 7th 
Jan.2015 Organize By JECRC University

A.K.Pathak, M.P Sharma, 
Dr. Mahesh Bundele

Authors 

A.K.Pathak, M.P Sharma

Alok Pandey, 
Pravesh Chaudhary, 
M.L. Gupta

Alok Bhargava, 
Amber Srivastava, 
Rohit Mukherjee

Amber Srivastava,
Rohit Mukherjee,
Alok Bhargava

Alok Bhargava, 
Amber Srivastava, 
Rohit Mukherjee

Santosh Kumawat, 
Ajay Khunteta

Nupur Jain, 
Susmita Sharma,
Rakesh Duggal

A. Mehta ,
T. Senapati1,
R. Duggal

Mukesh Kumar Taker

Mukesh Kumar Taker, 
Pinkesh

Bhoodev Kharra, 
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Authors 

Case Study: Anxiety Level of CBSE School Basket Ball Players, International 
Conformance on Physical Education and Sports Science 6th & 7th Jan.2015, Organize 
by JECRC University

Review of Electromagnetic failure, optimization techniques and stress 
prediction in Interconnect, IOSR-JVSP

A Comparative Analysis of Copper and Carbon NanoTubes Based Global 
Interconnects, National Conference on "Mathematical Analysis and Computation 
(NCMAC 2015)" February 20-21, 2015, organized by MNIT, Jaipur

Power Analysis of Si MOSFET and CNFET based Logic Gates, National Conference on 
"Mathematical Analysis and Computation (NCMAC 2015)" February 20-21, 2015, 
organized by MNIT, Jaipur

Crosstalk Analysis in Global Interconnects, National Conference on "Mathematical 
Analysis and Computation (NCMAC 2015)" February 20-21, 2015, organized by MNIT, 
Jaipur

Review in Controlling Analysis of Injection Molding Machine, IJERT,

Review in Industrial Automation, IOSR-JEEE

Data Integrity in Cloud Computing, National Conference on "Mathematical Analysis 
and Computation (NCMAC 2015)" February 20-21, 2015, organized by MNIT, Jaipur

Review in Privacy Preserving Data Mining, National Conference on "Mathematical 
Analysis and Computation (NCMAC 2015)" February 20-21, 2015, organized by MNIT, 
Jaipur, 

A Novel Approach for Evaluation of Message Digest used in Data Possession, Elixir 
International Journal

Black Hole Attack Analysis and Detection using Sequence Number in AODV 
Routing Protocol in Mobile ad-hoc Networks, International Conference on “Advance 
Research & Innovation in Engineering & Technology

Vulnerability Analysis and Detection in AODV Routing Protocol in Mobile ad-hoc 
Networks, International Conference on “Advance Research & Innovation in 
Engineering & Technology

Detection and Prevention of Black Hole Attack for Dynamic Source Routing in 
Mobile ad-hoc Network, International Journal of Innovations & Advancement in 
Computer Science (IJIACS), ISSN 2347 – 8616, Volume 4, Special Issue March 2015

Dynamic Power Reduction in CMOS Logic Circuits using VID Technique, IJSR

Delay, Power and Area optimization of 8-Bit ALU circuit using XOR gate based 
Clock Gating technique, International Conference on Computational Intelligence and 
Communication Networks

Power and Delay Optimization of 1 Bit full adder using MTCMOS Technique, 
International Conference on Advances in Engineering and Technology-ICAET 2014, 
Volume III, Issue VIII, August 2014 IJLTEMAS, organized by IIT Roorki

Power and SNM Optimized 6TSRAM Cell using Power Gating Technique, 
International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Communication 
Networks 2014 (CICN 2014), organized by MIR lab Gwalior

Details of Publications

Rajneesh Jhinjha,
Rajesh Kumar

Arti Joshi, Rishika Sethi,
Purushottam Kumawat

Arti Joshi,
Gaurav Soni

Rishika Sethi, Gaurav Soni

Purushottam Kumawat,
Gaurav Soni

Udit Mamodiya,
Priyanka Sharma

Anchal Pokharana,
Rahul Hada

Asmita Singh,
Devendra Somwanshi

Sneha Sharma,
Vibhakar Pathak

Tarun Kumar Agrawal,
Dharmesh Santani

Deepak Baberwal 
Prof.(Dr)Mahesh Bundele

Devendra Kumar
Somwanshi, Preeti Sahu

Sonam Gour, Swati S. 
Kumar, Gaurav Soni

Swati S. Kumar, 
Gaurav Soni

Tarun Kumar Agrawal,
Narendra Choudhary,
Rahul Aggarwal
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FACULTY INCENTIVE PROGRAMME

Human capital, especially teacher quality, is believed to be one of the most 

important inputs into education production. One such potential method to 

increase the student’ achievements and to improve the quality of individuals, 

selecting teaching as a profession, is to provide the teachers with �inancial 

incentives, based on student achievements. To appreciate the efforts made by 

various departments & individuals for the betterment of academic 

performance & standards and to encourage the faculty or staff members to 

contribute in a positive and competitive environment, the University 

management has started the concept of performance incentive scheme for 

faculty and staff members. As per norms 8 HOD’s, 46 Faculty Members and 22 

TA’s were given the incentives as per the following �igures for the session 2012-

13 & 2013-14:-

As per the norms, the University had distributed incentives to HOD’s, Faculty 

Members and Technical staff in year 2012-13 and 2013-14 as given below:

1 2012-13 I and II 1,99,000/- 1,54,586/- 14,925/- 1,03,301/- 36,360/-

2 2013-14 I,  II, III and IV 3,52,000/- 2,96,340/- 25,875/- 2,17,293/- 53,172/-

  Total 5,51,000/- 4,50,926/- 40,800/- 3,20,594/- 89,532/-

S. No Session Semester
Total

sanctioned
amount

Total
disbursed

amount
HOD's

Faculty
Members

Technical
Assistants

FLAG HOISTING ON 26TH JANUARY 2015
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UNIVERSITY RESULTS 
STAR PERFORMERS

Session 2013-2014 & 2014-15

B.Tech.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Atul Dixit 9.24 1BT-A

2 Harsh Jain 9.53 1BT-B

3 Pankaj Yadav 9.2 1BT-C

4 Sonali Mangal 9.31 1BT-D

BCA (General) 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Manpreet Singh 9.17 1BC L

BCA  (IT-IMS & Cloud Technology) 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Piyush Suthar 8.07 1BCT L

BCA  (Mobile Application & Information Security) 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Lav Kumar Kalarwal 9.07 1BCM L

BFA (Animation & VFX) 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Sanchit Agarwal 8.96 1BF L

B.Arch. 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Anjli Jain 8.43 1BR-A

2 Shailesh Vaishnav 8.43 1BR-B

BBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Medhana Bhatt 8.7 1BB L

MBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Akshya Agarwal 9.41 1MB L

B.Com.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Deepti Tewari 9.65 1BO L

I Semester

II Semester
B.Tech.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Aniket Upadhyay 9.59 1BT-A

2 Priyamala 9.56 1BT-B

3 Sarangdhar Kumar 9.61 1BT-C

4 Jincy C. Joshwa 10 1BT-D

5 Mahesh Chand Gurjar 9.07 1BT-E

B.Arch. 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Rainy Jain 8.32 1BR-A

BCA (General) 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Anshul Bhartia 9.36 1BC L

BBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Prateek Dixit 8.74 1BB L

MBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Sankhadeep Choudhury 8.81 1MB L

B.Com.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Ankush  8.13 1BO L

III Semester

BCA (General) 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Anshul Bhartia 9.29 2BCA

B.Arch. 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Rainy Jain 8.28 2BR

B.Com. (Hons.)

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Vikas Parasariya 8.81 2BOH

B.Com. (Gen.)

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Nitika Sisodia 7.83 2BOG
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MBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Sankhadeep Choudhury 8.44 2MBA

IV Semester

B.Tech.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Abhishek Shukla 9.58 2BT-CV-A

2 Ravikant Meena 9.29 2BT-CV-B

3 Gulab Chand Jangir 9.34 2BT-ME-A

4 Sarangdhar Kumar 8.97 2BT-ME-B

5 Jincy c. Joshwa 9.7 2BT-CE

6 Mahesh Chand Gurjar 9.67 2BT-EE

7 Sanyukta Onkar 9.15 2BT-EC

B.Tech.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Arif Khan 9.07 2BT-CV-A

2 Naveen Choudhary 9.1 2BT-CV-B

3 Akanksha Yadav 9.4 2BT-CV-C

4 Abhineet 9.4 2BT-ME-A

5 Kumar Pal Singh 9.58 2BT-ME-B

6 Yudhisther Surolia 9.49 2BT-ME-C

7 Nikita Sethi 9.02 2BT-CE-A

8 Sankalp Srivastava 9.41 2BT-CE-B

9 Jaya Kumari Malav 9 2BT-EE-A

10 Renu 9.81 2BT-EE-B

11 Ankit Kumar Vyas 9.69 2BT-EC

B.Arch. 

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Sourabh Trehan 8.21 2BR

BCA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Astha Varma 9.45 2BCA

BBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Shalu Marwal 9.26 2BB

B.Com. (Hons.)

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Kriti Bohara 9.37 2BOH

B.Com.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Pallavi Pal 8.83 2BOG

MBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Divya Dixit 8.94 2MBA

V Semester
B.Tech.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Brijesh Meena 9.91 3BT-CV-A

2 Ramji Lal Choudhary 9.29 3BT-CV-B

3 Akanksha Yadav 9.7 3BT-CV-C

4 Abhineet 9.18 3BT-ME-A

5 Kumar Pal Singh 9.33 3BT-ME-B

6 Yudhisther Surolia 9.36 3BT-ME-C

7 Charu Dubey 9.32 3BT-CE-A

8 Sankalp Srivastava 9.23 3BT-CE-B

9 Jaya Kumari Malav 9.05 3BT-EE-A

10 Renu 9.33 3BT-EE-B

11 Harshit Soni 9.11 3BT-EC

B.Arch.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Vivek Somani 7.53 3BR L

BBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Vartika Jain 9 3BB L

B.Com. (Hons.)

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 KRITI BOHARA 8.4 3BO HON L

B.Com.

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Pallavi Pal 8.05 3BO GEN L

BBA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Aishwarya Arora 9.48 2BB

BCA

S.No. Name SGPA Section

1 Roshan Kumar Bhagat 9.47 3BCA
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S.No. Session Course Year  Sem Branch Total Enrolled Regular Total All Percentage
      Students Student Clear Result

1 2013-14 Even B.Tech. I II ---- 270 270 168 62.22

2 2013-14 Even BCA(Gen) I II ---- 24 24 15 62.50

3 2013-14 Even BCA(Mobile) I II ---- N/A N/A N/A N/A

4 2013-14 Even BCA(IT-IMS& Cloud) I II ---- N/A N/A N/A N/A

5 2013-14 Even BFA I II ---- N/A N/A N/A N/A

6 2013-14 Even B.Arch. I II ---- 39 39 27 69.23

7 2013-14 Even BBA I II ---- 39 39 24 61.54

8 2013-14 Even B.Com.(Gen+Hons) I II ---- 18 18 14 77.78

9 2013-14 Even MBA I II ---- 63 63 50 79.37

10 2013-14 Even B.Tech. II IV CV 178 178 113 63.48

11 2013-14 Even B.Tech. II IV ME 192 192 125 65.10

12 2013-14 Even B.Tech. II IV CE 116 116 77 66.38

13 2013-14 Even B.Tech. II IV EE 114 114 81 71.05

14 2013-14 Even B.Tech. II IV EC 54 54 32 59.26

15 2013-14 Even BCA(Gen) II IV ---- 36 36 21 58.33

16 2013-14 Even B.Arch. II IV ---- 16 16 11 68.75

17 2013-14 Even BBA II IV ---- 43 43 29 67.44

18 2013-14 Even B.Com.(Gen) II IV ---- 16 16 9 56.25

19 2013-14 Even B.Com.(Hons) II IV ---- 6 6 6 100.00

20 2013-14 Even MBA II IV ---- 79 79 61 77.22

SUMMARY OF RESULTS DECLARED FOR EVEN SEMESTER 2013-14

Yogendra Nathawat & Rashmi Pareek of SET giving a 

cheque of 30000 to Upasana, RJ, Radio FM, at their 

Vaishali Nagar Head Of�ice, for the Relief Fund meant 

for Nepal Earth Quake Victims.

The PU Parade on the occassion of Independence day
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S.No. Session Course Year  Sem Branch Total Enrolled Regular Total All Percentage
      Students Student Clear Result

1 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. I I ---- 252 244 172 70.49

2 2014-15 ODD BCA(Gen) I I ---- 26 26 13 50.00

3 2014-15 ODD BCA(Mobile) I I ---- 22 22 14 63.64

4 2014-15 ODD BCA(IT-IMS& Cloud) I I ---- 24 24 14 58.33

5 2014-15 ODD BFA I I ---- 15 15 12 80.00

6 2014-15 ODD B.Arch. I I ---- 79 79 54 68.35

7 2014-15 ODD BBA I I ---- 56 54 37 68.52

8 2014-15 ODD B.Com.(Gen+Hons) I I ---- 48 48 28 58.33

9 2014-15 ODD MBA I I ---- 51 51 36 70.59

10 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. II III CV 91 86 51 59.30

11 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. II III ME 93 83 50 60.24

12 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. II III CE 41 40 29 72.50

13 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. II III EE 35 34 17 50.00

14 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. II III EC 19 18 12 66.67

15 2014-15 ODD BCA(Gen) II III ---- 23 22 14 63.64

16 2014-15 ODD B.Arch. II III ---- 42 41 24 58.54

17 2014-15 ODD BBA II III ---- 34 32 24 75.00

18 2014-15 ODD B.Com.(Gen) II III ---- 5 5 3 60.00

19 2014-15 ODD B.Com.(Hons) II III ---- 10 10 10 100.00

20 2014-15 ODD MBA II III ---- 59 56 44 78.57

21 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. III V CV 177 171 111 64.91

22 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. III V ME 191 182 123 67.58

23 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. III V CE 114 112 75 66.96

24 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. III V EE 113 108 75 69.44

25 2014-15 ODD B.Tech. III V EC 50 50 34 68.00

26 2014-15 ODD BCA(Gen) III V ---- 36 33 21 63.64

27 2014-15 ODD B.Arch. III V ---- 16 15 3 20.00

28 2014-15 ODD BBA III V ---- 43 43 30 69.77

29 2014-15 ODD B.Com.(Gen) III V ---- 16 14 9 64.29

30 2014-15 ODD B.Com.(Hons) III V ---- 6 6 5 83.33

SUMMARY OF RESULTS DECLARED FOR ODD SEMESTER 2014-15
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ACADEMIC INNOVATIONS

ASSURED QUALITY EDUCATION

The University runs well structured programs and activities for all the students to ensure the smooth transition of 
students from one level to another and also to minimize the gaps in teaching - learning process. The following 
processes are implemented:  

• Online Eligibility Tests: After the completion of each unit during the course of study in particular semester, it is 
made compulsory to appear in an online exam of one hour duration per week. Only after passing in these exams 
students are allowed for appearing in Mid Semester Examination. These activities enable students to assess 
themselves on regular basis and bind them to study and prepare regularly. 

• Tutor System: The objective of this program is to closely monitor the performance, attendance and discipline of 
each student and to provide necessary moral support, motivation, guidance and counseling as per the requirement 
of students to keep his/her performance on a smooth track. A Tutor is assigned for each class and is a faculty 
member who teaches one subject in that class. He/she keeps all records related to the performance and behavior of 
students. He/she also keeps in touch with the parents of students under his/her tutor ship.

• Self Help Group (SHG): Self Help Group System is implemented in the tutorial classes where six SHG's are formed. 
These smaller Groups comprising of 3/4 students are formed in a tutorial batch on the basis of the student's rank of 
last university / school result. Each group is a combination of academically weak, average and strong students. 
Different tutorial assignment sheets are given to these SHG's resulting in originality of work and opportunity to 
share different questions. The objective of this program is to involve good performance students for the purpose of 
improvement of comparatively weak students and also to work in small teams (SHG) with competitions among 
these teams rather than individuals.

• Question Bank: A unit wise important question bank is prepared and given to all the students via e-mail. This 
enables the students to prepare for the upcoming exams.  

HANDHOLDING OF WEAK STUDENTS

• Support Classes: The provision of one month duration for backlog examination and support classes is kept in the 
academic calendar after completion of course in each semester (Odd/Even). In these support classes, the students 
who got backlog subjects get the opportunity to study, revise and prepare the backlog subjects again and clear them.

• Make-up Classes (for Practical Subjects): It is observed that some students could not complete their all the 
experiments of practical classes due to one or another reasons or their performance in internal evaluation is found 
to be very poor. To give second opportunity (up to 20% of the experiments only) to theses students, the Labs are 
kept open for 2-6 days after completion of the regular classes but before the exams.

• Revision Classes: These classes are scheduled for the revision of unit wise important topics, concepts and 
important questions at the end of the end of the semester before last teaching day.

• Extra teaching Time: One hour per week is allotted for problem solving and interaction with the weak students.

• Brushing-up Classes: Before the beginning of each new semester, brushing up classes is arranged for the students 
to provide a linkage between previously studied subjects and the current new subject to be studied. Previously 
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studied important theorems, concepts, theories, and principles etc are taken up and revised in these classes. These 
classes ensure bringing all the students at same level before starting of a particular subject.

• Tutorial Classes: These classes cater to one third of total class strength to focus on individual student performance 
and guide them through numerical portions, tough concepts and solving individual problems.

• Mentor Classes: An initiative taken by Poornima University for academically weak students who are residing in 
hostels. In this program, a group of senior students, selected after an extensive process of interviews are appointed 
as mentors to take academic classes of different subjects in hostels after University regular timing.

SUSTAINED QUALITY TEACHING

• Preparation of course �ile by all faculty: A course �ile in well structured manner is prepared by all the faculty 
members consisting of syllabus, brown up syllabus, deployment of lectures, detailed lecture notes, assignment 
sheets, last year question paper, important question bank and other relevant papers related to the subject. 

• Analysis of Subjects/Units/Topics: All the subjects/units/topics are analyzed   according to their dif�iculty level 
for students in three categories viz. dif�icult, moderate and easy and accordingly the strategy for teaching these 
subjects/units/topics are prepared. 

• Special Lectures: Approx. 10% of the lectures of each course related to dif�icult or industry oriented topics are 
taken by external faculty invited from other reputed colleges or from industries.

• Monitoring of course coverage: The course (Lecture, Tutorial & Practical) covered by each faculty is monitored on 
regular basis. The faculty needs to �ill the details of topics covered along with the other information in the registers 
maintained for the purpose by the respective HOD's.

• One to One faculty meeting with HOD: A time table of one to one weekly meeting with faculty is made and 
accordingly faculty meet with HOD to discuss various issues and record the minutes in the PU hand book provided 
to all the faculty members.

• Departmental Meeting: Regular weekly department meeting for one hour is taken by HOD to discuss various 
issues and share the information   for the current and upcoming activities so as to meet the targets. 

OTHER AVENUES OF LEARNING APART FROM CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

• Internships: Architecture student are required to undergo a complete semester internship as a part of the course in 
the 8th Semester
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• Industrial Training: B.Tech III Year students went for 45 days industrial training starting from Nov 24, 2014 to Jan 
15, 2015 for hands on experience and industry exposure to students.

• B.Arch.: There are various industries which are related to architectural profession directly or indirectly. 
Hence, students visit industries like Cement factory, Tiles manufacturing factory, cutting and grinding factory 
etc.

• Workshops & Seminars: Organizing the workshops & Seminars on current trends and upcoming technologies 
is an important part of all the courses.

• Sending students to attend workshops & Seminars organized by other institutes to gain practical and technical 
knowledge and remain updated with new upcoming technologies is also included as an important activity. 

• Guest Lectures/ Special Lectures: Subject specic SPLs are arranged in which both internal (Poornima 
Foundation) and external experienced senior faculty are invited

• Industry Experts are invited to take special lectures on specialized topic

• Group Discussions: It is implemented as a module in Communication skills subject under the Professional 
Development Courses. It is an important feature of management courses and time slots are provided in the time 
table for conducting the same under PDC courses.   

• Case studies: As a regular course feature for management students

• Documentation Exercise:  It is a regular feature of B. Arch course. Students are expected to document a building 
which is rich in Architectural values and this exercise is generally done at 2nd year Studio level

• LCD / Power Point Presentations: Extensive use of LCD projectors and Power point presentations being 
delivered by the faculty members to the students on important topics.

• Thesis - Thesis is a design Project taken in the nal Semester by Architecture and post graduate engineering 
students who are supposed to work on it for the whole semester.

• Labs: Online Lab: Regular unit wise online tests in the online labs for students to keep them in pace with 
advancing syllabus. Lab Experiments: Practical knowledge is given by performing experiments in laboratories 
as per course requirements. Language Lab: For enhancing communication skills, pronunciations etc.

• DELNET Facility in Library: Access to the online library DELNET is provided to all the faculty members and 
students.

• Field work and Field/ Site visits: Field/ Site visits are properly planed and conducted as per the calendar. The 
eld work is given specially to architecture students for practical exposure and hands on experience. 

• Market Survey – Students are motivated to go for market survey related to the material/equipment/machines 
etc. related to their course and suppose to collect the samples and brochure etc. along with submission of reports.

• Educational Tour & Heritage walks – Short educational tours & Heritage walks are considered as important 
activity for better understanding of local issues/problems/opportunities and planned in each course accordingly. 
After each activity students are required to submit a report along with photographs etc.
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PU INSPIRE

PU INSPIRE is a Program, initiated by the Training & Placement Cell, Poornima University, envisages inviting eminent 

achievers to address our students and faculty members to share their success stories, experiences, skills and expertise; 

and give inspiration to our students towards preparing for better future.PU INSPIRE is a Program, initiated by the 

Training & Placement Cell, Poornima University, envisages inviting eminent achievers to address our students and 

faculty members to share their success stories, experiences, skills and expertise; and give inspiration to our students 

towards preparing for better future.  

Dr. Christopher Taylor Barry  (MD, PhD, FACS, a Stanford and UCSF trained abdominal transplant surgeon, 

Associate Professor at the University of Rochester, New York), a world renowned organ transplant surgeon, 

delivered a special lecture on Awareness about Organ Transplant. Mr. P.M. Bharadwaj, former .CMD, 

Instrumentation Ltd, Kota, and a Motivator was invited to deliver a session to motivate the students.

Mr. Sandeep Meghnani, Founder and CEO of Yashasvi Bhav was invited by the Training and Placement Cell 

under PU-INSPIRE program on 26th-28th August 2014 to guide students on Industry requirements and acute 

need of being a professional.

A session conducted by Dronacharya to spread awareness of GATE and PSU preparation, received an 

overwhelming response as Formula Handbooks of Each discipline were distributed among the students of the 

entire B.Tech. Course, who attended the seminar.
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 SUPER CLUB

It is the club of around 100 selected best performing students of the University, belonging to different teams. Super club 
sessions are conducted only for per-�inal year (III year) and �inal year. These sessions are meant to help students to 
groom themselves at the university level. The sessions also motivate the students to take part in co-curricular and 
extra-curricular activities in order to get ready to face the real professional world, once they leave college. These 
sessions prepare the students to face Group Discussion, Personal Interview, Resume Building, Extempore etc. Mrs. 
Garima Mathur, Coordinator-Acad Planning, Poornima University, is also the Coordinator of these sessions.

Some of the Super Club Sessions

 S. No. Session Plan  Experts

 1 Introduction and Brie�ing  Ms. Dipti Lodha and Ms. Garima Mathur

 2 Communication Workshop  Prof. Myer

 3 Résumé  Structuring  - Correction  Mr. Dhiraj Agarwal and Ms. GarimaMathur

 4 Self-Introduction – Brie�ing Tips  Mr. Dhiraj Agarwal and Ms. Garima Mathur

 5 GD/PI – tips   Mr. Dhiraj Agarwal

 6 GD/PI Advanced + Evaluation  Mr. Dhiraj Agarwal / Mr. Ashish

 7 Grooming Tips/Extempore  Industry Experts 

 8 Mock Interviews with Real Industry Experts.  Mrs. Dipti Lodha

BALANCED CURRICULUM STRUCTURE

Each Program of study at Poornima University has a well de�ined balanced curriculum structure targeted towards 
holistic development of learners at PU. Each curriculum indicates clearly the subjects to be taken in each semester of 
study and their weight age towards the process of acquiring the degree. 
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TALENT ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS (TEP): INTER DISCIPLINARY APPROACH

The objective of TEP is to cultivate the student’s personal interests and hobbies and at the same time, to provide 
students with the opportunities to enhance and showcase their hidden potential. TEP is integrated into the curriculum 
for holistic development of students through active participation in varieties of clubs falling in Technical / Social 
/Literary /Personal Skills categories. In addition; students are encouraged to participate in various institutional/ 
organizational activities related to the course by 
becoming active individual member/member of student 
chapter of ISTE, IEEE, ISLE, ISHRAE etc.

TEP Features:

1. Integral part of curriculum. 

2. Assigned 2 credits

3. Interschool / Interdisciplinary interaction

4. Components: 

i. Compulsory: Projects/ Seminars/ Case studies

All students are required to make a project (Hardware / 
Software / Study Projects) or to take part in Seminars/ 
Case studies etc. And/or

ii. Optional: Club Activity

Students are given an option to choose from the following clubs based on their interests:

Clubs Activities

Software Club Visual Basic / MATLAB

CAD Club --

Robotics Club --

Energy Club --

Fine arts Club Drawing, Face/Paper Painting,  Sketching

Sports Club Volley ball, Basket ball

Social Services Club --

Literary Club Book Reading , Newsletter Magazine, Paper Writing

Cinematography Club Short Film Making, Documentaries, Photography, Flex / Poster Designing

Vocalist Club  Patriotic / Classical Songs, Instrumental Music

Rhetoric Club Anchoring, Debate, Poetry , Speech, Presentations

Bene�its of TEP:

• Provides platform to cultivate, rejuvenate and showcase hobbies, interests and talents.

• Provides opportunity to learn and nurture managerial and leadership skills.

• Provides opportunity to organize inter university and intra university exhibitions, programs and competitions.

• Medium for Interschool / Interdisciplinary interaction.

• Designed for holistic development of students. 
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ATTENDANCE & DISCIPLINE

• Daily head count report of attendance is monitored and actions taken on daily basis

• Fortnight attendance report is generated and actions taken there on

• 75% attendance criterion is religiously followed and defaulters are debarred from appearing in examinations as 
per rules

• Dress code is followed for student as well as faculty and staff

• Grievance Redressal cell is formed for timely resolving all the grievance of students 

INFRASTRUCTURE

The infrastructure of Poornima University is the best of its class. The University is constructed on a land of 32.67 Acres 
with a total built area of 33,857 SMT. The infrastructure is planned in such a manner that it supports all the needs and 
requirements of every department of University. The basic infrastructural components of Poornima University are:

1. Well-equipped laboratories with the latest and precise equipments for the 
students. The students, in the guidance of faculties, perform their 
experiments and carry on their research (Master's and Doctoral 
Candidates).

2. Computer labs equipped with the state of the art facilities. 

3. Three seminar halls (of capacity varying from 200 to 350) constructed for 
various purposes of conferences, seminars, joint lectures, special lectures, 
exams etc.

4. Basket-Ball courts, Volley-Ball Courts, Lawn Tennis Court and Foot-Ball 
Ground for recreation of students

5. Indoor Games Facilities

6. Library which houses a comprehensive collection of around 20,000 books, 
journals, magazines and other reference material. The University also 
subscribes to several reputed national and international journals pertaining 
to the prescribed curricula as well as general technology – related areas. 
Poornima University is also a member of DELNET which is connected to the 
esteemed library systems of the country so that the students as well as the 
faculty members can refer to the collection in other libraries.

7. English Language Lab incorporating state-of-the-art and gadgetry, aimed 
at honing the English language pro�iciency and communication skills of its 
students that are essential for them to fare better not only in academics at 
the college but also in the chosen career in life. 

8. 30 Mbps leased line from BSNL providing 24-hr Internet facility for the 
students and staff in campus as well the Wi-Fi connectivity in Campus and 
hostels  
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ADVANCED STUDIES & RESEARCH CENTRE

In line with the vision and mission of the University, the ASRC is 

responsible for design and implementation of research processes 

at UG, PG and PhD level. The process adopted at PG and PhD 

level is having unique features of its kind targeting inculcation of 

research process into the scholars thereby enhance their 

communication and research skills to produce quality output. At 

PG level primarily focusing Master of Technology the research 

process starts from rst semester and ends with completion of M. 

Tech dissertation at the end of fourth semester leading to an open 

issue for further doctoral research. At PhD level pre-PhD course 

work is UGC mandate and has been critically designed to uplift 

level of scholars to as needed for a researcher to begin with and 

carry out the work under typical requirements of his/her own area 

of research. The key features of PG and PhD program are; 

M. Tech. Program  Ph. D.

• Subjects related to current research areas • Exposure to research process

• Varieties of Electives • Typical literature review process adaption

• Subject wise practical exposure • Flexibility in course contents

• Industry Projects • Individual attention and guidance

• Research process embedded throughout the tenure • Motivation for doing group research on focused 
topics

• Smooth transition to PhD program • Up gradation of communication, presentation 
and research skills 

• Communication and presentation skill enhancement • Inculcation of critical analysis and thinking

• Research skills enhancement • Quality research publications and outcome

9. Other special highlights:-

  • A fully mechanized, hygienic canteen offering food and snacks in the 
campus. A mini shop is available on the campus offering snacks and soft 
drinks. 

  • Stationary shop for day to day requirements of students.

  • Paid transport facility by self-owned buses for students and free 
transport facility for faculty and staff.

  • Effective EPABX system and mailing 
system for internal communication

  • Separate Boys and Girls Hostel 

  • Faculty Housing 

  • Branch of Bank of India in the campus 

  • Laundry facility and provision store for 
Hostellers

  • TV Rooms for Hostellers

Prof. James Myers addressing the students

on how to improve communication skills
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MOTIVATIONAL THOUGHTS BY THE STAFF & FACULTY

My Poornima Experience
 “Those were golden days when few of my colleagues and i would sit in the under-construction 
building, in its furnishing phase, and we used to plan for everything…may it be the layout of class 
rooms, or deciding the Courses, or even the names of Schools, the syllabus and scheme structure, 
examination system, subject coding, approvals….and what not! Even the �lex designs, making 
corridors look beautiful, giving our University a vibrant and lively feel! 
We started from scratch under Manoj sir’s acute guidance, and that period was of greatest learning, as 
we used to work in 360 degree, day and night to come up with establishment of all the systems in PU. 

We enjoyed in scorching summers of April-June 2012 with our strongly bonded team who worked tirelessly for giving 
colors and foundation to the Poornima University.
And today, past three years, when we are gaining name and fame, it makes me feels immense pride on our management 
and our team who envisioned this dream, which was later supported by many more PU Family members. ” 

Best of Luck!!!!
Ms. Garima Mathur,

Academic Planning and TPO Coordinator

Bhagavad Gita and Management
One of the greatest contributions of India to the world is Holy Gita which is considered to be one of the 
�irst revelations from God. The management lessons in this holy book are complete guide to practical 
life. It provides "all that is needed to raise the consciousness of man to the highest possible level." 
Arjuna got mentally depressed when he saw his relatives with whom he has to �ight. To motivate him 
the Bhagavad Gita is preached in the battle �ield Kurukshetra by Lord Krishna to Arjuna as counseling 
to do his duty while multitudes of men stood by waiting. It has got all the management tactics to 
achieve the mental equilibrium and to overcome any crisis situation. The Bhagavad Gita can be 

experienced as a powerful catalyst for transformation. 
Mind is very restless, forceful and strong, O Krishna, it is more dif�icult to control the mind than to control the 
wind ~ Arjuna to Sri Krishna 
Management Guidelines from the Bhagavad Gita : There is an important distinction between effectiveness and 
ef�iciency in managing: Effectiveness is doing the right things and Ef�iciency is doing things right. 
The critical question in all managers' minds is how to be effective in their job. The answer to this fundamental question 
is found in the Bhagavad Gita, which repeatedly proclaims that "you must try to manage yourself." The reason is that 
unless a manager reaches a level of excellence and effectiveness, he or she will be merely a face in the crowd. 
Old truths in a new context : The Bhagavad Gita, written thousands of years ago, enlightens us on all managerial 
techniques leading us towards a harmonious and blissful state of affairs in place of the con�lict, tensions, poor 
productivity, and absence of motivation and so on, common in most of Indian enterprises today – and probably in 
enterprises in many other countries. 
The modern (Western) management concepts of vision, leadership, motivation, excellence in work, achieving goals, 
giving work meaning, decision making and planning, are all discussed in the Bhagavad Gita. There is one major 
difference. While Western management thought too often deals with problems at material, external and peripheral 
levels, the Bhagavad Gita tackles the issues from the grass roots level of human thinking. Once the basic thinking of man 
is improved, it will automatically enhance the quality of his actions and their results. 
Some of the modern management concepts in the light of the Bhagavad Gita which is a primer of 
management-by-value:
•  Utilization of available resources  •  Work commitment  •  Motivation – self and self transcendence  
•  Work culture  •  Work results  •  Manager's mental health 
•  Management needs those who practice what they preach 

Dr. Chandni Kirpalani,
Registrar
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ROLE OF DISCIPLINE IN COLLEGE LIFE
Discipline is an important virtue. Life without discipline is just like a ship without a rudder. It is 
necessary for expressing other virtues. It is absolutely essential for success in life. Discipline refers to 
orderliness in life which results from our adherence to certain code of conduct prepared by the 
learned people. It also implies our respect to physical and moral laws in our society. Without 
discipline, it is very dif�icult to lead a happy life in society. There will be indiscipline and chaos if we try 
to live in our own way. Both, individual and society will be in jeopardy.
We observe discipline in nature. The earth and the moon revolve around the sun in a disciplined way. 
As a result, night and day recur after twelve hours. We experience the cycle of seasons on the earth. 
Our physical existence is possible only due to a great discipline in the external nature. We grow when 
all the limbs and the respective capacity of different organs of our body grow in a disciplined way. Discipline can be 
applied in all walks of life. It is essential for us at home, for students in school and college, for players in play ground, for 
soldiers in battle�ield. A factory with a team of disciplined workers and engineers will run smoothly and yield pro�it. 
Discipline plays an important role in building a nation. It has good impact on the child's mind too. He passes through 
discipline since his childhood, becomes a civilized citizen in future. He leads a decent life.
A team of experienced players often lose the match because of indiscipline in the team. A horrible battle can be won by a 
disciplined army. Discipline is very important in a student's life. He must obey his teachers. He must abide by the rules 
in school. If he violates them, he suffers a great deal in his future. A disciplined student can achieve success. Similarly, a 
teacher without discipline in his life cannot be an ideal teacher. Self-discipline is very important. Spiritual persons 
practice it to attain the liberty of soul. Self-discipline lies in restraining our unruly desires and ugly impulses.
Self-discipline helps you: 
•  Avoid acting rashly and on impulse.
 • Ful�ill promises you make to yourself and to others.
 • Overcome laziness and procrastination.
 • Continue working on a project, even after the initial rush of enthusiasm has faded away.
 • Go to the gym, walk or swim, even if your mind tells you to stay at home and watch TV.
 • Continue working on your diet, and resisting the temptation of eating fattening foods.
 • Wake up early in the morning.
 • Overcome the habit of watching too much TV.
 • Start reading a book, and read it to the last page.
 • Meditate regularly
 Thus, discipline is essential everywhere for all.

Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan! Jai Hind!!!
Mr. Amit Gupta,

Proctor

• They have unorganized and/or incomplete notes from the course. 
• They have not been asking questions along the way to ensure understanding
• They don’t budget their time wisely or start studying far enough ahead of time
• They don’t consider ways to make the most of their studying time
• They don’t recognize the time and effort that will be required to be adequately prepared for the 

exam
• They don’t adjust other priorities during exam time to make the exams their primary focus

HOW DO STUDENTS MAKE EXAM STUDYING AN EVEN MORE STRESSFUL EXPERIENCE?

General Exam Study Tips…Tested and True!
•  Begin studying no less than 30-60 minutes after a meal
 • Never study within 30 minutes of going to sleep
 • Prioritize!  Make a list of what you intend to study and prioritize the list
 • Study no more than 45-60 minutes at a stretch, and then take breaks
 • Take breaks away from your desk and do something different
•  Try to continue your daily habits as usual (don’t drastically reduce your sleep, eliminate exercise, or overeat)
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Creating the Right Environment for Studying When deciding where you should do your exam studying 
consider the following:
• Make sure the environment is moderately comfortable (furniture, temperature)
• Work somewhere where you will be free of distractions (phone, TV, MSN etc.)
• Try to use a space that is YOURS only and doesn’t have to be shared with other family members
• Keep the study space organized with a speci�ic place for paper, pens, books etc.
•  Have everything you need to study with you before you sit down so you don’t waste time looking for things
 • Obtain an exam outline for each of your courses including what material will be covered, the length of, and format of 

the exam
•  Complete all of the preparation that will be required for you to study effectively BEFORE you sit down and actually 

study (i.e. complete missing homework, correct tests, organize notes in order etc.)
•  Realistically plan for the amount of time that you think will be required to review the material for the course at least 

twice…and then double that amount of time
•  Decide which previous commitments will need to go “on hold” while you are studying (i.e. reducing shifts at work, 

no baby-sitting etc.)
Good luck…….

Ms. Sonal Singhvi
Exam Cell

GLOBAL ENGINEERING
As technology develops, especially in the �ields of communication and transportation, it links even 
more closely every part of our rapidly shrinking world. We are experiencing increasing global 
interdependence, with engineers expected to exercise leadership in confronting the world’s most 
dynamic and complex challenges. Engineers are uniquely positioned to offer solutions because of 
their creative problem-solving abilities and systems thinking. However, there needs to be an increase 
in engineers’ core capacities that will enable them to work more effectively on global issues. The 
world needs “global engineers.” In addition to the graduate attributes speci�ied by the CEAB, the 
global engineer must also demonstrate additional characteristics and quali�ications.
Engineers without Borders de�ine the global engineer

Some of the key attributes are:
•  Superior communication skills and understanding across different cultures and languages;
• a facility for multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary teamwork;
• a well-developed sense of social responsibility and ethics, with due consideration in his/her personal and 

professional activities;
 • being entrepreneurial; and
 • an ability to deal with complexity and systems thinking.
A global engineer’s success will hinge on his or her ability to identify unconventional emerging opportunities. This 
capacity is based largely on strong entrepreneurial skills. By clearly seeing the needs of the world and applying 
technical innovations in response, as well as effectively operating across different cultures and languages, the global 
engineer will be able to expand an engineer’s service to the world. Globalization is a term that is used to describe the 
increasing trend towards internationally integrated markets and global interconnectedness. The impacts of 
globalization have been felt all over the world as advances in communications; information technology and the 
emergence of international trade agreements have slowly removed the obstacles of trade and the transfer of 
information across national borders. The increasing expansion of engineering services into international markets 
presents both incredible opportunity and signi�icant challenges for the future of globalized engineering. Globalization 
of the engineering profession will lead to greater access to world markets, competition and the free �low of goods, 
services, capital and knowledge. However, challenges facing the engineering profession due to increased globalization 
include de�ining global engineering ethics, developing procedures for the international licensing of engineers and 
developing international standards. 

Dr. D. L. Suthar
Asst Prof.
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ENGINEERS - TURN IMAGINATIONS INTO REALITY,
SHAPE THE FUTURE AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE

You'll have the power to make a difference: By becoming an engineer, you can help solve problems 
that are important to society. You could be controlling and preventing pollution, developing new 
medicines, creating advanced technologies, even exploring new worlds. 

A different and unique Carrier : There are so many types of jobs and carriers, like doctors, 
architectures, colleges, teachers etc  all are dependent on Engineers for their unique ability to create 
incredible machines and systems. For example, there are few people who need to be in two places at 
the same time more than physicians, and thanks to some remarkable robots known as remote 
presence (RP) devices doctors now have the ability. The robots are particularly useful for stroke 
patients where time is of the essence. They are designed to have video and sound transmitting 
capabilities so victims of stroke can have access to professional physician diagnoses 24/7 via teleconference. “The 
neuro-stroke robots allow me to diagnose and initiate treatment within those critical minutes [of stroke],” says Dr. 
Ignacio Carrillo-Nunez, a doctor who demonstrated one of the robots at St. Mary Medical Center of Long Beach, Calif

You'll have money and job security : Engineers have signi�icantly higher starting salaries than do college graduates 
with bachelor's degrees in many other �ields. After 4 years of college, you could be making 30,000 to 90,000 a year. And 
society will always need people, like engineers, who solve problems and come up with new ways of thinking about and 
doing things. 

You'll be working with other talented people :  Engineering is a team effort. As an engineer you may be working on 
projects with experts in many different �ields and people from different backgrounds - even different countries.

You'll have lots of options : Engineers work everywhere: in big and small cities, rural communities, even remote 
wilderness areas. Some work in business of�ices or classrooms, others in factories or research labs; some work 
outdoors or even in outer space! Some engineers go into medicine, law, business management, or policy. An 
engineering education will prepare you for many different careers.

You'll get to do cool stuff : Be the �irst to develop or try out a new technology, like a �lying car or an undersea house. 
Design and build virtual reality amusement parks. Discover and patent a new material that can mend broken bones or 
cure arthritis. Engineers will be involved in making all the wonders of the future a reality.

Dr. A. K. Jain
Professor

THE STORY OF A BLIND GIRL
There was a blind girl who hated herself just because she was blind. She hated everyone, except her 
loving boyfriend. He was always there for her. She said that if she could only see the world, she would 
marry her boyfriend. One day, someone donated a pair of eyes to her and then she could see 
everything, including her boyfriend. Her boyfriend asked her, “Now that you can see the world, will 
you marry me?”The girl was shocked when she saw that her boyfriend was blind too, and refused to 
marry him. Her boyfriend walked away in tears, and later wrote a letter to her saying:

“Just take care of my eyes dear.” This is how human brain changes when the status changed. Only few 
remember what life was before, and who’s always been there even in the most painful situations.

Life Is A Gift

•  Today before you think of saying an unkind word–Think of someone who can’t speak.

 • Before you complain about the taste of your food–Think of someone who has nothing to eat.

 • Before you complain about your husband or wife–Think of someone who is crying out to God for a companion.

 • Today before you complain about life–Think of someone who went too early to heaven.

 • Before you complain about your children–Think of someone who desires children but they’re barren.

Life is a gift – Live it, Enjoy it, Celebrate it, and Ful�ill it.

Ms. Shalu Sharma

Receptionist
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 POORNIMA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Poornima Alumni Association was established in the year 2006 with the objective to bring together all alumni as a 

family.While we started with just 140 students and now have about 10000 students wandering in our premises each 

year, reputation continues to be the clear reason students enrol, candidates get recruited and scholars attend our 

research & development programs. Every alumnus today represents Poornima's past and is the foundation of our 

future. Poornima's core values and its purpose as an organization of excellence are most clearly de�ined by 

achievements and contributions of alumnus to their organizations and societies.

The world has changed. And once again, Poornima has responded by listening to the industries that hire the talent 

Poornima develops, and delivers the change they need. We strongly believe in our core philosophy of ful�illing your 

dreams. Alumnus can help most by talking about Poornima, mentoring students, accepting opportunities to attend 

class, recruiting Poornima's students, participating in alumni events and sharing your views and expertise.

I am very delighted to acknowledge that Poornima Group of Institutions is putting the treasures together in the 

annual college magazine Poornima Pioneer Alumnus has always played a major role in enlightening and 

strengthening Poornima by their victories. They have been our supporters and have served the alma mater being 

benevolent to it. Alumnus is the real ambassador who has tied juniors with their support and guidance. It is through 

them that we are known in the world around. The Alumni Association has always manifested in joining the weak bonds 

together and creating them afresh and new through the means of alumni section. Association has also maintained a 

regular contact between the alumni and the alma mater which has resulted in a well developed, versatile engineering 

graduates and alumni which outshine the rest in their �ields.

We are building Poornima's future on a history characterized by vision, passion and courage but more importantly - on 

a hope that we can make a difference.

This section is dedicated to the Alumnus, and is the medium through which they can rejoice their past memories and 

can get to know about the success of which they have been always a part. This section re�lects back with love and 

affection that alumnus has always shown.

My felicitations and best wishes to the editors of Poornima Pioneer  and wishing all alumni very successful 

professional and personal life!

Join us as we embark on this great new era in the history of Poornima Foundation.

- Smt. Renu Singhi,

Advisor,

Poornima Alumni Association
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Hello Friends!!!Let me begin by saying it is wonderful to once again see so many Poornima alumni with us this year. On 

behalf of the faculty, staff and students - WELCOME BACK! And a special welcome to the batches celebrating its �irst 

alumni meet. I am deeply honored to be a part of the annual alumni celebrations. Every alumnus here today represents 

Poornima’s past and is the foundation of our future. Poornima core values and its purpose as an organization of 

excellence are most clearly de�ined by your achievements and your contributions to your organizations and your 

societies.

The Poornima University Alumni Association was founded in 2014. The alumni association is the most important part 

of an educational institute or any organization. It speaks a lot about the quality of education imparted in that institute. 

After the students complete their education, they begin their journey in the corporate world. Many of them attribute a 

lot to the kind of education, grooming, opportunities, co-curricular activities and facilities provided by their college.

It is an association which makes the record of all pass out students called Alumni. The Alumni association helps the 

students to be in touch with an alumnus. It organizes the Alumni meet every year, where alumni can meet and share 

their experiences with one another.

The Alumni Association helps in Training and Placement; it can invite the companies for various purposes. The �irst 

pass out batch of Poornima University was MBA 2012-2014.Mr.Surendra Singh was awarded the Gold Medal and Divya 

dixit was awarded the Silver Medal for their success and they are the proud students of the foundation Batch of MBA.

The alumni of Poornima University are placed in many reputed organizations such as 

Sanjeevni group, Anoop Builders and Colonisers, Vardhman Group, Vedanta Group.

Today, alumni relations are an important part of an institution's advancement for many reasons:

• Alumni are an institution's most loyal supporters.

•  Alumni are fundraising prospects.

 • Alumni generate invaluable word-of-mouth marketing among their social and professional networks.

 • By engaging alumni, an institution can continue to bene�it from their skills and experience.

 • Alumni are great role models for current students and are often well placed to offer practical support to students as 

they start their careers.

•  Alumni are often in the position to engage the expertise of the institution in their professional lives.

• Your alumni are your international ambassadors. They take their knowledge of your institution to their 

hometowns and countries and into their professional and social networks.

 We are building Poornima's future on a history characterized by vision, passion and courage but more importantly on a 

hope that we can make a difference. Please join us as we embark on this great new era in the history of Poornima 

Foundation.

- Editorial Board

U N I V E R S I T Y
@
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Poornima University is a good place for the overall development of the students. The bene�it for me is 
rather simple. It’s not just doing what it takes to complete the course but far more important it’s the 
rewards which are never recorded in any transcript or certi�icate. it was the meeting with and sharing 
the course experience with the teaching staff and my fellow students, which was more rewarding. It 
was a challenging course and for that I am grateful to the University. The friendly atmosphere of the 
University, together with professionalism is the two most important pillars of the university. After 
�inishing my course, I was able to �ind a quali�ied job. I continue to be very grateful for all the 
knowledge and skills; Poornima University has provided me with, as I use it on daily basis. It is an 

honor for me that, I highly recommend Poornima university MBA program to anyone interested in making a career 
change, following their passion for making shape their careers. I would like to suggest students to carry positive 
attitude and self-disciplined to grow up in their careers. I learned discipline from Poornima Sansthan. The guest 
lecturers which are taken by relative industry experts help to gain the practical knowledge and grasp the market trends 
to know reality of market. Poornima University gave wings to my ambitions to �ly in life. I thank Poornima Sansthan, for 
being Alumni and I feel much honored.

 “Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan’’ Jai Hind, Jai Bharat.

Mr. Surendra Singh
MBA (2012-2014)

It is really heartening to write something about the university you studied from. Poornima is a part of 
my life, as it has provided me with the foundation which made me �it to survive in this world. These 
days, it is not easy to get a job as well as the continuous attention in collegial crowd environment. But 
Poornima provided me with both. And I really thank Poornima, its faculty members and the board of 
members to provide me with the same. 

When I started my journey here, I just was a degree holder, but as time went off, I developed a lot of 
skills and ability to make myself stand in this demanding era. Between the very �irst day, when we 
started to show the presentation, and till the last day of Industrial tours and examinations, I earned a 

lot of manners, etiquettes, the right attitude, behavior, impressive skills and obviously the management skills.  It will be 
unfair on my part if I do not mention here the names of my faculty members like, Shikha ma’am, Nupur ma’am, Lalit sir, 
Nikhil sir, Hari Om Sir, Shraddha ma’am and the entire supporting staff. 

It’s really a great experience to get vocational training in “STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LIMITED” and selected in 
“Hindustan Times Online” and all these happened only because of Dipti Lodha Ma’am. So I always remember you 
ma’am to provide me with great training and placement, which is not less than a miracle for any new institution.

Special thanks to R.K.Agarwal Sir, Singhi sir and Rahul Singhi sir to provide quality education and arranging fun tours 
during the study time.

And Last, but not the least, I just want to say “I AM PROUD TO BE A POORNIMAITE”

JAI JAI POORNIMA SANSTHAN....

Mr. Anand Prakash,

MBA (2012-2014)

A very good college to go for, very impressive placement �igures. The only thing you lose out on is the 

campus life. If you want to stay in Jaipur this is maybe your best bet. Poornima has a good reputation 

for its summer placements. It being in the �inancial capital of the country the placements it gets is very 

good. I am preparing for the Civil Services Exam. The ability to study for long hours was developed 

during my college days and is now helping me to study rigorously for this exam. I have also managed 

to clear Bank and SSC exams; all thanks to Poornima University. Again, I would like to thank Poornima 

Sansthan to be a part of my life, Great place to study!!!

Mr. Kalash Sharma,

MBA (2012-2014)

THE ALUMNI SPEAK.....  
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THE DEPARTMENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY

The various schools and their respective departments 

celebrated their department day during the first and 

second week of April this year. The event was s full of zeal 

and enthusiasm as the students as well faculty members 

alike showcased their talents and enjoyed the day with 

great pomp and galore. On this occasion, the group 

photographs of the departments were taken. 
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The third batch of B.Tech started on 18 August ‘2014. The objective of this orientation 

program was to introduce the students to college life, acclimatizing students to their 

new surroundings & providing an opportunity for the university to meet the newest 

members of the community. The orientation week was followed by motivational 

lectures, special lectures on Tutorship, Examination-Credit and Grading system, L/T/P, 

Poornima Special Program such as PCC, TEP NSP etc., OLE and internet, General 

Facilities, Branch Expert lectures, Attendance and Discipline etc. In addition to 

strengthen the academic structure of the First Year Department, all the faculty members 

are well quali�ied, M.Tech or Ph. D. The faculty also undertook publishing/ editing of 

books, publishing papers in journals, involved in research work, participating in 

conferences, attending workshops etc. 

Every year Faculty Development Program is conducted to ensure high standards of 

teaching in the classroom. All the teachers are also trained for Pearson’s smart board 

class room teaching. Before entering the class, each faculty member prepares his/her lecture on Teacher’ desk. The 

students are also provided with the Regular classes, Smart Classes, Make-up Classes, Remedial Classes, Tutorials, Daily 

Evaluation in Practical Class, Important question bank, Support Classes for back students. The Mentor System is also 

helpful for weak students in many subjects like Mathematics, EEE, Engineering Mechanics and Physics.

The experts are also invited, belonging to various �ields for conducting special lectures, so that the students get a 

chance to share knowledge and interact with them. The Tutor system is a unique feature of Poornima Education 

System. This system plays key role in the development of a student. The Self Help Groups (SHG) is formed for each 

tutorial batch in a class on the basis of their last school result. The Six self help groups are formed in one tutorial batch, 

each group comprising of 3 or 4 students. The Continuous evaluation is another hallmark of our academic system. The 

Tutor and Proctor maintain direct contact to the guardians & parents of the students, and report their performances in 

daily class as well as in examination, conducted by the exam cell of the University. In each of the �irst two semesters, 

there were two credits for Discipline and Talent Enrichment Programme of at least 2-3 hours activity per week. These 

activities covered the TEP clubs, NSP projects and online examinations.

A Debate competition on “Opportunities for Engineers are increasing in the New Political Regime and Quiz on Great 

India: Present, Past and Future was organized for all the students on Gandhi Jayanti. On the occasion of the Engineers 

day “My three vision on India” given by Dr. A.P. J. Kalam was discussed with students. A two days National Conference on 

Emerging Trends in Water quantity and Quality Management ETWQQM-2014 in technical collaboration with National 

Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee was also conducted during 19-20 December 2014. Poornima University has always 

contributed towards the enrichment and enhancement of its students’ knowledge as well as awareness about social 

and environmental surroundings. Hence the University organized a very special session for the B.Tech First Year 

students on ‘Water and Environment’ by Dr. D.D.Ojha, former senior scientist of Ground Water Department. In order to 

bridge the gap between students and industry one day industrial visit at Saras Dairy & Dainik Bhaskar was also 

planned for students. Important festivals like Janamashtami, Ganesh Chaturthi, Dashera, New Year, Lohri, and Basant 

Panchmi were also celebrated for the students to make them feel that PU is a home away from home.

I wish all the best to our students in their future Endeavour. 

Happy Reading!!!

Dr. Priti Kaushik

Head of the Department, 1st Year,

THE DEPARTMENTS : AT A GLANCE

DEPARTMENT OF FIRST YEAR



The First Year students participated in Prayogam 2014 with great zeal and enthusiasm. Their creativity and innovative 

efforts were presented in the form of their projects which were about 110 in number. Approximately 7000 students 

from different schools came to visit the exhibition of projects and showed their interest in them. The experts analyzed 

the projects and were satis�ied by the presentations given by the students. The projects on ‘Flying Car’, ‘Tesla’, ‘Movable 

Bridge’, ‘Metro City’, ‘LDR-Project’ etc were the center of attraction for everybody. 

  THE PROJECT EXHIBITION: PRAYOGAM 2014
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Poornima University keeps on providing opportunities to the students for enhancing their practical knowledge in 

technical �ield and gives themselves some exposure to know what exactly is going on in the world.  The Department of 

First Year organized an Industrial Visit for the students of all the four sections and the details are as follows:

Industrial visit for the �irst year students was conducted at SARAS DAIRY, Jaipur on December 1st 2014. Purpose of the 

visit was to give students an insight to the production and working procedure of industry. A total of 120 students along 

with 4 faculty member bene�itted by the visit. Such visits are regular activity of Poornima University. The Students 

learnt about working of an industry in different engineering sections like Mechanical, Electrical, and Computer Engg. 

Etc.They also obtained practical knowledge of production of variety of products like milk, ice-cream, cheese etc. 

THE INDUSTRIAL VISITS

The Literary and Social Club members organized a visit to the National Book Fair. The students relished their 

experience of coming across variety of books and helpful career counseling corners. They bought many books related 

to their �ields of interest like collection of short stories, novels, spiritualism, success mantras etc. Few students 

purchased books related to GRE, TOEFL and IELTS exams.

JAIPUR NATIONAL BOOK FAIR: A VISIT

The I year Department arranged for a visit for the students to Jaipur Food Tech 2014 organized by the ministry of MSME 

at MSME- Development Institute, Jaipur. The purpose of this trip was to create awareness in students about the micro, 

small and medium scale industries in the �ield of processed food and allied industries.  Students also got knowledge 

about the organic farming. 

   FOOD- TECH: A VISIT

With new zeal and vigour for ‘Swachch Bharat Abhiyan’ as proposed by our Hon’ble  Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi, 

on 2nd October, 2014,  Poornima University celebrated Gandhi Jayanti to strengthen the faith in peace and harmony 

through the Social Service Club of TEP,  by organizing a visit to Govt. Girls Sr. Sec. School, Sanganer, Jaipur. The students 

of this club, along with the Club coordinators, Dr. A.K.Jain, Ms. Neha Srivastava and Ms. Riddhi Srivastava to distributed 

sweets, pens, and notebooks etc to the students and conducted a quiz competition for them. 

SOCIAL SERVICE CLUB
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Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world: Nelson Mandela                                                                                                      

With the motive to acclimatizing students to their new surroundings & providing an opportunity for the university to 

meet the newest members of the community, Poornima University started its session 2014-2015 with the Orientation 

program ‘Udbhav’ on the pious occasion of Janamashtami i.e 18th August, 2014. Program was graced by the presence of 

our Chief Guest, Dr. S.M Seth, Chairperson, Poornima University and other dignitaries Shri Shashikant Singhi, Director 

General, Poornima Foundation Prof. K.K.S Bhatia, President, Poornima University and Dr. Manoj Gupta, Provost, 

Poornima University. They shared their life experiences with the students and encouraged them to identify their 

caliber and prepare themselves to face all the challenges of life. Edu-Taining activities, games and University visits were 

arranged for the students including informatory sessions by the HOD, Dr. Priti Kaushik and the Faculty Members of I 

Year Department. 

 THE ORIENTATION PROGRAM: UDBHAV 2014

It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.                                        

                                                                                                                      - Albert Einstein Poornima University �irst year 

department celebrated Teachers’ Day on 5th September, 2014 in a mode of study cum celebration. Everybody shared 

their memorable learning experiences, and Students presented their views like: “Teachers make teaching interesting. 

Teacher should guide them in non-academic as well. The relationship of student -teacher should not limit to the college 

only it should be even at real life.” They also recited poems and hum songs to show their love and respect for their 

mentors.

 TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION

With immense respect and gratitude towards the �ield of Engineering, Poornima University celebrated Engineer’s Day 

on 15th September, 2014 to pay homage to the legendary engineer Sir M.Visvesvarya by organizing an hour session i.e. 

from 2.30 P.M. to 3.30 P.M. discussing about the speech delivered by Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam at IIT Hyderabad. Students 

were asked to read the important points of the speech and try to analyze them on the basis of current scenario.

ENGINEER'S DAY CELEBRATION

With new zeal and vigour for ‘Swachch Bharat Abhiyan’ proposed by our Hon’ble Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi, on 

2nd October, 2014, Poornima University celebrated Gandhi Jayanti to strengthen the faith in peace and harmony. The 

occasion commenced with the enlightening speech of Dr. Priti Kaushik, HOD First Year followed by showing very 

important documentaries on the lives of Mahatma Gandhi and Pt. Lal Bahadur Shastri. Then a quiz competition on 

“Great India: Present Past and Future” and debate competition on “Opportunities for Engineers are Increasing in New 

Political Regime” were organized for the students who participated in them excitedly.  The winners of these two 

competitions were Mauli Ranjan of Section B and Vaibhav Jaif OF Section D.

GANDHI JAYANTI CELEBRATION
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The special session on Leadership and Personality Enhancement was conducted for the students of B.Tech. & BCA I 

Year. Mr. P.M.Bhardwaj, from Bharadwaj Foundation, introduced the students with the religious way to think and 

analyze. The motive of the session was to motivate students by discussing the beliefs of Saints and their treasure of 

knowledge specially Sant Kabirdas to get success in life by the following the path of humanity. At the end, Mr.Bhardwaj 

mentioned 32 success Mantras to get success in life.

THE SPECIAL SESSION ON LEADERSHIP AND PERSONALITY ENHANCEMENT

SPECIAL LECTURES

  Expert  Name Organization Topic Designation

Mr. K.C. Sharma MNIT EEE Research Scholar

Mr. Deepak Moud PIET CE HOD, C.E.

Dr. D.D. Ozha Retired Water and Environment Vice-Chairman, IWWA, Jodhpur Centre. 

Dr. Sonu Sankhla PIET Interference of light Associate Professor

Dr. Neeraj Jain PCE X-Ray Diffraction Dean, Admissions

Dr. Sonu Sankhla PIET Polarization and its Types Associate Professor

Dr. Neeraj Jain PCE X-Ray Diffraction Dean, Admissions

Mr. D.P.Gupta  PCE/PIET Analysis of PPL and EPL,  Professor, Physics
  Phase Retardation
   Plate and diffraction

Dr. Neeraj Jain PCE Analysis of PPL and EPL,  Dean, Admissions
  Polarization and its type

Dr. James Myers   English/ Soft Skills C0-Founder, Animal Aid Unlimited

Dr. Lalit Gehlot SKIT Model Verbs and Active Passive Associate Professor

Dr. Sonu Sankhla PIET Comption effect and Schrodinger Associate Professor
  Equation

Dr.Lalit Gehlot SKIT Question Tag and Punctuations Associate Professor

Dr. Sonu Sankhla PIET Wave Function, Application of Associate Professor
  Schrodinger Equation

Dr. Ravika Vijay PGI Comption effect and Schrodinger Associate Professor
  Equation

Dr. Ravika Vijay PGI Wave Function, Application of Associate Professor
  Schrodinger Equation

1. Book Name: Proceeding containing abstracts of papers of Conference Emerging Trends in Water Quantity and 
Quality Management

 Publication: Sakshi Printers Authored: Priti Kaushik & Dr. Dipti Mathur

2.  Book Name: Compilation of abstracts of studies conducted in India on Fluoride contamination in water

 Publication: Sakshi Printers Authored: Chandni Kirplani & Dr. Priti Kaushik

FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
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Solar energy is the technology used to harness the sun's energy and make it useable. The sun is a direct source of energy. 

Using renewable energy technologies, we can convert that solar energy into electricity. Solar energy is extremely 

bene�icial as it is non-polluting and versatile. Solar electric systems reduce pollution and CO2 emissions by generating 

electrical power using radiant Sun light that can replace electricity that comes from coal �ired electrical plants. 

Applications of solar energy are wide in range. It is used in houses, of�ices, buildings, educational institutions, 

industrial sectors and government authorities. Solar energy is also providing electricity to satellite revolving around 

the orbit of earth. On a much larger scale, solar thermal power plants employ various techniques to concentrate the 

sun's energy as a heat source. The heat is then used to boil water to drive a steam turbine that generates electricity in 

much the same fashion as coal and nuclear power plants, supplying electricity for thousands of people. Solar lighting is 

sometimes preferred for applications where the need is temporary (fairs, mining sites, Olympics). All solar lights are 

“wireless”. They are not “hooked up” to external sources of power. Other solar technologies are passive. For example, 

big windows placed on the sunny side of a building allow sunlight to heat-absorbent materials on the �loor and walls. 

These surfaces then release the heat at night to keep the building warm. Similarly, absorbent plates on a roof can heat 

liquid in tubes that supply a house with hot water. Solar-powered outdoor lighting is virtually maintenance-free, since 

the batteries require no water or other regular service.

India is blessed with abundant solar energy and if harnessed ef�iciently, the country is capable of producing trillion-

kilowatts of electricity. The state of Rajasthan receives maximum solar radiation intensity in India with very low 

average rainfall. It also has desert land available in abundance. Therefore, Rajasthan is likely to emerge as the global 

hub for solar power in the country. Hundreds of �loodlights along the border fencing and posts manned by BSF at the 

India-Pakistan border will soon get lighted with solar energy. Union home ministry has approved to set up solar power 

house of �ive mega watt capacity at Tala area at Jaisalmer in Rajasthan. If this solar power project is successful then at all 

the international borders of the country will have solar-powered lighting, implemented in phases. The government 

would save crores of rupees using solar power and also save on diesel used for generators. 

But solar energy doesn't work at night without a storage device such as a battery, and cloudy weather can make the 

technology unreliable during the day. But with the help of renewable energy resources, we can produce ample amount 

of energy without polluting atmosphere of earth, because these resources release no amount green house gases. The 

other main reason for using renewable is that these can be reused to produce same amount energy without wasting the 

resources.

Dr. Priti Kaushik

RESURGENCE OF SOLAR ENERGY

15 THINGS YOU SHOULD GIVE UP TO STAY HAPPY

01.  Need to Always Be Right

02.  Need to Control Things 

03.  Don’t Blame Others

04.  Give up Negative Mind Set

05.  Give up Living Your Life to Other People’s Expectations

06.  Give up the Past

07.  Don’t Limit Your Beliefs

08.  Don’t Complain about Life

09.  Give up Trying to Impress Other People

10.  Give up Fears

11.  Give up Excuses

12.  Don’t Fight Change

13.  Give up Criticism

14.  Give up Labels

15.  Give up Attachment

Arti Joshi, 

Research Assistant
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The students of I year Section C i.e. Rahul Nayan and Prakhar  Bansal presented papers on the topic ‘Role of Computer 

Graphics in Aerospace Engineering’ and ‘Role of Computers in Automobile Engineering’ respectively in the event 

Computatia  organized by VIT on 23rd November, 2014. The student of Section C, Prakhar Bansal secured Third Prize in 

the Great Debate 2014 Competition organized by British High Commission at JNU, Jaipur. The students of I year Section 

D i.e. Sonali Mangal, Vikas Singh, Tarun Siwach, Vikrant Patodia and Yash Raj Khandelwal participated in the Jaipur 

Technical Fest organized by ISLE AND ISHARE and won second prize with cash money Rs. 5000/- along with in the 

Project Competition organized by Suresh Gyan Vihar by securing second position with cash money Rs.10,000/-. Their 

NSP project on ‘Tesla’ grabbed everybody’s attention and received warm appreciations. Moreover, the students of 

Section C i.e. Rahul Nayan, Rahul Sharma, Nitin Chotia, Samridhi Srivastava, Sa�iya Akhtar and Prathistha Srivastava 

participated in the Project Competition organized by JECRC University and won Second prize for their very interesting 

project on Metro-City.

STUDENTS' CHARISMATIC ACHIEVEMENTS

 TEP program has been started with some activities as per details given below:

TEP (TALENT ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME)

S.N ACTIVITY NAME OF FACULTY No. of students

1 CAD Club Mr. Pradeep Kumar & Mr. Manoj Sharma 30

2 Robotics Club Mr. Manoj Gautam, Mr. Digvijay Singh & Mr. Praveen Meena 50

3 Cinematography Club Ms. Neha Srivastava & Mr. Kirshna Kant Varshney 30

4 Sports Club Mr. Nitin Lathi, Mr. Buddhi Prakash & Mr. Madan Sanwariya 70

5 Social Service Club Dr. Dipti Mathur & Dr. A.K. Jain 40

6 Literary Club  Mrs. Pragya Mishra & Ms. Arushi  40

7 Vocalist Club Ms. Vinita Swami 20
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FIRST YEAR BATCH 2014-15

B.Tech. (A) B.Tech. (B) B.Tech. (C)

BBAB.Tech. (D)

B.Arch. (B)B.Arch. (A) B.Com.

BFA & BCA (ITMS & Mob. App.)BCA (General)
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In the academic year 2014-15, the Department of Civil Engineering is able to maintain its 

leadership, as one of the founding departments of Poornima University. The �irst batch of Civil 

Engineers shall be coming out of the University in the next year. The department holds its 

position of being the most innovative and �ield oriented. Our department has stood �irm and 

innovative in academic strength and orienting our students, towards Fields, Industry and 

Placements requirements. This is the need of the hour and I am proud to inform that the 

management of Poornima University has been able to realize the ground situation and has 

supported us with required autonomy and freedom to work.  To further strengthen the 

academics, the department has conducted special lectures and industrial visits to construction 

site, manufacturing units and big civil engineering structures. I feel proud to inform that the 

department has taken initiative of conducting non syllabus seminars & projects for II yr & III yr students to inculcate 

the feeling of innovation & presentation among them. Under the guidance of Dr. K.K.S. Bhatia, President, PU and Dr. 

Manoj Gupta, Provost, PU, the department has been able to complete the �irst Phase of “Water Conservation & Fluoride 

Awareness Campaign”. As the Head of Civil Engineering Department, I see a lot of scope and opportunities for civil 

engineering students as India is opening up its purse strings for several infrastructural works, more liberally than ever 

before. To be a part of the making of this new and developed India, we, here at PU, have taken every care and effort to 

impart quality education to our students by setting up modern laboratories, providing them with   knowledge 

regarding the latest soft wares being used in Civil Engineering and imparting the best teaching, so that they remain at 

par with any other institute of repute. I extend my warm wishes to civil engineering students of the department.                                                                                                                                                  

Ms. Ramaa Singh

Head of Department

CIVIL ENGINEERING

On Saturday, 9th Aug' 2014, the students of the Department of Civil Engineering, Poornima University, and Jaipur 

brought the environment and tree plantation awareness trailer to the village of Kanota, Jaipur. A presentation on the 

importance of tree plantation was shown to the students of Sahai Public School and a quiz was conducted. The 

participants from school and village appreciated the effort in a big way and the response to the quiz was overwhelming. 

‘EK PED EK JINDAGI’- TREE PLANTATION CAMPAIGN’

The Department has successfully organized a campaign, aptly known as WATER AWARENESS CAMPAIGN, from 27th 

Jan – 31st Jan 2015. The Programme was inaugurated by Dr. Sunil Gupta, Secretary, Krishna Ram Ayurvigyan Shodh 

Sansthan on 24th Jan 2015 at University Campus. The campaign aimed to spread awareness and knowledge about the 

signi�icance of water conservation for a safe and secure tomorrow and to spread awareness regarding �lourosis. The 

students from the Department of Civil Engineering, along with the faculty members, visited various schools and 

villages to spread awareness by 

presenting thought provoking 

skits on water conservation 

fo l l owe d  by  p owe r  p o i n t 

presentation. The amount of 

�luoride in the drinking water of 

villages was tested through 

�luoride testing kit. 

WATER CONSERVATION AND FLUORIDE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
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COMPASS SURVEYING exercise was done on 
28th July 2014 for the students of II yr. The 
Students were given different locations and 
they surveyed the area using surveying 
instruments in traversing form. The objective 
of this activity was to �ind the area of different 
locations in compass traverse and magnetic 
bearings of traverse stations. The faculty 
members helped to perform the activity in a 
better way. Overall the entire activity was fun 

and educational and it helped students to learn the technical knowledge of �ield. The whole exercise was quite 
interesting and knowledgeable and gave exposure of the surveying �ield to the students.

COMPASS SURVEYING

A Poster and seminar presentation was organized by the Department of on 26th September, 2014. Seminars are 
basically arranged to discuss the current issues and problems or to share ideas. The Students of II & III year discussed 
on all these through poster and presentations. On this occasion, Dr. O.P. Chhangani (Director General, Apex Group of 
Colleges) was invited as a resource person. He explained to the students about the innovations and the advancements 
in Civil Engineering. He talked about the role and responsibilities of a civil engineer. The students were divided in 
groups and provided with the titles. Each group reviewed a research paper as per the topics given to the students. A 
poster and seminar presentation was presented by the students. The event witnessed a huge participation. This 
technical activity was to provide students a platform to review a research paper. 

POSTER & SEMINAR PRESENTATION: INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

On 20th September '2014, the students displayed their project. The Dean of the SET, Dr. 

Manoj Gupta, visited the department exhibition. A total of 15 projects were displayed. 

Some of the projects were dynamic. These projects were mentored by their respective 

guides. The students were divided into groups of 4, who worked on their respective 

projects. The coordinator of each group presented and explained the project to the 

audience. 

THE PROJECT EXHIBITION

The Department conducted a six days Survey Camp for 2nd year students successfully 

from 27th Feb’ 2015 to 4th Mar’2015, as a compulsory part of the Curriculum. This 

Camp was aimed to groom the civil engineering students with essential knowledge and 

exposure to the real �ield work, thereby encouraging leadership and teamwork skills 

among them. This Survey Camp results in encouraging and supporting students, 

emerging as a leader in several areas of academic. The six days camp was divided into 

two phases: the 1st phase of 4 days was allocated  for �ield work at Chandwaji and  the 

2nd phase of 2 days was allocated for calculation, result analysis, presentation and 

closing ceremony at the University Campus. The Students were divided into 8 groups of 

10 -11 students each and were monitored and mentored by the faculty coordinator. 

During the four days of �ield work, the students were also engaged in a social activity. In 

the camp all the students of Civil Engineering Department have learned some technical 

aspects which are required in surveying. 

 SURVEY CAMP – 2015
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CONTRIVA, the technical fest of Civil Engineering Branch was organized by the Department on 19th August, 2014. The 
event witnessed a huge participation. This technical activity aimed to provide students, a platform to learn by doing. 

CONTRIVA 2K14-WORKSHOP ON “BASICS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

Activities for the III year students: Activities for the II year students:

Concrete Mix Design  Fluid mechanics Practical Application.

Leveling Road estimating. Bonding of Bricks.

Bar Bending Schedule of any R.C.C. Structure. Helipad Design.

Planning & Design of water supply system of PU. Numerical computing using C++.

Design Steel Connections. Material Study of PU Blocks. 

The whole activity was divided into different groups, consisting of 134 students of III year and 76 students of II year. 
The different activities were conducted in each group, thus providing guidance and learning experience to the 
students. Also, a quiz was conducted for every group. The Department played a vital role by extending a hand of help 
students. The whole event was a great success, thus taking the students into the vast world of knowledge and 
experience about various �ields in Civil Engineering.

On 11th October '2014, the students went to Bisalpur Dam for 
visiting Dam site, ongoing Pile foundation construction & nearby 
Water Treatment Plant. The Bisalpur Dam is a gravity dam 
constructed on the Banas River near Deoli in Tonk  district, 
Rajasthan, India. The dam was completed in 1999 for the purpose 
of irrigation and water supply. Around 180 students of the 3rd 
year of the department went to visit the site, along with 7 faculty 
members and the Head of the Department, Mr. Ravindra Katara, 
Executive Engineer (Construction), interacted with the students 
and answered various basic questions. The Students also asked 
their queries. He explained all the technical aspects and the 
related technical terms. He also detailed the primary use & 
applications of Dam.

BISALPUR DAM VISIT

The Students of third year from 

Department of Civil Engineering, 

Poornima University went to C-

scheme where the construction of 

Pile Foundation was going on. 

Students there learn the various 

technical  details  about Pile 

foundation. The overall visit was 

very much bene�icial to the 

students so as to enhance their 

practical knowledge.

 SITE VISIT OF PILE FOUNDATION
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The students of III year on 11th Aug’ 2014 went to 
Durgapur where construction over bridge and a bridge 
over Metro is going on. The contractor was ARSS 
Company, which is one of the renowned construction 
companies in India. The site was very interesting where 
the students learnt interesting facts about segment 
launching. The visit was very bene�icial as the students 
learnt how the soil is compacted. The Students also learn 
as to how and why the joints are required for the bridge. 
The site engineer gave valuable tips to all the 30 students 
who went for visit.

On 2nd July’2014, the department went to the Elegance 
Bharav Circle Partap Nagar, Jaipur. The Students saw the 
key plan of the tower like Architecture drawing, structure 
drawing, reinforcement details, layout plan. 

SITE VISIT OF SLAB REINFORCEMENT

The students of III year on 11th Aug’ 2014 went to Durgapur where construction over bridge and a bridge over Metro is 
going on. The contractor was ARSS Company, which is one of the renowned construction companies in India. The site 
was very interesting where the students learnt interesting facts about segment launching. The visit was very bene�icial 
as the students learnt how the soil is compacted. The Students also learn as to how and why the joints are required for 
the bridge. The site engineer gave valuable tips to all the 30 students who went for visit.

SITE VISIT OF SEGMENT LAUNCHING

II year

•  Planning and Designing of residential building: 3 Hours per week for 5 weeks in each section. (PCC Hours 10) 
(regular faculty)

•  Expert’s lecture on Design and Construction Techniques on High rise buildings. (PCC Hours 3)

 • Workshop on Total Station and Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM).     

•  (PCC Hours 8)

 • Expert’s lecture on Google Mapping and City Mapping. (PCC Hours 3).

III year

 • REVIT-Software (3D Modeling software)

 • Planning and Designing of residential building 

 • 3 Hours per week for 3 weeks in each section (on drawing sheets)

 • 3 hours per week in 2 weeks in each section (on REVIT Software)

 • (PCC Hours 9+6) (Regular faculty)

 • Expert’s lecture on IS Codes and standards in Civil engineering. (PCC Hours 3)

 • Expert’s lecture on Topographic drawings. (PCC Hours 2)

 • Expert’s lecture on Hydrological Data Handling Techniques. (PCC Hours 2).

 • MX-ROAD Software of Bentley after screening. (PCC Hours 12)

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES
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SPECIAL LECTURES

YEAR TOPIC Name of the Expert

2nd Year Mohr's Circle & its application Mr. Jagendra Singh

2nd Year Timber Ms. Ramaa Singh

2nd Year Permanent adjustment  of Theodolite Ms. Ramaa Singh

2nd Year Gale Traverse Table &Consecutive Coordinates Ms. Ramaa Singh

2nd Year Two Point and Three Point Problems Mr. Rakesh Saini

2nd Year Non linear equations, algebraic and transcendental equations Dr. Alok Bhargava

3rd Year TENSION MEMBER Mr. Gaurav Sancheti

3rd Year Reinforcement/ curtailment details in beams Mr. Manmohan Sharma

2nd Year Theodolite,  Leveling, Plan Table Surveying, Contouring Mr. Boopendra Kumar

3rd Year In�luence line diagram Ms. Sonam Sharma

3rd & 2nd Year Concrete mix design  Dr. P.N. Sharma

3rd Year Concrete mix design Dr. Anurag Mishra

THE STUDENTS' AND FACULTY MEMBERS' ARTICLES

HAMARA POORNIMA PARIWAR

Main Md Zaheer Alam iss Sansthan me pichchle do warshon se adhayanrat hoon. 

Agar mujhe iss sansthan ki taarif main kuch kehana ho to yeh keh sakta hoon ki,

“Ye idara-e- ilm hai,

                         Yahan har qadam ilm basta hai

   Tu iraada to kar   kuch pane ka,

 Ye mah�il-e-aam hai yahan sab kuch milta hai”

Mujhe aaj bhi vishavidalaye ka woh pratham din yaad hai jab main apni kakshaa mein aayaa tha aur akela sehma-sehma 

sa baitha tha parantu mere mitr or mere shikshak ne mere saath itna achha bartao kiya jis se mujhe aisa mehsoos hi 

nahi hua ki main kisi naye sansthan mein aaya hoon.Yahan ki padhai ke tarike aur prabandhan itne achche hain ki aisa 

lagta hai ki yehi mera Pariwar hai.Yahan ki har chiz ko main pasand karta hoon.Shikshak ki har woh baat jo apne aap me 

ek motivation hain or yahan ka prakirtik saundarya jo cheekh-cheekh kar kehta, hai ki aa jao main tumhe apne sharan 

me leta hoon or tumhe behtar bhawishya dena ka wada karta hoon.

Dekha nahi hai tujh sa duniya me Sansthan,

Jai Jai Poornima Sansthan, jai jai Poornima Sansthan.

Md. Zaheer Alam,

IIIrd Year Section, Civil.
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BRAIN DRAIN
The talented and skillful youth from the developing countries migrate to advanced countries, which

is called Brain Drain, due to various reasons such as:

1.  The Lack of facilities, opportunities and good and fair governance.

2.  The country fails to provide simple services such as water, electricity and healthcare

3.  The Employment paucity with no lucrative pay packages.

4.  Job environment and management narrow attitude.

5.  Political, social and economic climate.

6.  Lucrative packages, comfortable and quality life in advanced countries.

7.  The country fails to provide a healthy working environment and a decent life style and comforts

8.  Facilities, positive academic climate and world famous teachers and guides in foreign institutes.

9.  The academic assessment mostly is fair and rigorous giving international status.

10.  Lack of patriotism, love for motherland and integrity, etc., etc.

The youths are nurtured in their home lands and these semi-�inished quality goods are absorbed in foreign 

universities. The selection to universities is critical and only value adding students are screened for entering into 

advanced countries. Advanced countries lack huge population. Allowing other students to enter into the foreign 

universities has got two major advantages:

1.  Huge foreign exchange is earned by advanced countries. The Chinese and Indian students from the major �low 

into advanced countries mostly US, Australia, UK, in the order given. Can you imagine the out�low of money from 

the pockets of Indian parents into advanced countries?

2.  The semi-�inished goods are �inished in advanced countries and put to their national development paying them 

sumptuously, providing them appealing quality life, etc. Is it not a good business?

Though we consider this migration as "Brain-Drain" which is true, some of our leaders term it as "Brain-Bank"! One can 

make deposits in advanced countries but no permission to withdraw!

Some advanced countries like Germany do not allow any graduate to leave the country after graduation at least for two 

years; graduates have to serve their mother land �irst. Is it possible under this environment to enact like Germany? Can 

we stop brain-drain? India looses about $15 billion per year of foreign exchange or about Rs. 90,000 crores per year for 

the Indian students studying abroad. If all forms of Higher and Technical education could be given freedom a large 

number of Indian colleges would become world class and a large number of foreign universities would relocate their 

campuses in India. 

This would have a number of advantages to us. 

1.  Allow Indian students to study in world class institutions at a much lower cost and stay within India

2.  Savings in out �low of foreign exchange. 

3.  Increased in�low of foreign exchange for foreign students who would like to study in India at prices lower than 

their home countries and also experience India. 

4.  Indian higher education would then become a big export earner for the Nation. 

5.  Higher quality and more competition will compel the existing 50,000 colleges to improve or perish!

Yogendra Singh Nathawat

IIIrd Year Civil.
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SWACHH BHARAT ABHIYAAN

Cleanliness is Next to Godliness: Gandhi

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (Clean India Mission) started as a national level campaign by the Government 
of India, covering 4041 statutory towns to clean the streets, roads and infrastructure of the country. 
This campaign, expected to cost over Rs. 65,000 crore, was of�icially launched on 2 October 2014 at 
Rajghat, New Delhi, where Prime Minister Narendra Modi himself cleaned a road. The campaign is 
India's biggest ever cleanliness drive and 3 million government employees and schools and colleges 
students of India participated in this event. The mission was started by Sri Narendra Modi, nominating nine famous 
personalities for this campaign, and they took up the challenge and nominated nine more people and so on (like the 
branching of a tree). It has been carried forward since then with famous people from all walks of life joining it.

Sensing the importance of the task on hand, the World Bank announced a major $1 billion aid (not loan) to Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi's Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. Further, the bank is considering �inancing signi�icant sums that has 
to be invested in the programme. The funding, which is expected to make the scheme more 'result focused’, would 
target the government initiative in low-income states. The components of the programme are: a) Construction of 
individual sanitary latrines for households below the poverty line with subsidy (80%) where demand exists. b) 
Conversion of dry latrines into low-cost sanitary latrines. c) Construction of exclusive village sanitary complexes for 
women providing facilities for hand pumping, bathing, sanitation and washing on a selective basis where there is not 
adequate land or space within houses and where village Panchayats are willing to maintain the facilities. d) Setting up 
of sanitary marts. e) Total sanitation of villages through the construction of drains, soakage pits, solid and liquid waste 
disposal. f) Intensive campaign for awareness generation and health education to create a felt need for personal, 
household and environmental sanitation facilities.

Now let us understand similarly between corruption and pollution. It can be tempting to dismiss small bribes as trivial, 
as a cost of doing business or a practical necessity. But when we make a distinction between small bribes and large 
bribes, when any bribe is tolerated, goodness has nowhere to take root. If someone throws a single empty soda bottle in 
a river, it may seem a tri�ling offence, because the river is so large and the soda bottle so small. Repeated exposure to 
small acts of pollution makes such behavior commonplace and socially acceptable. In that moral climate, if you go 
downstream, you will likely �ind the entire river clogged by plastic bottles. That’s visible evidence of how the 
accumulation of small misdeeds can imperil the ability of a system to function—whether the system is a river or, writ 
large, an economy. India is experiencing a new-found hopefulness at a time of new leadership. As much faith as people 
want to put in leaders, it is important to realize how much of what we experience actually depends on individual 
actions and collective responsibility. We all need to ask ourselves, whether cleaning is only the responsibility of the 
karamcharis. As citizens don’t we have a role in this? We have to change this mindset. India, or for that matter any other 
country, will surely be more prosperous if it can shake some of its long-standing legacies like habit of corruption, 
pollution etc., But instead of looking only for leadership from the top to bring about that change, we all need to be 
leaders ourselves, by rejecting the small acts of omissions/commissions. One of the divine forms that Mahatma Gandhi 
stressed was Cleanliness Is Next To Godliness. And our scriptures call for swacham (cleanliness) before starting any 
prayer or signi�icant action. As a long overdue and most urgent tribute to Gandhi, Government of India launched on his 
145th birthday, October 2, 2014 a Clean India Campaign. Through the Swachha Bharat initiative we must also take a 

Swachhata pledge, I will initiate the quest 
with myself, my family, my locality, my 
village and my workplace. This pledge 
shall not mean just for today but for 
everyday to come. We must make sure that 
India stands on par with other countries 
in the world with respect to cleanliness. 
Keeping in mind the richness of our past 
and its values, this is de�initely possible. 

Nizwm Narzary
IIIrd Year, Civil, C Section.
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CIVIL CONSTRUCTION IN SPACE

The aviation industry, in the 21st century, will do the wonders. The air passenger space travel will grow from zero to 
more than $1 trillion/year, creating new employment for tens of millions of people, and profoundly changing our daily 
life on Earth. Within a period of less than 10 years, the space will be the front line of the hotel industry. The space hotels 
will be a focus of media interest, and they will show rapid development as they compete to attract guests with more and 
more advanced facilities exploiting the unique environment of space. The technology required to design an orbital 
hotel is much simpler than that in a passenger launch vehicle, or even a space laboratory like the ' International Space 
Station', since there is no need for high-speed computers and data-communication systems, advanced research 
equipment, accurate attitude-control and so on. Early living quarters require no more than what has already existed for 
decades; later on, 2nd and 3rd generation hotels will be much larger and will include resort hotels, entertainment 
complexes and sports centers. The major steps in this evolution are: - Prefabricated modules, module clusters, large 
chambers fabricated in orbit Rotating structures, co orbiting facilities, lunar hotels.  

Mr. Prashant Soni (Asst.Prof.)   

WATER-RESOURCE ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

In Samuel Johnson‘s 1755 Dictionary of the English Language, "frontier" is de�ined as "the marches; the limit; the 
utmost verge of any territory; the border: properly that which terminates not at sea, but fronts another territory. 
Water-resource engineering is a branch of Civil Engineering that involves the analysis and manipulation of hydrologic 
systems, particularly in areas related to water quality and water availability (e.g., water supply and �looding). Since the 
mid-1970s, concerns about improving water quality and meeting future demands have multiplied in scope and 
magnitude, prompting signi�icant changes in public policy at the federal, state, and local levels. Water-Resource Public 
Policy: Regulations of water-resource systems usually involve limits on access and generally come in two forms. The 
�irst, restrictions on the physical removal of water from a system, is based on concerns about causing adverse 
environmental impacts. The second involves limiting access to a hydrologic system‘s capacity to assimilate waste by 
restricting the kind and amount of waste that may be released into it (e.g., wastewater ef�luent standards). In both 
cases, limits are generally based on some form of scienti�ic analysis. Once a target range for limiting access has been 
de�ined, engineering analyses are performed to generate information on the effectiveness and cost of available 
technical solutions. Water-resource policy making generally involves a combination of moral, technical, and economic 
factors, and fully informed decisions require that these disparate kinds of information be integrated. These might 
involve the development of new water sources or the installation of a new technology that reduces emissions. The cost 
associated with each alternative is then calculated, and policy alternatives based on these technical solutions are 
assembled.

Mr. Surendra Singh Ola, (Asst. prof.)

चाचकारो से देश को �नज़ात �दलाने के �लए,ु

खोई हई देश क� अखंडता को पाने के �लए,ु

'मौन' हए 'मन' को जगाना चा�हये,ु

जो शह�द हआ है उस क� शाहदत को, ु

�यथ � न गंवाएं एसा एक लोकतं� चा�हये,

देश �क अ�य ऊजा� को सं�चत करे,

ऐसा एक अ�भयाँ��क� मतब� ान चा�हये,

जो कर रहे है कानन को तार-तार,ू

बढ़ा रहे है एसा श�श म� अधंकार,

बढ़ा रहे है एसा श�श म� अधंकार,

उन को समा�त करे एसी एक '�करण' चा�हये,

कदमो को तजे बढ़ाना होगा,

और अब तो PU म� रहत ेहए ह� कछ कर के �दखाना होगा ||ुु

-योगे�� �सहं नाथावत

३ वष,�  जनपद अ�भयाँ��क�

प�णम� ा �व�व�व�यालयू

Nk= vfHkO;fDr
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Greetings to the Readers!!!

The department offers B-Tech and M-Tech courses. The department has strength of 12 faculty 

members, with 5 technical assistants and 275 students. The aim of the department is to provide 

high quality education; along with training the students with all the new advancements in the 

Mechanical �ield. The department places emphasis on all the important aspects of Mechanical 

Engineering; such as mechanics, kinematics, thermodynamics, material science, structural 

analysis, computer-aided design,  product lifecycle management, manufacturing plants, 

industrial equipment machinery, transport systems, aircraft, watercraft, robotics, medical 

devices, weapons, and others; with the help of Industrial Visits, Industrial Trainings and Expert 

Talks from industries. The department also takes initiatives to improve the soft skills, analytical 

capabilities and verbal communication of the students with some special programs included in our schedule like; Soft 

Skill Lab, Company Requirement Training (CRT) And Section of Super Club. 

In the current session, we run PCC in three semesters, including, a module for students like; energy auditing 

techniques, basic aspects of working and maintenance of automobile, basics of engineering drawing and AutoCAD. 

Under PCC, we have done many visits and have conducted many expert talks. We have also started a club, called PU-SAE, 

with 52 registered members of SAE-India and have also formed the SAE INDIA Collegiate. In Supra Club also, the 

students have got the achievement by Qualifying in virtual round in which the SAE INDA has approved the design of 

student formula car, presented by the team. From all over India, 169 teams had participated out of which 110 teams got 

selected. Our team was the only team from Rajasthan; which got the success in clearing the virtual round. 

Our Department also participated in PRAYOGAM 2014 (the Annual Project Exhibition) at the level of Poornima 

Foundation, and presented 15 projects like; �ire pump, power plant model, turbo charger, electrical jack etc. The 

Faculty members and the students of the department also participated in many conferences and workshops during the 

session, in and out of the university like; the workshop on IC engine at PU and IIT Delhi for QIP on Solar Energy. Our 

faculty members also Published 2 Books during the session.     

I wish everybody a very productive year ahead; both in terms of career and growth.

Good luck!!!                                                                                                                                            

Mr. Ashwani Kapoor,

Head of Department

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Poornima University, Jaipur had inaugurated its 

automobile club: PU SAE on Monday, 29th Sept'2014, 

with the participation of 50 initial students, 

satisfying the laid rules regulations to colligate the 

University with SAE (Society of Automotive 

Engineers). The club also organized its �irst 

automobile workshop on I.C. Engine hosted by 

'Automobile Training Academy' from Noida with Mr. 

Swarup Nandi as Chief coordinator and Mr. Akshay 

Ramchandran as Head Technician. The 2-day 

workshop held on 29th and 30th Sept.'2014 included 

de-assembling and assembling of 796cc, water 

cooled SOHC(1C2V) and petrol engine(SUZUKI MIGHTY BOY Engine).

PUSAE CLUB INAUGURATION
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ENGINEER’S DAY CELEBERATION

SPECIAL LECTURES

Name of visiting faculty University/College Subject

Mr. Suman Srivastav JECRC Strength of Materials (III sem)

Mr. Ratnagar Singh PGI Machine Design (III sem)

Mr. Rahul Sharma JECRC Material Science (III sem)

Mr. Buddhi Prakash PGI Automobile Engg. (V sem)

Mr. Umar Daraj MNIT Automobile Engg. (V sem)

Mr. Ashutosh Jangid PGI Project Management (V sem)

Mr. Dev Deep JECRC Noise and Vibration (VI sem)

Mr. Ashutosh Kumar PCE Noise and Vibration (VI sem)

Mr. Akhilendra JECRC Machine Design II (VI sem)

Mr. Trilok Saini SANGHA MOTORS PCC – Automobile Engg.

Mr. P. Khandelwal BOSCH LTD. PU Inspire

To commemorate the memories of Sir Mokshagundam Visvesvarayya (who was born on 15 Sep’ 1860), and honoring 
him for his great contribution in the �ield of hydel energy in India and to identify and acknowledge the great works done 
by our hard working and smart engineers, Engineer's day was celebrated on 15 September 2k14 by the Mechanical 
department of Poornima University. The most interesting part of the day was a competition in which the students had 
to speak on a few topics, relating to engineers and engineering at random. The celebration left its imprints like �lowing 
water embarks its impression on a pebbled shore. It gave an opportunity to everyone to remember and cherish the 
works of Sir Visvesvarayya.

GANDHI JAYANTI CELEBRATION

The day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and zeal, the students and the faculty members alike were enlightened 

by the head of the Department, Mr. Ashwani Kapoor, about the sacri�ices and efforts made by Mahatma Gandhi in the 

struggle for the independence of the country. On this occasion, an inspirational video was also shown to the whole 

department to motivate them for the cause of the development of the country. A quiz was also conducted, wherein the 

prizes were also distributed among the winners. The birth day of the second Prime Minister of the country, whose 

contribution and the administrative skills are also world renowned, was also celebrated on this day.

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING AND SEMINAR (ITS)

At the beginning of the session, some classes were taken by the faculty members to inform the students about the 

procedure for applying in the blue chip companies, and motivate the students for attending the two months dedicated 

training with a view to gain practical exposure in today’s competitive corporate environment. Due to the combined 

efforts of our TPO (Dipti Lodha Ma’am), HOD (Ashwani Kapoor Sir), the faculty members and the Students of 

Mechanical Department, all the deserved students got the opportunity to attend the same. More than 100 such 

companies had selected our students in the ITS. Some of them were the world renowned governmental, semi-

governmental and non-governmental corporate entities, to name a few:-

SAIL, NBC, HMT, NTPC, IOCL, HONDA, DLW, HINDALCO, MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA, SHRIRAM PISTONS & RINGS 

LTD., MARUTI SUZUKI, TATA MOTORS, HARLEY DAVIDSON, RMC, MANU YANTRALAYA, BHEL ETC. 
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES

MY EXPERIENCE OF PCC

 It was the beginning of the �ifth semester when I was told about the PCC (Professional Certi�icate 
Course) that was going to be held for the 5th semester of Mechanical department. The three choices 
were; Energy Auditing Techniques, Basic Aspects of Working and Maintenance of Automobile 
and Basic of engineering drawing and AutoCAD. At �irst, I was very confused because all the 3 
certi�icates would bene�it me in the future but I had to make a choice. I did my home work to 
understand what actually Energy Auditing Techniques was but didn’t get anything that could give 
me a brief. After consulting a few people already working in the industry, I selected energy auditing 
techniques. In the �irst session, I was really clueless and was worried whether I had made a wrong 
decision. But after the �irst class, I was crystal clear that this PCC would be bene�icial for me because energy is the need 
of hour. We are running out of fossil fuel or the conventional sources of energy and are switching to the use of non 
conventional energy. Everyone wants to save energy as per the govt. rules and it does save plenty of money .After a few 
sessions, I learned the process of cogeneration i.e. using the waste energy for doing some productive work out of it. I 
came across BEE (bureau of energy ef�iciency) which governs energy wastage and makes laws to conserve energy. It 
also conducts exams for energy auditors which are well needed for every organization. We did a case study on Saras 
manufacturing plant energy audit and came to know the losses they were facing due to the wastage of energy which 
could be reused for other purposes. It was an amazing experience being a part of this PCC. The energy auditing done by 
me would always help me in the future in giving ideas and problem solving. I would be able to give valuable suggestions 
to the industry on cogeneration and last but not the least it would always give my resume an extra edge at the time of 
placements. I would thank Poornima University for giving me a chance to learn something out of the usual which would 
always help me in my future.

Jai Vardhan Gaur, III Year

DETAILS OF PCC RUNNING IN THE DEPARTMENT ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Module Name Faculty Name Designation of the Faculty

Energy Auditing Techniques Amit Mandal                Asst. Professor, PU

Basic of engineering drawing and AutoCAD Ashwani Kapoor (PU) Asst. Professor, PU

Basic Aspects of Working and  Ramanand Sharma, Rahul Jain Asst. Professor, PU
Maintenance of Automobile

   SPECIAL PROJECTS

Name of Project Name of the Students

Paddle Hacksaw Akshay Kumar Kasliwal, Aman Ranjan, Aman Khan Panwar, Belim Mohd Raza

Fire Pump Amit Bera, Ankur Jain, Anand Kumar Jha, Aniket Upadhyay

Electrical Jack Kamlesh Jakhar, Khagendra Kushwaha, Kuldeep Singh Rana, Karan Singh

Small Ac Mohd Salim, Mukesh, Naman Vashishth, Nilay Kumar

Cut Section Model of Bike Engine Nirbhik Bhatt, NiteshGehlot, Priyamala, Rahul Panchal

Escaltor Gulab  Chand Jangir, Hakim Singh , HansrajPrajapat, ChintanUpadhyay

Clapping Sensor Giriraj Kumar Nogya, Deepesh Jain    

Steam Engine With Piston Suresh Chand  Jat, Suresh Kumar Yadav, Sushil Kumar, Virendra Singh, Sourav Kumar 

Paddling Washing Machine Saurabh Srivastava, Shaikh Saddam Hussain, Shubham, Jagetia , Sumit Kumar, Tushar Kanha
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Power Plant Model Rakesh Kumar Choudhary, Ritesh Kumar Pandit, Rohit Yadav, Ravi Prakash Ojha

Differential ShubhamKaushal, Shashi Bhushan Pandey, Shubham Kumar Chauhan, Shubham Sahu

Turbo Charger Sarangdhar Kumar, Satyajit Kumar Mahto, B. Sagar, Arun Kumar

Automated Guided Vehicle Gaurav  Kumar, Govind Patel, Harish Jatav, Hemant Patel

Automatic Gate DeendayalSoni, Deepak Kumar, Chetan Kumar Meena  

Snake Robot MahendarJangid, Nikhil Choudhary, MookeshPoonia, Kuldeep

SELECTION IN VIRTUAL ROUND AT SAE INDIA 2015

The Club proudly announces the Team Leopard of 

Poornima University Society of Automotive 

Engineers has successfully cleared SUPRA SAE 

India 2015 virtual round competition held in VEL-

TECH University, Chennai from 8th to 10th of 

January, 2015, organized by Society of Automotive 

Engineers (SAE India). SAE India has approved 

the design of student formula car presented by the 

team. From all over India 169 teams participated. 

110 teams got selected & team leopard is the only 

team from Rajasthan who got success in clearing of 

virtual round. Team leopard representatives:-

Faculty Co-coordinator:    Vikas Kumar, Asst. Professor, PU

Student Team Members: Mohammad Varis – (Team Captain), Akshay Kulshreshtha – (project manager), Koshal Yogi, 

Saurabh Srivastava, and Garav Sachdeva.

POSTER MAKING COMPETITION

A poster making competition called PU Auto-Expo 2K15, a departmental activity, was held on 28th Feb.’ 2015,  with an 

AUTOMOBILES theme. The Students of Poornima University participated whole heartedly for making this event a 

success. More than 25 posters were presented by the students on different automobiles manufacturing companies to 

showcase their products and speci�ications namely BMW i8, ROLLS ROYCE, MERCEDIES, FERRARI etc. The event was 

judged by Dr. D.L Suthar (senior professor), Er. Amit Gupta (Chief Proctor) and Er. Ashwani Kapoor (H.O.D Mechanical 

Department). Students gave an overwhelming response by participating in the event. This competition proved to be 

gateway for exchanging and enhancing the knowledge about different automobiles to the students and helped them to 

improve their communication and presentation skills.

THE WINNERS

First Prize Second Prize Third Prize

Gaurav and Harish Arun and Aniket Priyamala

STUDENT COORDINATOR: 

Jai Vardhan Gaur Anish Laxmikant  Amit Sharma   Govind Patel
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TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATION

"A good teacher is like a candle - it consumes itself to light the way for others". The “Teacher’s day is a day which is 

celebrated to appreciate and honor the teachers for their contribution to the society as well as imparting knowledge, 

guiding and shaping the minds and careers of the students. There was grand celebration on teacher’s day in the 

department to give value, respect and a big vote of thanks to all the teachers on September 5, 2k14. The ceremony was 

started with a warm Teacher's Day speech paying respect and thanking teachers for their contribution by the head of 

Department Mr. Ashwani Kapoor.

The following events took place during the day:-

•  Quiz 

 • Sharing memorable experience/instances occurred/encountered with teachers by students

 • Paragraph writing on “The teacher as a nation builder.”  

STUDENT’ ACHIEVEMENTS SECTION

I have undergone an Industrial Training which was meticulously 

planned and guided at every stage so that it became a life time 

experience for me. This could not be realized without the help from 

numerous sources and people in the Poornima University and Dunes 

Harley-Davidson, Jaipur. Dunes Harley-Davidson was really a great 

platform to boost my knowledge about motorcycles and its 

maintenance, servicing, performance upgrades and new technologies.

I am thankful to Dr. Manoj Gupta, Provost, Poornima University and 

Dean, SET & SBA and Ms. Dipti Lodha, T.P.O, Poornima University for 

providing us a platform to carry out this activity successfully. I am also 

very grateful of Mr. Ashwani Kapoor (HOD, Department of mechanical 

engineering) for his kind support and guidance.

Prashant Kumar Ojha, IIIrd year, E.E, Poornima University

 Research Paper by NITIN JOSHI

Wind Turbine Power Generation: Response Prediction

Abstract: The worldwide interest has been increasing about wind energy for power generation purpose due to 

continue increase in fuel cost and the need to have clean source of energy.  Wind energy may enhance the power 

generation capabilities and maximize its capacity factor, inurn participate in generating power at lower cost. It has also 

been notice that renewable power generation through wind energy is also the fast growing energy technology. The 

optimization of the ef�iciency of wind turbine is prudent to complete the conventional power sources. Wind Turbine 

Power Generation (WTPG) is a complex phenomenon to understand since the real process has depends upon the Wind 

Velocity and the relative turbine dimensions and the outside climatologically parameter like Wind Velocity (WV) 

nature of wind, etc. In this paper an effort has been made to develop a fuzzy logic approach to predict an appropriate 

WTPG considering the WV, AD and Chord Length of Turbine Blades (CLTB) as input parameters. The complexities of the 

parameters and the imprecision of linguistic expressions are taken into consideration; the application combining 

linguistic variable to optimize WTPG under multiple conditions is presented in this study. 

SELECTED ABSTRACTS OF FACULTY PUBLICATION
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STUDENTS' AND FACULTY MEMBERS' ARTICLES

SOLAR THERMAL AIR CONDITIONING

Hybrid Solar Air Conditioning, also known as Solar Thermal Air Conditioning, is a revolutionary system that uses the 

solar thermal energy to assist a high ef�iciency compressor to reduce energy use dramatically. Like a traditional central 

air conditioning system, there is a compressor and an air handler, but added is a solar thermal collector mounted on the 

roof. The Solar Thermal Air Conditioning system takes a high ef�iciency 16 SEER compressor adapted to circulate 

refrigerant to the solar collector. The solar collector, made of evacuated glass tubes, superheats the refrigerant, making 

the job of the compressor easier, and thereby reducing energy use.

A solar thermal air conditioning system uses the same basic equipment as a 

conventional system with a specialized solar collector that is placed between the 

compressor and the condensing coils. The primary task of the compressor is to 

pressurize and heat the refrigerant. The hotter it gets the system becomes more 

ef�icient. A solar thermal air conditioning system uses a highly ef�icient vacuum 

tube collector with a 3rd generation easy access manifold. The collector heats using 

the FREE power of the sun to superheat the refrigerant to approximately 280 

degrees above what the compressor would be able to heat it with electricity. The 

resulting ef�iciency derived from the solar collector allows for the refrigerant to 

work more ef�iciently with no additional moving parts or motors. This increases 

the ability of the gas to change back into a liquid much more quickly and 

dramatically reduces the energy requirement of the compressor. The gas now condenses back into saturated gas in the 

�irst third of the condensing coil not the �inal third. Therefore by the time the refrigerant reaches the expansion device 

in the inside coil, it is already almost a liquid. This allows the near liquid refrigerant to be more ef�icient at absorbing 

heat, making it cooler in the inside coil, delivering colder, drier air to the building.

Mr. PRATISH RAWAT

Assistant Professor

Department of Mechanical Engineering

I sit alone thinking of you
and all the things we've both been through
You are my soul mate, my very best friend
and I know you'll be there until the end
Your shoulder to cry on will always be very long
who will be there when something is wrong

when times are tough you're always there
It shows me just how much you care 
Although were going separate ways
you're in my heart till my �inal days
nothing can make a person see
how special a friend you are to me 
I dreamed of a friend just like you
and �inally my dream came true
nothing else could ever ful�ill
everything your friendship will 
You understand a side of me 

BEST FRIENDS ARE FOREVER

that no one else could ever see
you know whats wrong before I cry
but if I do, you will always know why 
A friend like you is hard to �ind
you put my problems all behind
you were there when no one cared 
the best times were the ones we shared 
We've been together through good and bad
you made me laugh when I was sad
and no one else could ever be
as good of a friend you are to me 
Our time together is wilting away
more and more everyday
but now until the very end
you'll forever be my Best friend…                                                  

By: Rajat Sharma, IIIrd Year (ME-B)
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The Electrical & Electronics Engineering is the largest and most diverse technological �ield in 

the world. It is a vibrant stream of engineering that has changed the world in which we live and 

work. At the beginning of this new century, the discipline is poised to continue making 

important contributions to key issues facing society in areas such as energy, health, computing, 

communications, and environment monitoring and information security.

The Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering was established at Poornima 

University in the year 2012. The department’s vision is to be nationally recognized for high-

quality educational programs and research through focused activities and excellence of its 

faculty, staff, graduates and facilities. Our mission is to achieve excellence in teaching, research 

and professional services and to serve the public by providing superior career-integrated education in electrical and 

electronics engineering. The department runs three undergraduate programme, namely Electronics & 

Communication Engineering (ECE, 4-year curriculum), Electrical Engineering (EE, 4-year curriculum) and Electrical & 

Electronics Engineering (EEE, 4-year curriculum).  The department also runs four post graduate programme- VLSI 

Design, Power Systems, Industrial Automation & Control and Digital Communication. At present the department has 

250 undergraduate students, 65 post graduate students and Ph.D. Scholars. The Department has a wide range of 

research activities, grouped under seven areas, namely (i) Microelectronics & VLSI, (ii) Telecommunications, (iii) 

Nanotechnology, (iv) Renewable Energy, (v) Power Systems & Control, (vi) Embedded Systems (vii) Signal & Image 

Processing. 

The department has got many well equipped laboratories to foster educational and research activities. The faculty 

members of the department are regularly participating in International/National Conferences/Workshops to upgrade 

themselves. They are also actively involved in the Mission 10X program of Wipro. The department provide very 

informal atmosphere between faculty and students. To enhance the technical skills of the students, faculty and staff 

members, the department organizes workshops every semester. During the last year (Session 2013-14) the 

department organized workshops on Robotics & Embedded Systems, PLC & SCADA and Image processing using 

MATLAB. The department also runs many professional certi�icate courses every semester like course on AUTOCAD-

Electric, SPICE and Solar Technology. 

Project making is a regular activity of the department. Regular industrial visits and expert talks are also conducted. 

Recently the students of B.tech III year have completed their industrial training. The list of industries includes many 

reputed organizations like BHEL, NPCIL, DMRC, SAIL, PGCIL, Schneider, BEL etc. To hone their extracurricular skills, 

the students of the department participate in various cultural cum technical festivals organized at other colleges and 

universities. Students have formed technical and social clubs to enhance their managerial, technical, and human and 

leadership skills. The department also celebrates its Department-Day every year and releases its annual newsletter 

Electro-Chronicle on this day. Since its inception, the department has done well and for the years to come, may all the 

faculty, staff members and students keep up the spirit and continue with the good work. Here, I would like to address 

my dear students -Efforts do turn out to be fruitful. You need to be patient and keep working. Consistent hard work has 

always been the key to success! Besides this, one thing I would like to say, it’s not just engineering or science that we 

learn during our stay over here; we learn time management as well. Meanwhile, the experiences we gain remain in our 

memories forever. I wish all the best to the students and scholars for their studies, research work and the career ahead. 

May everyone achieve heights of success!

Mr. Gaurav Soni

Head of Department

 DEPARTMENT OF ELECT. ENGG. AND ELEC. & COMM. ENGG.
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The following special lectures were organized by the department during the current academic session:-

•  Dr. M. P. Sharma, A.En. RVUNL Jaipur, delivered lecture on the topic “Overview of power system protection and over 

current relays” in the subject Protection of power system on 21st March, 2015.

•  Dr. S.K. Bishnoi, Professor, Engineering College, Bikaner delivered lecture on the topic “Transfer Function and 

Modeling of System” in the subject Modern Control Theory on 11th February, 2015.

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

OTS, JAIPUR

The Selected students of B.Tech.III year (ECE & EE visited Solar 
Photovoltaic Energy system and Solar Thermal Kitchen system installed at 
Of�icer Training School (OTS, Jaipur), Malaviya Nagar, and Jaipur on 9.8.14. 
The visit was coordinated by Dr. Manoj Gupta (Provost, Poornima 
University) accompanied by faculty members from the Department of 
Electrical Engineering. 

220 KV GSS, BAGRU

The department of Electrical Engineering organized an Industrial visit at 

GSS (Grid Sub-Station), near Mahindra SEZ, Jaipur, on 8th March’2014. 

The students got the knowledge about various electrical equipments viz. 

transformers, circuit breakers etc. The visit yielded great experience, 

knowledge and exposure to the students.

1 MWP SOLAR PHOTO VOLTAIC (PV) POWER PLANT 

AT PHAGI, JAIPUR

60 Students of B. Tech.  Department of Elect. Engg. and Elec. & Comm. Engg. 

visited 1MWp Solar Photo Voltaic (PV) power plant at Phagi, Jaipur on 

27.2.15. This plant has the capacity to generate 1Mega Watt of energy. The 

plant is Grid Connected with Phagi GSS. The visit was coordinated by 

faculty members of Electrical Engineering department Mr. Ashish Raj Sinha 

and Mr. Surendra Sharma.
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PARENTS TEACHER MEET

Department of Electrical Engineering organized 1st Parent- Teacher meet on 

23.2.15. The purpose of this meet was to inform the parents about the 

activities being run by the Department and University to ensure good quality 

education and overall improvement of their ward, to inform the parents 

about the performance of their ward and to inform them about the activities 

being run to ensure ‘Placement’ of their ward.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES (P.C.C)

Professional courses are run by the department every year to impart training of latest trends and technologies 
commonly used in current scenario and these are aimed at enhancing the technical skills of the students which in turn 
would help them in placements. The following courses are being run by the department during session 2014-15:

Name of Course Details

SPICE & its applications Widely popular analog circuit simulator SPICE is being taught to the students of 
B.Tech III year ECE by the experts from academia, industry and the faculty 
members of the department.

Solar Technology Renewable energy is the need of the time and keeping its importance in mind the 
department is imparting fundamentals of this solar energy to the students of 
B.Tech III year EE. 

Auto-CAD Electric Students of B.Tech III year EE are also being taught how to draw electrical drawings 
using the very famous software tool- Auto-CAD electric by the professionals and 
faculty members of the department.

Multisim & Ultiboard Very famous circuit simulator by National Instruments is being taught to the 
students of B.Tech II year ECE and EE. The department has signed an MOU with 
Priganik Technologies Pvt. Ltd. to run this course effectively. Faculty members of 
the department are also involved in the regular performance review of the 
students.

NON SYLLABUS PROJECTS
Project making is a regular activity of the department. Students are encouraged to make innovative projects every year 
and these projects are displayed in the annual project exhibition event named PRAYOGAM. Some of selected projects 
made by the students during session 2014-15 are: 

• Intelligent blind stick • Breath Analyzer
• Bluetooth home automation • Wi-Fi Robot
• Laptop security station • Prepaid energy meter
• Automatic street light • Library management system
• Solar Cooker • Automatic toll tax collection system

STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

•  Eight student of III Year, ECE participated in one week intensive short term course on Emerging Technologies: 
Electronic Devices &Materials (ETEDM-2014) at MNIT, Jaipur from 1st-4th October 2014.

•  Selected students of III year ECE & EE attended Entrepreneurship Awareness Drive at JECRC University on 9th 
October 2014.

•  Three student of III Year EE-B participated in Roborace event in TECHNORAZZ - 2014 at Jaipur National 
University, Jaipur on 30th Sept. 2014.
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SELECTED ABSTRACTS OF FACULTY PUBLICATION

Proc. of the International Conference on Recent Cognizance in Wireless 

Communication & Image Processing (ICRCWIP-2014), 16-17 Jan. 2015

Title:  “A High Speed, Low Power Sense Ampli�ier for CMOS Memory”

 Authors: Ankur Sharma, Gaurav Soni

Abstract— Sense ampli�iers are extensively used in memory. Sense ampli�iers are one of the most vital circuits in the 

periphery of CMOS memories. We know that memory is the heart of all digital systems. High speed and low power 

dissipation are requirement of a reliable circuit. We know that speed and power dissipation of memory is overall 

depends upon the sense ampli�ier we used and their performance strongly affects both memory access time, and 

overall memory power dissipation. So it is important to design a good sense ampli�ier which performs well in both 

speed and power dissipation. In this paper, an implementation of a most ef�icient sense ampli�ier has been done by 

comparing the known sense ampli�ier today. The dissertation focuses on design, simulation and performance analysis 

of sense ampli�iers. In this paper, current latch sense ampli�ier and body bias controlled current latch sense ampli�iers 

have been designed and results compared. The result shows that the body bias controlled current latch sense ampli�ier 

is performing best which consumes small power at same time its speed is faster than other sense ampli�iers.

•  Three student of III Year, ECE attended 9th India Japan Bilateral Conference on “New Horizons of Information 
Technology by using Engineering and Mathematical Approaches” at Biyani Group of Colleges on 14th October 
2014.

•  Selected students of II and III year ECE & EE attended JU-Rhythm’15, a National Level Techno-Cultural Fest at 
JECRC University on 26th-28th February 2015.

•  Selected students of II and III year ECE & EE attended Jaipur Technical Festival-2015 on 20th -21st February 2015.

•  Seven students of II and III year ECE & EE attended National Science Day-2015 at Jaipur Institute of Technology on 
27-28 Feb. 2015.

•  Apoorva Panigrahi, III yr. ECE and Vertika Sankhla, III yr. EE participated in National Conference on “Youth 2025: 
Marketing & Communication for Young India” on 13th-14th March, 2015 at Jaipuria Institute of Management, 
Jaipur.

Proc. of the Intl. Conf. on Advances In Engineering And Technology - ICAET-2014

Copyright © Institute of Research Engineers and Doctors. ISBN: 978-1-63248-028-6 

Title:  Power and delay optimization of 1 bit full adder Using MTCMOS technique"

 Authors: Sonam Gour, Gaurav Soni, Swati S. Kumar

Abstract— In this paper, a 28T full adder using MTCMOS technique design is proposed. Combinational logic has 

extensive applications in quantum computing, low power VLSI design and optical computing. Reducing power 

dissipation is one of the most principle subjects in VLSI design today. The sub threshold leakage current becomes a 

large component of total power dissipation. Low- power design techniques proposed to minimize the active leakage 

power in nanoscale CMOS very large scale integration (VLSI) systems. In this paper the active power and delay of full 

adder is analyzed with or without MTCMOS. The power and delay evaluation has been carried out using extensive 

simulation on the HSPICE circuit simulator. The simulation results are based on 32nm and 45nm Berkeley Predictive 

Technology Model (BPTM). By using MTCMOS technique in full adder a reduction is observed in the active power is 

98.3% in 32nm and 99.1% in 45nm. The reduction in the delay is the 21% for sum output and 25% for carry output in 

32nm. In 45nm the reduction in delay is 26% for sum output and 29% for carry output.
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STUDENTS' ARTICLES

MY INDUSTRIAL TRAINING AT SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

What comes �irst to your mind when somebody utters industrial training???  Some say, it’s like doing a 
project, which helps companies to achieve their targets or do something innovating, which is like a 
whole new idea you have to implement in an industry, so that the company would become better by 
launching it in the market for the customer. But in my opinion, as a 3rd year student, industrial trainee 
in an MNC, is to learn their processes and development methods to attain the knowledge. How an 
MNC works to be in the market as a reputed supplier to the customer by maintaining their product or 
service quality as the best & how they are optimizing their resources to achieve high pro�its and standards in the 
market.

When I walk through this MNC Company, “Schneider Electric IT Business India Pvt. Ltd.” like others, I was also too much 
excited that now I will also try to implement a whole new idea which will help me as well as the company also to 
improve in the market. So I have been assigned in “Component Industrialization and Delegated Quali�ication” 
department which is responsible for industrializing the design phase components for global supply chain & 
implementing Quality Value Engineering (QVE) projects which help company  to implement such project which has 
major cost saving or improved quality & reliability of the product/service. There I got to know �irst of all as a learner, 
some basic things I should know about the company & their respective departments & requirement from the 
customer’s perspective. So I started digging about the processes which Schneider follows at CIDQ department.

The very �irst thing I got to know is that Schneider owns a very speci�ic process which is “40 Principles Schneider 
Electric Production System”. This has been followed in the global Schneider factories which include Lean & Six Sigma 
methodology to reduce the waste & to achieve zero defect products. During this learning period I had lots of basic 
questions which came into my mind which were taken care by many persons in the company, their involvement was 
like craftsman who shone my basic knowledge on company production system, there were some other minor doubts, 
which looked not much important but these guys were so professional they explained every small concept, which is 
helping the company to achieve zero defect product by optimizing their resources. I was taken to the different 
production lines to visualize the concepts which had been told to me earlier and it gave me more clarity on the picture.   

In CIDQ department I got to learn the different industrial components, their importance, how to industrialize, qualify & 
other critical factor which are very important for a factory and last but not the least Quality Value Engineering project. 
We have to be very speci�ic in processes which has to be followed very strictly to develop new product/service i.e. 
Product Management Projects (PMP) and to improve the quality, reliability of the existing product i.e. Product 
Evolution Project (PEP) processes. This was the brief introduction of the department what they do. For understanding 
the needs of a manufacturing industry, it is very important to have an industrialization team to develop their 
product/service quality to grow their business and what I have learnt in this department is coming next.

There were number of case studies I did, which covers most of the portion of this department’s responsibility. While 
doing these case studies there were again lots of questions which arose in my mind- why & how we are doing this but 
my queries were taken care by each &every member of the department in a very serious note. At the end of my training I 
got to understand each small step have a major impact on the project/product. Most of my case studies were product 
driven, so I learnt much of electrical, electronic components with many industry/design instruments, which helped me 
a lot to understand the product/part basic functions and operations. My case studies & department gave me 
tremendous exposure to the manufacturing industry to understand what industry needs.

At the end,  in my opinion being novice in the market/industry or as a student, �irst we have to learn about what a 
company/market/customer needs, before implementing your idea into a projects, because it helps us to improve our 
knowledge to help others in a better way while optimizing all the resources that you need. So start exposing yourself to 
the industry/market and learn their processes, you will be bene�ited by learning all this.  

Apoorva Panigrahi, 3rd Year ECE
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GOOGLE’S CAR--THE FACE OF FUTURE ROBOTS
Trust is important because the idea of self-driving cars can inspire both excitement and fear. One the 
one hand, many experts have hailed the future of self-driving cars as delivering human drivers from 
their own distracted, sleepy, drunk driving habits and possibly reducing the number of road accidents 
— the cause of  32,719 deaths in the U.S. alone in 2013. 

A report by the Eno Center for Transportation, a nonpro�it think tank in Washington, D.C., suggested 
that a future �illed with self-driving cars could also ease traf�ic congestion and save people time 
during their commutes. On the other hand, more than 75 percent of people surveyed by 
insurance.com said they would not trust a self-driving car to take their child to school. And only 31 
percent of survey respondents said they would let the car’s computer drive whenever possible. 

Google knows that it has a lot of work to do in getting people to fully trust its vision of self-driving cars that have only a 
start and stop button. The technology giant has itself become the face of self-driving cars in the public imagination as 
the company brand most associated with the technology, according to a report by KPMG, an audit, tax and advisory 
�irm. Yet the same report showed that respondents in focus groups ranging from Los Angeles to New Jersey almost all 
expressed a need to be able to take control of the car at any point — partly because they didn’t fully trust the self-driving 
technology and partly because some still wanted to enjoy manual driving. 

Part of Google’s “hearts and minds” strategy involves dialing down the aggressive driving in the self-driving car’s 
behavior and restraining its top speed to 25 miles per hour — a pace more suitable for driving in the streets of suburbia 
rather than tearing down the highway. Inman, creator of The Oatmeal, recounted his driving experience with a 
prototype of Google’s self- driving car: “The car we rode in did not strike me as dangerous. It struck me as cautious. It 
drove slowly and deliberately, and I got the impression that it’s more likely to annoy other drivers than to harm 
them.”But Google has also clearly put plenty of thought and care into the face its self-driving car presents to the world. 
That’s a wise move, given how the fusiform face area of the human brain seems quite willing to interpret the fronts of 
cars as faces, according to several studies. One 2012 study published in the journal PNAS used fMRI brain scans to see 
how car “experts” interpreted the car faces. 

A recent study published on Dec. 17 in the journal PLOS ONE also used such brain scans to examine connections 
between a person’s tendency to see human attributes in the fronts of cars and the activation of the fusiform face area of 
the brain. A 2010 study in the journal Evolution & Human Actors has even examined how people of different cultures — 
speci�ically Austrian and Ethiopian — interpret the shapes of car fronts as having certain human qualities. The 
automobile industry has also recognized the face factor in how it presents its cars to customers. A Wall Street Journal 
article from 2006 explored the various faces of car models and brands, noting the changing tactics among automakers 
to either make cars look appealingly cute or menacingly angry. Angry car faces held sway among car buyers at the time, 
but certain automakers stuck with the kindlier car faces in accordance with their brands. Google’s idea of going with 
the cuddly face makes sense for a introducing a potentially terrifying new technology that would come face to face with 
pedestrians and cyclists on a daily basis. It’s not a new tactic for selling cars, but it does represent a new push to make 
robots a part of people’s lives in a way that has never been done before.

Anuj Dixit, 3rd Year ECE

INDIAN AIR FORCE—A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Our Air Force is divided into seven Commands. The Central, Western, and Southern Air Commands are 
operational ones. The Training and Maintenance Commands are functional commands. Air Force 
personnel receive training for �lying at the Air Force Academy at Dundigat. Technical and 
administrative training is provided at Bangalore and Coimbatore respectively. Today the Air Force has 
a wide variety of modern equipments, weapon systems, and communication and detection systems. 
For example, air superiority �ighter – MIG 29 aircraft, multi-role combat aircraft-Mirage 2000 and Su-
30 aircraft, strike or air defence aircraft-Jaguar, MIG 21, MIG 23, MIG 25, and MIG 27 aircraft, transport 
�leet – IL-76, An 32, and HAL manufactured Cheetah and Chetek helicopters, Mi 8, Mi 17, and heavy lift 

Mi 26 helicopter, attack helicopters like Mi 25 and Mi 35 helicopters, some of our aircraft are manufactured at the public 
sector undertaking, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) near Bangalore and the rest are purchased from abroad.

Rajnikant Updhyay, 3rd year EE
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Dear Readers,

It is a pleasure to head the department of Computer Engineering and Computer Applications. 
Currently, Computer Engineering and Computer Application department has 159 and 85 
students respectively. The Department has strength of 18 Faculty members; all are post 
graduates, and have great experience and few of them are pursuing doctorate degree.  In 
computer Engineering and Computer applications, the students study and apply their 
knowledge in understanding about what computers are, how to program them, tools to write a 
program, the rules when converting the written program understandable by the computers, 
the interface between the computer and the user, the computer graphics, computer 
networking, managing the software database, software engineering and testing them 
ef�iciently and more.

The Computer Engineering students are in high demand as far as industry recruiters are concerned. Depending upon 
the interests of the student, he/she may choose to go for higher studies, or if employed, can choose to do research, 
development, design, production, application, testing or management in the Information Technology industry.

 The aim of the department is to provide high quality education along with training the students with all the new 
advancements in the computers �ield. The department has conducted many additional market oriented certi�icate 
courses like CCNA, Word Press, Web designing using Photoshop, Cyber Security and ethical hacking and animation 
using �lash. The department places emphasis on all the important aspects of computers such as High speed networks, 
mobile networks , Algorithm Design, Operational research, Advance database systems, Theory of computation , 
Computer Graphics , Java programming ,Cloud Computing and  many more. 

The students are also undergoing training on various Laboratories with latest technologies. The department also takes 
initiatives to improve the soft skills, analytical capabilities and verbal communication of the students,  so that they can 
face the competition in the corporate world con�idently. Our �irst batch of BCA got 13 placements. We have conducted 
many workshops like wireless tools and technology, latex tool.

 I wish all the Students and Faculty a great academic career. 

Ms. Shikha Gautam
Head of the Department

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSES (PCC)

To keep the students updated with the latest job oriented skills each student gets an opportunity to pursue one 
professional certi�icate course from the given options, offered by the department in 4th,5th, 6th and 8th semester for 
24 hours durations (weekly two hours). Various certi�icate courses are conducted like “Animation/Flash basic and CMS 
based website development using Word Press by Four Professionals, Preparation of CCNA (Routing & Switching) by 
RNS InfoTech, Cyber security & Ethical Hacking by Thinkb4click and Android Application Development by CDAC 
Expert.

NON SYLLABUS PROJECTS

Introducing projects into the curriculum is not a new or revolutionary idea in education. The role of the projects put 
students in an active role such as: problem solver, decision maker, investigator, or documentarian. The projects are 
adds-ones to the "real" curriculum. In our department, we have developed 113 projects like “padholikho”, complaint 
management system, online chat, online jewelry system, apnaghardekho.com, and music hub, E-market based on 
various technologies like java, dot net, PHP and mobile applications.
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SPECIAL LECTURES (SPL'S)

We invite speakers with proven expertise in a particular area and provide added credibility to our regular curriculum.  
These experts can be faculty members from your institution (but perhaps outside of your department or school) or 
experts from the industry. The department has invited Academic Experts on Cross complier and Lexical Analysis by 
Atul Verma, PCE, Unix Shell programming by Kruitbash Nayak, PIET,SLARCanonical by Ekta Arora , PIET, Complexity 
and Notation by Ganpat Singh Chauhan ,PCE,B-Spline  by Sachin Sharma and JNU. The Industry Experts like Manish 
Srivastava by NTPC, Abhay Pratap Singh by Intel, and Sandeep Meghnani by Yashvi Ltd., were also invited.

SMART CLASSES

Various Smart classes were conducted on B-Spline by Swati Paliwal, Dependency Group Evaluation order by Pragya 
Sharma, Object Passing Game Development by Bhanupratap Singh, AWT by Rahul Hada, Sorting by Dharmesh Santani 
and Flex by Jayanti Khatri.

S.No. Subject Name with Code Section  Faculty Name  Topic

1 BCE05101 (CG) A Swati Paliwal B Spline

2 BCE05102(Compiler) A Prgaya Sharma Dependency Group Evaluation order

3 BCE05104 (Prog. In java) A Bhanu Pratap Object Passing Game Development

4 BCE05101 (CG) B Tanushree Quadric Surface

5 BCE05102(Compiler) B Rinky Goyal Dependency Group Evaluation order

6 BCE05104 (Prog. In java) B Rahul Hada AWT

7 BCE03101(DSA)  DharmeshSantani Sorting

8 BCE03103(EIT)  Jyanti Khatri Flex

9 BCA03103(OOP’s)  Somya Saxena Inheritance

10 BCA03104(SAD)  Jyanti Khatri System Testing

11 BCA05101(IP)  Tanushree Vb Script

12 BCA05102(DCN)  Pooja Singh Network Layer

13 BCA05104(DS)  Prgaya Sharma Migration Mechanism , Threads

14 BCA05105(Advanced java)  Bhanupratap Servlet

15 BCA05108(ERP)  Swati Paliwal ERP with Ecommerce

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

Industrial visit is a part of a semester plan for Second Year Students of B.Tech (CE) and BCA, during which students visit 
Dot Squares Technologies &Gempulse InfoTech Pvt. Ltd. (GIPL) IT companies. The industry Experts have given the 
power point presentation regarding the internal working environment of a company, how a company functions, on 
which tools and technology they are working, their major project client information and about summer training 
concepts. Then students visited their individual Department. The main advantage to the students is that they have 
learned about the actual working procedures of developing software.

CLUB

Our Department has restructured the Techno-Creators Club. This club would be divided into two categories: 
Technology Oriented, Training & Placement Oriented. Under these, various activities are performed like; mock 
parliament, workshop on C /C++, Extempore, Android Classes for enhancing and sharing their knowledge and where 
she/he can prepare himself according to the industry demand.
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STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS

CLASSIFICATION BASED ON MERITS OF WEBSITES ACCORDING TO THEIR FEATURES

USING NEURAL FUZZY SYSTEM (NFS)

Fuzzy logic and neural networks are natural complementary tools in building intelligent systems. While neural 

networks are low-level computational structures that perform well when dealing with raw data, fuzzy logic deals with 

reasoning on a higher level, using linguistic information acquired from domain experts. However, fuzzy systems lack 

the ability to learn and cannot adjust themselves to a new environment. On the other hand, although neural networks 

can learn, they are opaque to the user. Integrated neuro-fuzzy systems can combine the parallel computation and 

learning abilities of neural networks with the human-like knowledge representation and explanation abilities of fuzzy 

systems.  As a result, neural networks become more transparent, while fuzzy systems become capable of learning. We 

will use this system for the purpose of web classi�ication according to their features. This time we will use a new 

approach and in more depth. In our last papers we choose different kind of websites for classi�ication but this time we 

choose same type of websites and will classify that which website is good and which is not. This system is more 

powerful than neural expert system (NES) because, it provides greater explanation and computation than NES. We can 

express truth and values in degree of membership so better approximation can be done. There is no limitation of 

Boolean logic and can represent continuous input variables. A neuro-fuzzy system is a neural network which is 

functionally equivalent to a fuzzy inference model.  It can be trained to develop IF-THEN fuzzy rules and determine 

membership functions for input and output variables of the system.  Expert knowledge can be incorporated into the 

structure of the neuro-fuzzy system.  At the same time, the connectionist structure avoids fuzzy inference, which 

entails a substantial computational burden. 

Manoj Kumar Sharma

Assistant Professor, Computer Engineering 

S. No. Name Year Achievement Venue

1 Vishal Bothra, Priya Agarwal
 Rishabh Jha, Rajat Singh
 Rajat Bairathi, III Robotics (Participation) Arya college, JNU & JTF
 Nishit Bhatnagar
 Shanshank Sanskriti

2 Shubham Agarwal  III Chess (Participation) PU
 Rashmi Pareek

3 Anujita Sinha III Dance Competition (1st prize) M.D.S. University
 Bhumika Pandey, Isha Raj

4 Shivam Modani III National Conference SKIT ,VIT ,PCE

5 Kunal Paul II Table Tennis (1st prize) Balaji institute of Tech.

6 Rahul Birman II GREAT DEBATE-2014 (3rd rank) JNU

7 Himanshi Purohit II Drawing Competition JK-Laksmipat University

8 Himanshi Purohoit II Sketch Competition JECRC University

9 Manish Gupta III Most Beer Cans Crushed Hotel, Bahia-Fort

SELECTED ABSTRACTS OF FACULTY PUBLICATION
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“Comparative Evolution of AODV Routing Protocol based on Link Lifetime in 

MANET”, International Journal for Scienti�ic Research & Development

Vol. 2, Issue 04, 2014 | ISSN (online): 2321-0613

Author: Pankaj Jain, R. K. Bairwa, Richa Jain

Mobile Ad Hoc network (MANET) is an infrastructure less multi-hop mobile network which is combination of mobile 

nodes with wireless receiver and transmitter with bounded energy and storage space. With the development of mobile 

network and multimedia services, quality of service is become very crucial. In MANET delay, bandwidth, link stability, 

hop-count are major QoS parameter. Compare to wired network; large amount of packet loss, end-to-end delay and low 

throughput are the major problems in MANET which may be occur due to dynamic behavior of mobile nodes, 

transmission error, link failure, node congestion. More ever QoS of real time application is become very tough. AODV, 

DSR, DSDV are leading protocols for MANET in recent years. This paper gives a sketch of AODV and various derived 

protocol along with QoS parameter such delay, bandwidth and link stability, so to analysis their performance.

Mr. Pankaj Jain

Assistant Professor

Computer Engineering

FACULTY AND STUDENTS’ ARTICLES

CHANGE INTENTION TO FOCUS YOUR ATTENTION

With busy schedules and to-do lists that carry us from hour to hour without much time to breathe, it’s rare that we stop 

to re�lect on our motivations. But when we take the briefest of moments to set clear, positive intentions for what we’re 

doing, the payback is enormous. We can make a remarkable shift in how any assignment, conversation, or meeting feels 

just by considering where we want to place our attention. That’s because our perception of the world is much more 

subjective than we tend to realize. Our brains have limited processing power, and if we tried to scrutinize every tiny 

object, sound, and sensation, we’d freeze like an overloaded computer. So we subconsciously prioritize information 

that seems most relevant, with ‘relevant’ de�ined simply as whatever’s top of mind for us. The result is that we’ll focus 

on whatever resonates with our mood, our expectations, our concerns, and we’ll �ilter out the rest. That’s a pretty 

personal �ilter, and naturally it means we sometimes miss important parts of the story. The well-known research of 

Chris Chabris and Daniel Simons, explains why you may fail to see the very obvious person in a gorilla costume in front 

of you — because you were busy counting basketball passes at the time. Researchers who conducted a more recent 

Harvard study of this kind of “intentional blindness” observed a group of 24 radiologists and found that 20 (83%) of 

them missed another gorilla — this one printed inside a lung scan — even though the gorilla was 48 times the size of the 

nodule they were looking for.

At work, this means we may fail to perceive the good things a colleague does if we’ve already formed a belief that they’re 

annoying. And if we’re in a bad mood starting a task, we can easily end up paying attention to problems more than 

solutions. We rarely realize it, because we don’t know what we don’t notice. When we rush through our days without 

re�lection, our mental �ilters are on this kind of automatic setting. But it’s possible to be more deliberate in choosing 

what deserves our attention. Because if we consciously decide what’s really most important to us — on this day, in this 

interaction, during this task — we can more proactively determine what we notice and remember. We can take off our 

blinkers and see more of the reality we want to see. In short, we can change our experience.

Ms. Jayanti Khatri, 

Assistant Professor

Computer Engineering
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BEFORE I WAS AN ENGINEER…

Engineering changes your perspective about life. Before engineering, languages meant Hindi and 

English to me and 75 was just another number. C was not a computer language but just an alphabet 

and I used to think India is a secular country with so many holidays and that Gandhi Jayanti was 

supposed to be a national holiday.

Before engineering, I believed college was fun and students had a great social life. I thought classmate 

registers were expensive and wearing uniform makes you look cool. The Class meant classroom and 

package meant parcel. The inheritance was what a son got from his father and friend was not a function. I used template 

in making greeting cards and frame for displaying my photograph. Thread was used for sewing and I used to think 

before writing in exams. The only queue I knew was the one in movie theatres and I used to do �lip-�lops in swimming 

pool. There are a dozen more such examples of what impact engineering has on, even such short aspects of our lives. 

Some of us, including me, might say engineering is very much different from what we thought it to be.

Now, some people make it an excuse for being a pessimist. but the truth be told it is upon us what we perceive. It is all 

right because I �inally understood one thing that you can’t change engineering, rather engineering will change you. So 

instead of being disappointed hang in there because, it is only going to make you stronger.

Shivam  Modani, CE-B (3rd year)

IS OUR GENERATION REALLY STRESSED OUT?

The paradox of choice paralyzes even the smartest of all. We have instant access to everything, and 

while it’s a de�inite help in some ways, it also makes us suffers from the over�low of information. 

Between updating the relationship status, college curriculum, Instagram �ilters, job searches, family 

drama, facebook downtown, an average teen today has to make more decisions before breakfast than 

previous generations did in their life span. The IT Age allows the teens to be street smart, tech savvy 

and hyper-selective, there’s no doubt this generation’s stress levels are through the roof. The truth is, 

Teens today face the same stressors as the previous generations did: uncertainty of the future, social and �inancial 

stability, �inding their place in the world, search of a stable relationship, sounds like I took it from some typical 

Bollywood movie, but let’s face it we all know it’s the truth, though unidenti�ied. 

I wonder what could be the sole cause then for them being calm and we bring stressed out about everything.. While our 

previous generations hunted only after enough money, success and happiness, we stress out about the same stuff 

because our vision to them is hindered by these ductile ideas about being on social media, being in lime light, being the 

hottest guy/girl around. Our plate has more than what we can eat and we are too distracted to think straight and when 

the seduction varies away we start stressing over the basic needs for survival.

One of the biggest challenges that the teens face is deciding where to put their loyalties. While we are more passionate 

and dedicated than previous generations, we are also more distracted and procrastinating then them. Questions like 

“When will I settle down? What after engineering? Does she really like me? Will I ever get a job?  Is the government 

going to do something? Will the price of dollar affect my fantasy of going abroad? And the big one: ‘Is college worth it?’”. 

We just fail to realize that these are focus shifters and not the focus. And by the time we realize the real quest, it’s too late 

to cope up. Graduating the college and getting a job are increasingly dif�icult, give stress a vacation!”Let me tell you 

something. It’s not what to do make you good or bad it’s what you are. Doesn’t stress over menial things go for the 

bigger picture? Work your way out of it, with which leaves many students in an existential spiral. Patience and not 

stress. Make a list of stress busters. Take out time for yourself, things you enjoy without letting the obvious things get 

into the way. So just “Keep Calm and Go Ahead in Life”

Itisha Singh, Branch- CE-A (3rd year)
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No-one can understand what she feels…

Oh lord! She’s so lonely…

Always praying to god and deals

Give me a friend, I want to live.

Something that snatches away her smile,

Something that makes her cry and cry,

Is that, she has got no-one to share,

Her happiness, sorrows, her life’s so dry.

A day came when god heard her prayer,

Sent her a sweet companion to hear,

A small puppy, with �luffy hair,

Who played with her, ran here and there.

She ran her �ingers on its eyes,

And felt she was on a rise,

The dog understood all her pain, 

and became her friend, pure and wise.

She played with it, all day long.

She called it ‘hello’, her best friend,

She was on the top of the world,

Their friendship should never end.

One day she woke up and called it out,

It didn’t come, she searched and shouts.

“Where’s my friend?” she cried aloud’

“Please �ind him, I’m full of doubt!”

Hello! Hello! She cried aloud,

Hello! Hello! She screamed about.

No trace of it, was anywhere found,

She was roaming round and round…

10 days passed, she found no sign,

“My friend is lost, the dog of mine!”

She heard a voice…yeah! It was it…

Her face glowed, with a sudden shine.

The sound was coming from a small house,

She ran that direction, the sound arouse.

I’ve found my friend, my sweet hello,

THE TRUE HAPPINESS 

A man came out & stopped her below.

“What do you want, my child, my dear?”

“My dog!” her eyes �illed with tear.

“But how would I know, that’s your dog?”

“I’ll call by its name, it’ll come running here!”

“I’ll buy you a new one, my dear baby!

More cute, sweet and a lot more �luffy!”

“No, no, I need my own dog,

Okay then, he agreed and stopped to talk.

She was so happy to see it again,

Tears were �lowing like it was rain.

“It’ll come to me when I’ll call by his name!”

She thought & prepared to do the same.

“Hello” she was about to call out,

When she suddenly heard a shout…

“Bruno, Bruno!” a boy called out,

Although with name, Bruno had a doubt.

The boy was handicapped, on a wheel chair.

Shocked, still, she kept standing there.

He was running his hand over it,

With deep love, affection & care.

And murmuring slowly “My sweet friend,

Never leave me, till the world end!”

Man shouted at her and said-

“Call it to you, we’re ready to send!!”

She called out slowly-“jack! Jack...”

Dog didn’t come, nor does he react.

“It’s not my dog!” the little girl said.

“It’s not my dog, I had a mistake!”

She went to the dog and ran her �ingers,

 On its eyes & slowly murmured-

“Call him ‘hello’, my dear friend!”

& walked along the long road again!

Himanshi Purohit, CE 2nd year 
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A student of BCA, III Year of the University, Om Prakash Gurjar 

(born 3 July 1992) is a former child laborer from Rajasthan 

who won the International Children's Peace Prize for 2006.At 

the age of �ive, he was taken away from his parents and for 

three years he worked in the �ields. After he was rescued by 

activists of Bachpan Bachao Andolan, Om campaigned for free 

education in his native Rajasthan. He then helped to set up a 

network of what are known as "Child Friendly Villages" places 

where children's rights are respected and child labor is not 

allowed. He also set up a network that aims to give all children 

a birth certi�icate as a way of helping to protect them from 

exploitation. He also worked to ensure the children are given 

birth certi�icates. He says such registration is the �irst step 

towards enshrining children's rights, proving their age, and 

helping to protect them from slavery, traf�icking, forced 

marriage or serving as a child soldiers. He was awarded the 

International Children's Peace Prize by former South African 

President FW de Klerk, who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 

1993.

He is conducting the "Poornima Pathshala" in Poornima 

University garden for Poor children and workers after college 

time.

SOCIAL SERVICE- GIVE SOME “TIME” TO OTHERS

Om Prakash Gurjar and his International Children's

Peace Prize Winning Moment

On Mahatma Gandhi's birth anniversary October 2nd, our Prime Minister Narendra Modi had picked up a broom to 

launch his "Swachh Bharat (clean India)" mission, for which he wants a mass movement. On the face of it, the campaign 

to clean India is something that must be welcomed by every right-thinking citizen: something unexceptionable in 

intent and clearly desirable in stated outcomes. Prime Minister Narendra Modi's "clean India" dream has driven some 

of the students from Poornima University to the broom. They accepted this challenge and came forward to support this 

campaign. They made their team and named it Garbage Crush, many people from different colleges of the Jaipur came 

forward to join them in their mission to clean Jaipur. This 

was the initiative of the four people Rashmi Pareek, 

Shubham Agarwal. Rajasthan Patrika has also appreciated 

them for the cause they are working. They have also cleaned 

a ground near Poornima University, earlier that place was 

used only for dumping waste but now it has been used as a 

volley ball playground. Clean India is a mission of every 

citizen of India; this is an idea that is long overdue, if we 

don’t get involved and support this campaign, nothing can 

happen. But if we come together we can make a difference.

Founder: Rashmi Pareek & Shubham Agarwal

GARBAGE CRUSH- “NO CANDY CRUSH ONLY GARBAGE CRUSH”

Om Prakash teaching the children
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A new home where one �inds new siblings for the course of four year and extends it to each walk of 
their life. A hostel is a shelter for the students who come from far off places. The students live with 
each other and learn the value of discipline and co-operation. The atmosphere of a hostel is conducive 
to study .Life in a hostel is helpful to the students. It teaches them a sense of responsibility in matters 
of taking care of books, clothes and health. The students do all the works with their own hands. Thus 
they become self-dependent. They try to manage themselves with the money from their father. They 
try to adjust themselves with all kinds of situations. The students in hostel feel that they are not alone. 
The chief warden of the hostel acts as the father of a family. The students adhere to a new routine life. 

They pay hostel dues and mess dues, wi�i etc. in time. If the payment is delayed, they will be in trouble. The students 
have their study hour and meal hour in hostel. They do not get any scope to neglect their study. They are free from the 
worries of home. They devote themselves sincerely to their studies. A hostel is like a family of students with the chief 
warden as the head. The students develop a sense of friendship and fellow feeling. They read, play, dine and sit together. 
In hostel, students exchange their books. A student, thus, does not need to buy all the books. Further, reading in 
company is more helpful to them than reading alone. Sometimes, the hostel life does not suit some students. Homesick 
students neglect their study and dislike the hostel atmosphere. Some other types of students think that hostel life 
provides ample freedom to them. They misuse their freedom and indulge in rough activities. For their deterioration, 
the hostel life cannot be blamed. Who does not need new environment in life? We all do. Stepping out of house and 
living a totally different life in a hostel is one of the best ways to bring this never ending necessity of every human’s life, 
newness. The daily monotonous, planned, organized and predictable lifestyle goes for a toss the moment you go into a 
hostel. Life changes absolutely, there is everything new, from the end of dependence, to old friends, to old lifestyle, to 
living with a family and familiar people. This newness is essential for our overall growth and a change of temperament. 
Most of the outcomes of it are positive, as changes are the best teachers for us. Therefore, with the newness that hostel 
life brings in, is a very considerable advantage of it. Experience is never ending, never complete. The more we get to live 
the more we learn. Every day that passes by, gives us a lesson, be it small or big. No doubts it is the most signi�icant 
aspect of living in a hostel, with all that we get from hostel life, be it friends, independence, freedom, responsibilities, 
opportunities or exposure, all sum up to give us new experiences, and they remain a lesson for life. Therefore, the 
greatest advantage of hostel life is the priceless experience that it bestows upon us. Hostel life certainly gives a wider 
platform. When we are in our homes, there are a million truths of the world that we hardly get to feel and learn. While 
we live in a hostel, over a period of time, there are many things that we learn. Also, we get newer opportunities in a 
hostel. It is a wider platform also in terms of making new friends and meeting new people, since, at one time alone we 
get to meet hundreds of new people, when we live in a hostel. Also, in this way we are able to express ourselves to many 
people, form better opinions, get to know the world more closely and earn an improved understanding of everything 
around us. It therefore makes us more adjusting, understanding, tolerant and empathetic. This is hence another big 
advantage of hostel life.

Mayank Gupta, CS 2nd Year

A 'HOME' AWAY FROM 'HOME'

“My experience at the Poornima University completely changed my perspective on life. I had always 

dreamt of studying in best university and this was a dream come true! The classes and the plenary 

lectures were fabulous. The learning atmosphere here is stimulating. It has opened my mind to new 

avenues in the academic world of education. 

I have learnt so much in just two years that I feel this experience has changed both my academic life 

and my future career. The environment is absolutely amazing. Great lectures and special subject 

courses and other professional certi�icates courses and personality development course etc.,in have 

seen most important things in Poornima University which is excellent discipline and strict rules 

regarding ragging because no one case of ragging came out in past two years. Brilliant - the instructors and tutors are 

excellent.”In Poornima University I've been feeling great because its staff and environment, courses, campus and other 

programs like- TEP, PCC, PDC, and CRT are best for all students regarding to career.”

Ashish Yadav, BCA III Year 

MY EXPERIENCE AT POORNIMA UNIVERSITY
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It gives me great pleasure and pride in introducing our readers to the Department of 
Management Studies at Poornima University, Jaipur. As our country is advancing further into 
this century with the prospects of becoming a global superpower, we are sure the managers of 
tomorrow created by us today will lead the way. The session 2014-15 was marked with the 
moments of excellence and accomplishment in following arena: 

First Convocation: The School of Management, Poornima University, has organized First 
Convocation Ceremony for MBA batch 2012-14. The department of Commerce & Management 
is growing in stature in terms of variety and quality of graduating students. 

Campus Recruitments: The department has maintained commendable recruitment record in 
the last session of 2013-14 with students exceeding the expectations of the recruiters. The 
package offered to the students has been inspiring, the highest package offered being in excess of Rs. 7.70 lakhs per 
annum and an average package of around Rs. 2.00 lakhs an annum. The Department has already initiated its placement 
season 2014-15 for MBA II Year, BBA & BCOM III Year, with remarkable instance of Jaro Education picking up 3 students 
for 5.40 Lac and 3.90 Lac and many more. 

Academic Results: After the completion of the regular academics, the End-Semester Examinations (ESE) was 
conducted in the University. Overall, the result was at par with average.

 Industry Interference: There were many special and guest lecturers organized by the department. The experts from 
various academic institutions and the industry enlightened the students with their vast experience and expertise over 
the subject matter, like, Retail Management, Entrepreneurship, Capital Markets, Derivative Markets, NCFM, Interview 
Etiquettes, Motivation and Goal Setting etc. The Department has maintained the equal balance while inviting experts 
from diverse �ields. On the one side where experts from MNIT, JECRC University, ICFAI Business School, and Manipal 
University were invited, on the other hand the experts from corporate sector such as Infosys Ltd, NTPC were also 
invited.

Faculty Development: At the end of the tenure, some of the department faculty members went for the Faculty 
Development Program at MNIT and Manipal University, Jaipur. The FDP was related to entrepreneurship and pedagogy 
of writing a research paper. Both the programs add value in terms of knowledge enhancement as well developing 
academic contacts. Learning is a never-ending process; all the students will experience a phase of learning that will 
help shape their life beyond expectations. Come, and join us in this exciting voyage of self-discovery and startling 
business revelations.

Happy Reading!!

Mr. Hariom Gurjar
Head of Department

SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AND SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

AN INDUSTRIAL VISIT

An industrial tour was organized for MBA IV 
SEM students to Baddi, Chandigarh and 
Shimla, where students visited the companies 
engaged in various domains such as, Textiles, 
Pharmaceuticals, Electronics, and FMCG etc. 
Finally, an interactive session was organized 
at Himachal Pradesh University, Department 
Of Management, where the students were 
imparted knowledge to cope up with the 
challenges in the job market.
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GESTION 2015 -THE MANAGEMENT COLOSSEUM

Poornima School of Management organized Gestion 2015, the management 
colosseum, on the 25 & 26 Feb’2015, aimed at sharpening and testing the 
talents of management professionals-in- making. It offered an opportunity to 
the students to express their innovative ideas and management skills by way 
of healthy inter–college competitions and to gain due appreciation and 
acknowledgement for their contributions. The management fest, an annual 
feature, created a source of learning through interaction among participants. 
It also had the bene�it of association with academicians and industry 
practitioners who are invited to adjudge the performance of the events 
organized. The various events were organized in the two days management 
fest, the various activities were: Mock Parliament, T- shirt making, 
Antrakshari, Poster making ,Best Out of Waste, Make-Up Artist, Tattoo 
making, Solo Song, Photography Competition, Group Dance, Model united 
Nations , Rangoli ,B- quiz (screening) , Non Gas Cooking, Face Painting, 
Nukkad  Natak, Solo Dance, B-plan , Ad-making and Fashion show. 

The Students of BBA &MBA I year participated in the various events like T-
shirt making, Posters Making, Rangoli Making and AD-Making, Mock 
Parliament and United Nation Model and won the �irst position. It was a 
memorable and enjoyable moment for all the students of Poornima 
University. The Students had participated with great Zeal and enthusiasm. 
We are thankful to Poornima School of Management for conducting this 
wonderful event ‘GSTION, 2015’. 
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THE FIRST ALUMNI MEET OF THE DEPARTMENT 

The �irst PU alumni’s meeting was held on 31st Jan’2015 in the PU premise. 
More than 40 alumni from around the country had participated in this 
meeting. It was a wonderful occasion to meet and share the experiences with 
the alumni who graduated from the Institute over the past 2 years, especially 
the seniors who graduated during its infancy. The meeting was inaugurated 
with the lighting of lamp. Dr SM Seth, the Chancellor of PU, welcomed the 
alumni and explained the purpose of alumni association. An opportunity was 
given to every alumnus to share their experience on PU, and its impact on 
their career. Some of them reminisced about their stay in the student hostel 
with its unique architecture. Many valuable suggestions on the future 
direction for research and teaching priorities in PU were shared. All the 
participants opined that the alumni could play an active role in the growth 
and development of PU, and also pledged their active support for the same. 

Many valuable suggestions on the future direction for research and teaching 
priorities in PU were shared. All the participants opined that the alumni 
could play an active role in the growth and development of PU, and also pledged their active support for the same. 

SPECIAL LECTURES (SPL’S) AND INDUSTRY INTERFERENCE

There were many special and guest lecturers organized by the Department during the session 2014-15. The Experts 
from various Academic Institutions and the Industry enlightened the students with their vast experience and expertise 
over the subject matter, like, Retail Management, Entrepreneurship, Capital Markets, Derivative Markets, and NCFM 
etc. 

S.No. Name of Visiting  Organization to which  Topic Designation.
 faculty  visiting  faculty associated 

1 Himanshu Vyas Amity University Career  Counseling          Associate Professor

2 Siddharth Success Mark Motivation and Goal Setting Counsellor 

3 Mr. Sandeep Meghnani Yashasvi Bhavwas Professionalism        Founder and CEO

4 Manishka Srivastava NTPC Project Management Professor 

5 Mr. Pankaj Ratanidhi Retail           CEO

6 Naval Arora MNIT Market Structure Associate Professor

7 Devender Shekhawat SKIT Website Designing Assistant Professor

8 Prof. S. P. Singh FMS, Haridwar Effective People Associate Professor

9 Prof. Sorab Sadri JECREC University Organizational Behavior Dean 

10 Dr. Rizwan Manipal University Matrices and determinants Associate Professor

11 Akshay Chaudhary Infosys Ltd. Interview Etiquettes        Manager, Operations

12 Dr. Kiran Gaur Banasthali Vidyapeeth Correlation and Regression Associate Professor

13 Dr. R. K. Agarwal Rajasthan University Accounting for management           Professor

14 Dr. N. M. Sharma Rajasthan University SEZ and Entrepreneurship Associate Professor

15 Anuraag SKIT HRIS Assistant Professor

16 Ashish Johari ICFAI Business School Personality Grooming Assistant Professor
    & Resume Writing
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TRAINING & PLACEMENT CELL ACTIVITIES

The School of Management is growing in stature in terms of variety and quality of graduating students. The department 

has maintained admirable recruitment record with students exceeding expectations of the recruiters. The Placements 

so far have been a testament of the ever increasing faith that the industry has on Poornima University and its students. 

The �irst pilot batch of MBA students has passed out in June’2014. The companies that picked up students from the �irst 

batch of MBA include; Berger Paints, RAAS Capital, Advet Vedanta, GENPACT,A2Z InfoTech Media, SBI Life, Reliance 

Fresh, HDFC, Vardhman Group, Surabhi Electronics, FBSP, Jivem  Jaro Education, Poise Tec, among others. The CTC 

offered to the students has been inspirational, the highest package offered being in excess of Rs. 7.70 lakhs an annum 

and an average package of around Rs. 2.00 lakhs an annum. 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE COURSE & CRT

The SOM has conducted PCC in “Application of Financial Accounting” for BBA and BCOM III year and a certi�ication 

course of “Financial Marketing“ for MBA II year with the collaboration  of  PTA, Jaipur. To crack various competitive 

examinations for getting cushy jobs in PSUs, banks (IBPS), Civil Services and examinations for entrance into renowned 

institutes like IIMs etc, we, at SOM & SOC, give dedicated inputs to our students through CRT Classes with collaboration 

with Career Launcher, Jaipur. 

ABSTRACTS OF FACULTY PUBLICATION 

Author: Hariom Gurjar, Assistant Professor, Poornima University, Jaipur

Title: Opportunities and Threats for SMEs 

Objective: To study and �ind out opportunities and threats for SMEs/MSMEs in India.

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises have been recognized as one of the key sector for employment generation and 

overall economic development of our country. The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises development Act, 2006, was 

enacted to expand our focus to the entire gamut of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) both in 

manufacturing and service enterprises. This sector now provides employment to nearly 60 million persons and 

account for nearly 45 % of India’s manufacturing output. CII accords a high priority to the development of MSMEs, the 

dynamic segment of Indian Economy. The CII National MSME Council is the apex council for the SME members, and 

represents 69% of the total membership (approx. 8000). The council ensures involvement of the MSME members, and 

in�luences CIIs decision making on all issues of concern to the industry. The National council is supported by the MSME 

Sub-committees in the four regions and MSME Panels across all State & Zonal Of�ices.

 

Title: Empowering MSMEs for Financial Inclusion

Author: Chandan Sharma, Assistant Professor (Poornima University)

The MSME sector is the strong pillar of Indian Economy as it contributes 45% of manufactured output and almost 8% of 

the GDP. It has contributed close to 40% exports and has given employment nearly to 60 million workers. MSMEs 

provides income distribution channel to the large population. MSMEs have huge potential for growth in terms of 

production, export, employment etc. MSMEs have already started investing in new technologies, expansion projects 

and newer areas of products and services. For funding MSMEs are majorly dependent on Banks & Financial 

Institutions. Recently SEBI has allowed SMEs to raise funds through capital market as well. But the actual scene is 

different as only 5.18% percent of the units had been �inanced from the institutional and non institutional sources. The 

majorities of the units i.e. 92.77% had either no �inance or have self �inance. Banking facilities may not be available in all 

areas so there is limitation of bank credit. The limitations of bank funding affects business of MSMEs, their pro�itability 

and long term survival and growth.
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FACULTY & STUDENTS’ CORNER

Like any other student, 30 months ago when I put my �irst step on the threshold of the Poornima 
University, I was quite apprehensive. Everything was new for me-the campus, the classmates, the 
teaching staff & all. But the main trigger of this apprehension was not this newness, but the decision I 
had taken by opting for Bachelor of Business Administration (which is a less-opted course by the 
mass) & that too in a university, which had just begun to run. Which means, I had no reviews to lookup 
about the performance of the university & I had no placement records to be counted on? These were 
the very things that were making me apprehensive. But all my silly- apprehensions got vanished when 
I got in touch with the easiness of the teaching-methodology here & the helpfulness of the teaching staff.

The university administration left no stone unturned to provide us the best of the education, which copes with the real-
time requirements of the industry. The placement cell of the university had always been looking after us. As soon as the 
5th Semester came to began, companies began to come to the university campus for the placements. I gave my 
nomination to sit for the Jaro Education. The company came to the campus & put Written Aptitude Test, Group 
Discussion & Personal Interview as the criteria for the selection. As proper classes were always conducted by the 
Training & Placement Cell to sharpen our aptitude & GD-PI skills, I passed all the criteria & got placed with the Jaro 
Education for Bangalore Of�ice on a package of Rs. 3.96 P/A.

My sincere gratitude to Poornima University with special regards to the Training & Placement Cell!

Utsav Singh, BBA VI SEM, SOM, PU

That’s not to say that electronic books are not advanced but there is something about print that i can’t 
give up. There is something about holding a book in your hand and physically turning a page that, for 
me at least can’t be matched with pixels on a screen. Though E-books accomplish – convenience, 
multimedia, portability there are still some fundamental qualities they will never possess. People 
who truly love printed books; print is the only medium that will satisfy. The story is still the main thing 
for the readers but a nice hardcover attracts the readers to much extent.

“Having hardcover on my shelf is like having a print by one of my favorite artists on my wall”

When you read a book, it engages all the senses. You get the smell of paper, the touch.

So the printed books will always stay as there is no replacement for owning a physical copy for the lovers of ink and 
paper. 

Akshya Agarwal, MBA 2nd SEM

I love my college a lot because it possesses all the qualities of an ideal college. We have excellent course 
curriculum and faculty members. Our lecturers hold a respectable place in the societies. My college 
Principal is very particular in appointing the lecturers. This is the reason nobody takes tuition classes 
after the college hours, like students of other colleges. It is my �irm belief that education is the best 
way to enlighten young minds and it can only be imparted in a good environment having prosperous 
thinking. My college has all what it takes. Our faculty members present educational process/ 
programs in a congenial manner. My college charges nominal fees as compared to other colleges in the 
city, due to which students from all strata of society are able to study herein our country education is not given that 
much importance and so it is not taken seriously my many people. This is because there is a big loop is the way the 
education is taught in many schools and colleges. We have separate panel of teachers who identi�ies our potentials and 
guides us which career we should choose & in which industries we can accelerate well in terms of our skills and 
abilities. To solve our dif�iculties our teachers conducts extra sessions for us so that we do not have to take the help of 
tutors and score well in the exams. Like other colleges in the city, my college is not built to earn pro�its. The target here is 
to impart excellent education and come out with bright careers so as the shape our future in the best possible manner.

Ashish Dixit, 3rd Year, B.COM

MY FIRST DAY IN THE COLLEGE

WHY PRINTED BOOKS WILL NEVER DIE?

MY COLLEGE
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Getting placed in Jaro Education, offering one of the best international online MBA programs in 

distant learning, is the best feeling which can only be experienced. I, Shaharyar Mirza, a student of 

BBA VI SEM, got placed with Jaro Education with the highest package offered to undergraduates, till 

date in our college. The experience was mix of miscellaneous feelings as there was con�idence, 

excitement, anxiety and the thing which happens to me a lot i.e. adrenaline rush. In today’s 

competitive world where job has become a rare diamond to have, I got the opportunity to have the 

diamond in my pocket with little effort. I give my sincere thanks to Training and Placement Cell, Poornima University 

for providing me with such a great opportunity. The students appearing the placement drive were provided with the 

necessary guidance and support by the placement cell for making them actively participate in the drive. The drive 

began with 150 students appearing for the placement and brie�ing of the pro�ile being offered to us by the company. 

There were two rounds of scrutiny which were Group discussion and Personal interview. I happened to clear �irst 

round being the only quali�ier from my GD group and was ready for the second round of the scrutiny. As my personal 

interview began I was made to stand in front different strategic questions which had to be answered by me for getting 

selected in the company. But as I was dealing with all the questions, my self con�idence began to rise and I was able to 

answer all the questions con�idently asked by the interviewer. When the time came for result declaration my heart beat 

increased with the name being announced and my hearing senses were more active than before to hear out my name 

after 10 seconds of which I got to hear my name from the list of selected students. Throughout the entire process, I was 

excited, con�ident and presentable. The placement drive made me learn many new things and presented me with the 

feeling and experience which is unforgettable. 

 Shaharyar Mirza, BBA VI SEM  

MY PLACEMENT EXPERIENCE

For anyone, it is not so easy to get involved in a new environment, for me at least.

I was waiting to join my college, Poornima University! A new stage of my life, to achieve my goals, to 
accomplish my dreams. Everything was so new, an alluring infrastructure, with all new faces that 
were unknown to me.

I must say that the orientation program made me a part of this university and I’m glad to be the one. 
Who all made me so comfortable in Poornima are none other than my teachers, everyone says that 

school life is the best even I agree! But when it comes to teachers, I would say, teachers in university are awe-inspiring.

And now I can say, I’m on a leading step towards my successful future…

Nidhi Agarwal, BBA- I Year

A STEP AHEAD, WITH EXPERIENCE! 

Be not afraid, the isle is full of noises, Sounds and sweets airs that gives delight and hurt not. 

Sometimes a thousand twang ling instruments will hum about mine ears, and sometimes voices                    

That, if I then had waked after long sleep, Will make me sleep again; and then in dreaming The clouds 

me thought would open and show riches, Ready to drop upon me that, when I walked, I cried to dream 

again. Dream as if you’ll live forever. Live as you’ll die today. The �irst ingredient of success is to 

“dream-a great dream”. Don’t live your life in regret because life is not meant to be lived in regret. Live 

from your heart and your beliefs and everything works out. Dreaming is recognizing and embracing the potential for 

greatness and seeking it in all areas of your life. Believe in your dreams and your ability to accomplish them. Keep your 

dreams in front of you. The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. NEVER

FORGET, IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, YOU CAN DO IT!!!

Rishika Rathi, MBA I Year

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
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The architecture is a fusion of art and technology and an ongoing science for many centuries. As 

people are getting aware of this profession, more and more students are getting inclined 

towards this programme, which is witnessed by the intake of the current session, 2014-15. It is 

further evident from the fact that the students are taking admission in this university from all 

over the country, which has in turn, made it a cosmic department. 

We have made some outstanding achievements in the last 2 years. This would have not been 

possible without the support of the excellent faculty members, students and the support staff.

The members of the School of Planning & Architecture believe that, it is the overall grooming of 

the candidate which incorporates all the qualities required to become successful in profession. 

This is achieved by the active participation of our students and the faculty members in various seminars, workshops, 

events & the activities across the country. We also have introduced a lot of practical work so that the students get an 

opportunity to explore and understand the property of materials, which is an integral part of the programme. The 

experts from all over the country are invited for Guest Lecture/Juries/Workshops/Seminars, and to conduct various 

activities for the bene�it of the department. Our students are very well conversed with latest softwares and other skills, 

which are required to perform tasks in the profession of Architecture. We are putting in all the effort which is required 

to groom the candidate for their better carrier.

Best Wishes to the Readers!!!!

Ar. Gaurav Mohan Mathur

Head of the Department

THE SCHOOL OF PLANNING & ARCHITECTURE

AN INDUSTRIAL VISIT

The Industrial visits were organized for the SPA students during the Academic Session 2014-15, for the on the spot 
learning and to gain the �irst hand experiences of the sites. Two of them were conducted at Qutab Minar, Delhi and 
Charminar, Hyderabad.
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LECTURES (SPL'S) & SMART CLASSES DURING 2014-15

S. No. Class Expert Name Designation Topic Current Employment

1 I Year Ar. Anshuman Sharma Architect Design Discussion  Practicing Architect 
     & IIID Secretary 
     Rajasthan Chapter

2 I Year Ar. Ravi Kumar Gupta Design Chair Design Discussion  Practicing Architect

3 I Year Ar. Nirupama Singh Assistant Professor Perspective study The IIS University
    and its use in  (International College 
    Architecture for Girls), Jaipur

4 I Year Mr. Hitesh Adwani Photographer Lecture on Practicing Photographer
    Photography  & Foundation Member
     in Jaipur Photographer
     Club)

5 I Year Ar. Shiv Kumar Sharma Architect Mural Making  Practicing Architect
    Workshop 

6 II Year Ar. Kartik Puri Architect Design Discussion  Practicing Architect

7 II Year Ar. Pushpander Architect Design Discussion Practicing Architect

8 II Year Er. Rajesh Gangwal Civil Engineer Building  Self Practicing
    Constriction RCC 

9 III Year Er. Sudhir Mathur HVAC Consultant HVAC Practicing Consultant

10 III Year Ar. Ankit Kashmiri Architect Construction  Practicing Architect
    Material

11 III Year Ar. Neeraj Gupta Professor & Head Sustainable  Central University of
    Architecture  Rajasthan

12 II Year Ar. Abhinav Sharma Assistant Professor Lecture on   Aayojan School   of
    Bio-mimicry  Architecture, Jaipur

13 I Year Ar. Archana Singh Rathore Professor Lecture on   Aayojan School   of 
    Sciography Architecture, Jaipur

14 II Year Ar. Kajal Thakuriya Professor Lecture on  MNIT, Jaipur
    Sciography, Light 
    & Shadow

Ar. Kajal Thakuriya taking a special lecture for students of I yr. Ar. Neeraj Gupta interacting with II & III yr students
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STUDENTS’ WORK

ARTS & GRAPHICS 

Perspectives- The students render the one point & two point perspectives of interior and exterior of buildings using 
various medium of monochrome and color variations.

Stile Life – Rendering of stile objects using color and pencil shading giving various tints & shades observed in the 
object. 

STUDIO JURY

S t u d i o  j u r i e s  a re 

conducted by experts 

of respective subjects 

wherein students 

shown there verbal 

and other form of 

presentation skills
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

Cultural Centre – The V-Semester design studio exercise 
of a Cultural Centre, Jaipur. The Students, through case-
studies, analyze the issues and requirement to provide 
appropriate design solutions.

Artist’s Residence – III 
Semester design studio 
exercise wherein students 
explored various climatic 
zones of India to provide 
for spatial requirement of 
a n  a r t i s t ,  w i t h i n  t h e 
comfort condition of the 
given climatic zone. 

Dental Clinic – The III-Semester design studio exercise of 
a Dental Clinic, Jaipur. The Students produce architectural 
drawing in the form of plans, elevations & sections.
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Model Making – Scaled model of life size 
objects.  

Pre-Design Studies – A signi�icant part of design studio where students are exposed to various case studies and 
anthropometrical studies with respect to the speci�ic design problem.

WORKSHOP THEORY OF DESIGN

The students analyzed the Taj Mahal with parameter of design to 
understand the theory behind its design

Date- 9 Nov, 2014 - Construction of Foundation for parking 
site at C-Scheme, Jaipur

Date- 23 September 2014 – Jawahar Kala Kendra 
and GT central
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NASA- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENTS OF ARCHITECTURE

Students participated in NASA- (National Convention) which was held at 

MIDAS, Chennai form 25 Jan 2015 to 28 Jan 2015. Unit secretary Nilesh Mody & 

Unit Designee Rashmi Rathore along with 15 students participated in the 

event. Amongst our students (Sahil Mathur, Heena Parbat Singh Rathore, 

Vartika Agarwal, Jaineet Mandot Harshit Kumar Kothari, Suhashini Neha, and 

Gaurav Sharma) took participation in largest painting making event which was 

selected for Gunnies Book of world records. Nilesh Moidy
(Unit Secretary)

III Year, Batch 2012-17

Rashmi Rathore
Unit Designee 

II Year, Batch 2013-18

Students’ participating in the world’s
largest painting

The student delegation group
in Pondicherry

Leisure hours spent at
Auroville Youth Centre

Same students also visited Pondicherry and Auroville in Auroville thus visited Youth Centre, Auroville Village and 
French Colony. The department also participated in NASA 2013 at 
Hyderabad and Ghaziabad & NASA 2014 at Midas, Chennai. The 
students got the opportunity to interact with students of other 
colleges across India.

Sr. No. ELECTIVES  SUBJECT NAME

1 INNOVATIONS IN ARCHITECTURE STRUCTURES

2 ART IN ARCHITECTURE

3 THEORY AND HISTORY OF RAJASTHANI ART

4 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT-I

5 DESIGN FOR THE DISABLED

6 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT-I

7 INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

8 SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE-LEED AND GRIHA

9 URBAN DESIGN

10 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT-II

11 ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION

12 INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS

13 BUILDING SYSTEM INTEGRATION

14 MARKETING SKILLS

15 VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

16 ADVANCE COMPUTING

17 DISASTER MANAGEMENT

DEPARTMENTAL ELECTIVES (1 TO 5 YEARS) 
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Paper title: Urban Planning Wisdoms of Historic Cities: A Case Study of Bikaner, the desert capital city.

The historic city of Bikaner is situated in the arid western plains of Thar Desert. The interpretation of planning aspects 

of a historic settlement reveals the planning wisdoms which responded to the physical and climatic aspects ef�iciently 

and made the city thrive till date. The paper aims at relooking at the historic city of Bikaner to develop a new 

perspective for understanding historic planning wisdoms.

The case study was analyzed for its sustainable planning parameters with respect to natural aspects of topography, 

elevation, hydrology, vegetation, soil and cultural aspects of political, social & economic considerations. The 

interaction of the natural and cultural aspects provided signi�icant justi�ication for planning wisdom of these historic 

cities and sustainable planning aspects. Upon establishing the values of the urban planning wisdoms, the current 

master plan documents were analyzed to reveal the gap in understanding the values of the historic planning 

mechanism and continuity of the same in present planning process. 

The analysis of master plan documents revealed a gap in understanding the sustainable planning systems of historic 

Bikaner and the value system attributed to it, essential for guiding futuristic sustainable development models as well 

as for developing modern extensions to the historic cities. The paper recommends providing an outlook to improvise 

the master plan documents and other planning perspectives to the lessons learned from historic cities.

Ar. Yash Pratap Singh Shekhawat

Assistant Professor,

Department of Architecture

Paper title: Interpretation of Vaastu Principles in terms of Green Building Concepts and Climatological Aspects.

September 28th is globally observed as Green Consumer Day every year. On this day, people across the, world are made 

aware to encourage purchasing only eco-friendly products which do not pollute the environment. The depletion of 

natural resources is taking place at an alarming rate and it is essential that we switch on the green mode at the earliest. 

The global buyers are de�initely going green and are more than ever conscious about the environmental impact of the 

products they buy. Consumers now purchase products and packages that can be recycled or otherwise safely disposed 

off. Kaizad Hateria, general manager, corporate customer relations and assets class specialist, Rustomjee, says, “Green 

is the new age Vaastu-a common sense approach to building residential and commercial complexes. In the past few 

years, there has been a tremendous awareness in India about environmental issues. Majority of people have come to 

realise that sustainable development will happen only if a balance is struck between growth and environmental 

protection.

Ar. Amerada Potlapalli 

Associate Professor, Department of Architecture

 POEMS AND ARTICLES BY STUDENTS

WHAT  IF LAST NAME DOES NOT EXIST?!!

I Wish To See a World Around 

Where Humanity Is the Biggest Ground 

No One Asking For the Surnames 

No One Speaking Of the Fames  

 Rainy Jain

Class- B.Arch II Year 

SELECTED ABSTRACTS OF FACULTY PUBLICATION
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Music, Music, Music,

It’s A Tune Heard around Me

Music Is Like an Ocean

Music Is Pure

Music Manes You to Motivation To 

Do Something Maruillous

Music Keeps the Insane People Same 

The Flapping Of Lurid Wings,

The Sounds of Wind Honiling In The Stream 

The Morning of Leaves,

The Beauty   of Environment

The Beauty Is Music

To some it’s An Inspiration 

It Keeps Your Soul Up and Spirit Alive 

The Vibration of the Music

Is The Tune Of Your Heart Beats?

PEACEFUL MUSIC

I Work With All My Soul And Wonder;

About The Marks I Will Get The Next Day.

My Designs Should Seem Like Paradise;

When My Sheets Are By My Side;

My Models Are All I Can See Whenever I Close My Eyes;

I Dream Of My Work With Pride.

Will My Buildings Ever Stand On Earth's Face?

Will My Designs Ever Become Reality?

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TOMORROW?

 Music Is Always There

When You Are Happy, Sad and Even Angry 

It Doesn’t Leave You Alone

Music in Air

Music in Occam 

Music in Everywhere

Music in Love 

Music In Breathe 

Music in What You

Music Which Makes You Feel Alive

Music Is Also a Journey of Your Life

Listen the Music

Listen the Tune

And Spread It Everywhere  

Rituparna Chattopadhyaya

B.Arch. Year (Sec-B)

Will My Sleepless Nights Ever Become 

Well-Paid Days?

Or Do I Have To Wait Till Eternity?

Nakul Singh

B.Arch. III Year

GLIMPSES OF THE DEPARTMENT WORK
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य ँतो हॉ�टल �श�ण सं�थाओ ं म� दर-दराज से आये हए छा�-छा�ाओ ं को रहने-खाने क� ू ू ु

स�वधा �दान करने वाला �थान है, �क�त प�णम� ा सं�थान म� हॉ�टल एक अहम कड़ी के �प ु ु ू

म� जाना जाता है, जो �क सभी छा�-छा�ाओ ं को घर से दर घर जसैा वातावरण �दान करता है I ू

प�णम� ा सं�थान क� �थापना के साथ ह� गाय�ी हॉ�टल (सन ्2000) म� अि�त�व म� आया I ू

इस हॉ�टल म� लगभग 40 छा�-छा�ाओ ं ने �वेश �लया था I आज सन ्2015 म� चार अलग-

अलग छा�ावास� म� यह कारवां बढ़कर लगभग 3000 छा�-छा�ाओ ं तक पहंच चका है I कहत ेुु

ह� �क - "हम घर से �नकले तो अकेले ह� थे, ले�कन लोग जड़त ेगए और का�फ़ला बढ़ता गया" I ु

वतम� ान समय म� प�णम� ा सं�थान के चार अलग-अलग प�रसर�- प�णम� ा कॉलेज ऑफ़ इंजी�नय�रगं म� गाय�ी ग�स �ू ू

हॉ�टल, प�णम� ा इंि�ट�यट ऑफ़ इंजी�नय�रगं एंड टे�नोलॉजी म� ग��शखर बॉयज हॉ�टल, प�णम� ा �प ऑफ़ ू ू ु ू ु

इं�ट�टश�स म� अरावल� बॉयज हॉ�टल एवं प�णम� ा य�नव�सट� � म� �हमालय बॉयज हॉ�टल ि�थत है I इनका ू ू ू

�न�मत�  �े� लगभग एक लाख ��वायर मीटर है I सं�थान के छा�ावास� म� अ�ययन-अ�यापन के साथ-साथ 

�व�या�थय� � क� मलभत आव�यकताओ ं पर �वशषे �यान �दया जाता है I यहाँ रहने वाले छा�-छा�ाओ ं के च�र� ू ू

�नमा�ण एवं �यि�त�व �वकास पर �वशषे जोर �दया जाता है I यहाँ के छा�ावास� म� अनशासन- जो जीवन जीने क� ु

कला �सखाता है, पर �वशषे बल �दया जाता है I इन छा�ावास� म� रहने वाले छा�-छा�ाओ ं म� ईमानदार�, नेत�व ृ

�मता, कौशलता, साहस, बहादर�, �वन�ता एवं स�दयता क� अनभ�त देखत ेह� बनती है I प�णम� ा सं�थान के ु ु ू ू

सभी छा�ावास� म� छा�-छा�ाओ ं क� मलभत ज�रत� को पवा�कलन करके उनके रहने के �लए उपय�त एवं शीतल ू ू ू ु

वाय तथा �ाक�तक �काश से य�त कमर� का �नमा�ण कराया गया है I इन सभी स�वधाओ ं के  अ�त�र�त इस बात ु ु ुृ

का �वशषे ख़याल रखा जाता है �क सभी छा�ावास� का वातावरण पढ़ने-पढ़ाने के अनकल हो I सभी कमर� म� ु ू

�बजल� एवं फन�चर क� पण � �यव�था है I प�णम� ा सं�थान के सभी छा�ावास घर से दर घर जसैा सर��त वातावरण ू ू ू ु

उपल�ध करवात ेहै I  इन छा�ावास� म� सभी �कार क� स�वधाये उपल�ध है जो क� �वधा�थय� ो क� हर ज�रत को ु

परा करती है I �वधा�थय� ो के �वा�थय को �यान म� रखत ेहए  प�णम� ा प�रसर� म� उ�तम मसै  �यव�था क� गई है I  ू ूु

सभी छा�ावास� म� मसै  क� पथक �यव�था है, जहाँ �व�छता का �वशषे �यान रखा जाता है I मसै  का भोजन ृ

�वा�द�ट होने के साथ-साथ पौि�टक त�व� से भरपर होता है I मसै  म� �व��ता, �वा�द�टता एवं  पौि�टकता ू

�नर�तर बनी रहे, इसक� जाँच के �लए एक कमेट� समय-समय पर मसै  का �नर��ण भी करती हैI सभी छा�ावास� 

म� छा�- छा�ाओ ं के जलपान के �लए क� ट�न क� �यव�था हैI पर��ा के समय म� क� ट�न को अ�त�र�त समय के �लए 

भी खोला जाता है, िजससे �क देर तक पढ़ने वाले छा�-छा�ाय � इसका उपयोग कर सकत ेहै I

�व�थ शर�र म� �व�थ मि�त�क का �नवास होता है, इसी भावना को �यान म� रखत ेहए छा�-छा�ाओ ं के शार��रक ु

एवं मान�सक �वकास के �लए प�णम� ा के सभी छा�ावास� म� खेल एवं मनोरंजन क� उ�चत �यव�था क� गयी है I ू

प�णम� ा हॉ�ट�स: एक सं���त प�रचयू
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यहाँ पर आध�नक तकनी�क से य�त िज�नेिजयम एवं खेलने हेत खला मदै ान उपल�ध है I इसके साथ ह� ु ु ु ु

मनोरंजन के �लए टेल��वजन,क��यटर लबै , टेबल-टे�नस, शतरंज, कैरम, ��वशै  आ�द उपल�ध करवाये जात ेहै Iू

छा�ावास म� अ�ययन वातावरण को बनाये रखने और �व�या�थय� � के स�पण � �वकास के �लए म�टर�शप काय�� म ू

का संचालन �कया जाता है I इस काय�� म के तहत छा� जीवन के हर मोड़ पर व�र�ठ छा� के �वारा क�न�ठ छा� 

क� सहायता क� जाती है I �कसी भी क�न�ठ छा� को चाहे अ�ययन म� परेशानी हो या उसक� कोई �यि�तगत 

सम�या हो, व�र�ठ छा� हमेशा कंधे से क�धा �मलकर उस क�न�ठ छा� क� परेशानी को दर करने क� कौ�शश ू

करता है I म�टर�शप काय�� म म� अ�ययन के साथ-साथ ब�च� को ट�म भावना, नेत�व �मता, बड़ो का स�मान, ृ

अनशासन म� रहने आ�द क� भी �श�ा द� जाती है िजससे स�बं�धत छा�-छा�ा का चहँमखी �वकास हो और समाज ु ुु

म� वह स�मानजनक �प से जीवन जी सके I

'पहला सख �नरोगी काया' को �यान म� रखकर प�णम� ा के सभी छा�ावास� म� �वा��य स�ब�धी �यव�थाएँ क� गयी ु ू

है I यहाँ सभी प�रसर� म� �ाथ�मक उपचार के साधन उपल�ध है तथा सभी जगह मे�डकल �म क� भी �यव�था है I 

आपातकाल�न या ग�भीर सम�या के �लए नजद�क ह� महा�मा गाँधी हॉि�पटल ि�थत है, जहाँ छा�� को डॉ�टर के 

परामश � से उ�चत उपचार महैया करवाया जाता है I मौसमी �बमा�रय� के �लए समय-समय पर छा�� को सावचेत ु

�कया जाता है तथा इनसे बचने के उपाय सझाए जात ेहै I इसके अ�त�र�त सभी प�रसर� म� दवा का �छड़काव ु

करवाया जाता है I सभी छा�ावास� म� 24 घ�टे ए�बल�स क� स�वधा है Iु ु

प�णम� ा के सभी छा�ावास जीवन जीने क� कला �सखात े है और यहाँ का ��येक �नवासी एक अ�छा �व�याथ� होने ू

के साथ-साथ एक अ�छा इ�सान भी बनता है और अपने सखद भ�व�य का �नमा�ण करता है और आगे जाकर अपने ु

माता-�पता और प�रवार के साथ सं�थान का भी नाम रोशन करता है I अतः प�णम� ा सं�थान के छा�ावास� क� ू

प�ठभ�म सफलता और उ�न�त से जड़ी हई है Iू ुृ ु

जय जय प�णम� ा सं�थानू

अि�वनी लाटा

वाडन� -इन-चीफ, प�णम� ा फाउंडशेनू

Aravali

Gayatri 

Gurushikhar

Him
alaya
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THE HIMALAYA HOSTELS

To facilitate convenience for outstation students, PU provides excellent hostel facilities which 

come closest to being ‘A home away from home’. There are 3 hostels for boys with a capacity of 546 

students and 1 hostel for girls with a capacity of 336 students. Students from 16 states reside in 

Poornima University hostel. Rooms are well equipped with air cooling system, mess facilities, 

cafeteria, stationary shops, ATMs, on campus bank (Bank of India), solar heated water, 

departmental stores, internet connectivity, laundry services, gym, indoor and outdoor games, 

caring wardens and a tight security ensures a pleasant stay allowing students to focus on 

academics. The housekeeping staff is available throughout the week to take care of cleaning of 

rooms, corridors and rest rooms on a daily basis. Separate guest rooms are also available for visiting 

parents/guardians. There are also separate residential apartments for faculty and staff. All the hostels have facilities 

for emergency purpose. Mahatma Gandhi Hospital is at quick reach for immediate and preferential treatment. Hostels 

are well connected with city Railway Station, Bus Stand, Airport, some of the youth prominent spots like Gaurav Tower, 

Chokhi Dhani, Entertainment paradise, Pratap Plaza etc.

Mukesh Taker

Chief Warden,

Himalaya Hostels

Himalaya -1 186 126 0 0 312

Himalaya -2 88 22 15 0 125

Himalaya -3 190 117 0 14 321

  Total 464 265 15 14 758

Room Category
2 seated 

Air cooling
2 seated 

Non Air cooling

2 seated 
AC with 

attached toilet

2 seated 
Non AC with 

attached toilet
Total
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The Mentorship is the concept of Poornima Hostels 
providing the freshers an environment to interact with 
their seniors, who advice and guide them on personal 
and professional issues. Since the �irst year of college 
life is very crucial for the students both in terms of 
mental and emotional state of mind, so these mentors 
provide an opportunity of development and mutual 
bene�its. The mentorship process in the hostels 
involves activities of academics, extracurricular, 
sports, cultural and project making. A hierarchy is 
maintained through the students for the ful�illment of 
its objectives. In this, a mentor has the responsibility to 
guide and motivate their juniors regarding different 
aspects. They carry the juniors on their shoulders 
providing them with the ability of vital quantity of 
working in a team. These mentorship programme 
follow a hierarchy where fourth year students lead as ‘ SENIOR GROUP MENTORS’, followed by the third year and 
second year mentors who work together for the bene�its of the fresher students.

Mentorship system is a vision of our respected chairman sir Dr. S.M. Seth and director sir Sh. Shashikant Singhi. The 
origination of mentorship system leads to the best possible way of managing hostel by the students themselves. 
Mentorship was managed by students called as mentors. Mentors are friend philosopher & guides for their juniors.

MENTORSHIP

EEE

(1) Aman Singhal (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2) Rahul Bothra (PU, II year, Mentor)

Physics 

(1)  DophinVerma (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2)  MD. Raja (PU, II year, Mentor)

Maths 

(1)  Yudhister (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2)  Jatin (PU, II year, Mentor)

Chemistry 

(1)  Sidhant Kumar (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2) Sunny Ranjan (PU, II year, Mentor)

Mechanical

(1)  Rishabh Rawat (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2) Abhinav (PU, II year, Mentor)

LIST OF MENTORS 
English 

(1)  Manas Rajesh Desai (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2)  Jai Vardhan Gaur(PU,III year, Mentor)

Photography

(1)  Lalit Chaudhary (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

(2) Nilesh Bhati (PU, II year, Mentor)

Sports 

(1)  Shiv Kumar Singh (PU, III year, Group Mentor) 

(2)  Shiv Darshan Rathore (PU, III year, Group Mentor) 

(3)  B. Sagar (PU, II year, Mentor)

(4)  Pankaj Bathejra(PU, II year, Mentor)

Arts & Graphic

Harshit Malaviya (PU, III year, Group Mentor)

Cultural 

(1) Yogendra Singh Nathawat (PU, III year, Group Mentor) 

(2)  Vishal (PU, II year, Mentor).

SPECIAL LECTURES & OTHERS
SUB TAKEN BY STRENGTH TOPICS COVERED

Maths Mrs.Himanshu Rathore 45 Students Differential Equation

EEE Mr. Raj Kumar Vasir 105 Students Kcl, Kvl, Mesh & Nodal Analysis

Maths Mr. D. L Suthar 65 Students Matrices
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1.  PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES : Different activities are held in the Himalaya hostel to help the student become 
employable, almost ready to be hired, at time of completing his education. The activities which take place in the 
hostel are as follows:-.

  A) Group Discussion: The G.D sessions at the hostels are conducted at the hostels as per the following schedule.

 Timings = 9:00Pm-10:00Pm No. of students = 10

 H1 (4 hostellers) H2 (2 hostellers) H3 (4 hostellers)

Some topics on which the hostellers practice are:

  Western Culture; a boon or a curse?  B.Tech. a degree of great value.   Democracy vs. Dictatorship.

 B) Aptitude Test: The aptitude classes are also being conducted in the hostels. The students are provided with 
the question papers as well as the OMR answer sheets and tests are conducted regularly. The result is declared on 
the spot and the mistakes are discussed to make the best output and learning.

 Timings = 9:00Pm-10:00Pm

ACTIVITIES AT THE HOSTELS

S.NO. ACTIVITY NAME PARTICIPANTS STRENGTH

1. Inter Hostel Football Event. Aravli, Gurushikhar and Himalaya Hostel 180 Students 

2. Intra Hostel Football Event Himalaya Hostel 110 Students

3. Intra Hostel Volleyball Event Himalaya Hostel 400 Students

4 Intra Hostel Chess Event Himalaya Hostel 220 Students

5 Intra Hostel Cricket Event Himalaya Hostel 450 Students

2.  SPORTS ACTIVITIES:

The Sports Day: 29th August

The Sports day is celebrated on the commemoration of Major Dhaynchandji, a renowned hockey player of India. Here 
we arranged a friendly match of Basketball between the Himalaya boys hostel and the Gurushikhar boys hostel. The 
judge was Mr. Azad Singh, the coach of basketball at Secondary School board of Rajasthan. 

3.  CULTURAL ACTIVITIES: at Poornima Hostels, all the festivals are 
celebrated with great pomp and galore, like; Holi, Dussehra, Diwali etc. 
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RECREATIONAL FACILITIES & SPORTS COMPLEX

EXTRA CURRICULAR FACILITIES

• Career counseling sessions

• Motivational lectures

• Social & cultural activities during festivals and other 

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES & SPORTS COMPLEX

Keeping in view the mental & physical growth of the students, the hostel 
provides an open ground for outdoor team games & athletics. A natural 
lawn has been laid to relax and to play games. Multi facility gym for every 
hostel campus has been provided which is fully equipped to keep the 
students �it and healthy. Indoor games like TT, Chess, Carom Board, and 
Squash have also been provided.

DINING FACILITIES

Mess facility is an integral part of the campus which provides nutritious 
homely food to all hostellers, day scholars, faculty & staff members and 
visitors. It provides 4 meal a day – quality food is prepared under strict 
hygienic conditions. The food is served in the dining area keeping all the 
sensitivities in consideration.

•  All the hostel mess serves Vegetarian Food only and operates in 
self-service mode.

 • The menu of the items is designed considering the requirements of 
the students and nutrition is added to make it healthy and 
complete.

•  We offer morning tea with regular breakfast, lunch, evening snacks 
and tea, dinner and milk to all hostellers.

Mess caters to the tastes of the students of different region and students 
with varied food preferences. However there are certain guidelines 
which are to be followed while 
planning the meals. Mess menu is 
planned and managed by the 
management in consultation with 
the students.  The hostel  is 
equipped with a canteen offering 
variety of snacks available at 
reasonable prices in a very clean 
environment for the students.
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Personality Development Club: The venture has seen many satis�ied faces among the �irst year students. The 
students readily understood the need of professionalism. There were many students who have been the shy ones and 
�ind it dif�icult to stand in front of crowds. The extreme participation in the stage has given us enough evidence of how 
they have overcame their body challenges as well as their passion to create a difference.

Workshop Club: Teaching and training is a full-�ledged learning process in itself. Training budding technocrats to be 
better professionals bearing an all-round personality is our motto, helping hone one’s technical skills as well as 
exploring new hobbies. In the process, we as their trainers and mentors ourselves learn acute managerial and 
organizational skills. Preparing for various workshops includes developing a proper understanding of the skill being 
introduced; learning the skill themselves is must.

Social Activity Club: We the members of Social Activity Club try to put our efforts in teaching the Mess Workers daily. 
We had conducted at about 40 classes. We also let them play for one day in every week in order to make them active. The 
learning is basic; we teach them according to their age. We had made a syllabus for them and accordingly to it we move 
ahead. Previously, they were not being able to write their name but now they can not only write their names but can 
compete with a fourth standard lad.

The Event management club: It had a number of events organized in the session 2014-15. During these events we 
learned a lot of qualities and gained a lot of experience in this �ield of event management. All the mentors were fully 
enthusiastic and hard working. We learned to work as a team and lead that team to the road of success. The mentors 
coordinated and managed the things in time. We learned the quality of time management and work management both 
together.

Security & Parking : The security of the students is of prime importance to us. We have employed ef�icient staff for our 
students to ensure that the hostel remains under a vigilant watch round the clock. Regular attendance is taken to keep a 
personal check on every student by the wardens. All the hostels have close circuit night vision cameras and specially 
formulated smart cards given to each student which they use every time to enter and exit the premises. Adequate 
parking facility is available inside the premises for the hostellers

ADD ON FOR HOSTELLERS

Many Students consider quality of life as one of the important factors while choosing a University. 
Poornima University provides their students, a decent stay and the best possible learning 
environment. The stay at campus would certainly provide a wealth of experience by developing 
qualities such as comradeship and social responsibility.. Each hostel has spacious and semi 
furnished rooms offering a pleasant environment. The hostels are well-equipped with Wi-Fi facility, 
telephone, water puri�ier, water cooler and provision for indoor as well as outdoor games. The 
students housed in the campus are encouraged to use the gymnasium, playground and all indoor 
gaming facilities. These hostels also have home like dining facilities that offer fresh & nutritious food 

to the students. Hostels give an environment to create most effective conditions for student development. The hostels 
are located within the campus thus offering secured abode. The hostel is designed in such a way as to provide optimum 
utilization of student’s time for their overall personality development. 

• 24X7 Water Supply

• Well-furnished common rooms with TV 

• Indoor & Outdoor Games

• Wi-Fi Internet facility

• Guest Room

• Laundry Facility

• Separate gymnasium for girls and boys

• Hot and Cold Water

• Medical facility

• Amphitheatre

• Regular Shuttle Service

• ATM’s available in the campus

• Daily House keeping

• Departmental and Stationary Stores

• Parking Space

• Power Back Up

• Fire Fighting Equipment
Hariyash Birla

BCA, I year

HOSTELS - A HOME AWAY FROM HOME
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Poornima University aims to achieve world class 
excellence in imparting knowledge, research and 
teaching, making invaluable contributions to the 
social, educational and economic development of the 
nation. The state of the art research facilities and 

modern amenities like well stocked libraries along with project 
centers create a conducive environment for teaching learning process.

The �irst time ever in India, the select group of universities competed 
in an Inter University American Football Championship. Going by the 
name of the 'Elite Bowl 2015', the tournament was organized by the 
Elite Football League of India and the ‘Association of Indian 
Universities’ (AIU), along with the host, Punjabi University, Patiala. 
While the battle of the Jaipur teams was won by JECRC University, 
Jaipur, beating Poornima University by 21-6, it was the participation 
and the sports spirit that seemed important at that moment and 
something that actually mattered. For more details on the event, visit: 
http://www.e�liu.com/news.html

EFLI (ELITE FOOTBALL LEAGUE OF INDIA)
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POORNIMA IN NEWS
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ARTS AND CRAFTS BY FACULTY AND STUDENTS
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TESTIMONIALS

Talent not showcased is the talent 
wasted, University gives us an 
opportunity to explore and show our 
skills. The CIE system is really 
impressive as it results in regular 
study.

Deepali Bafana
B.Arch.

School of Planning and Architecture

I truly appreciate the dedication and 
efforts made by PU management for 
providing a good platform to my 
children. I am extremely delighted 
with the all round progress being 
made by my daughter.

Mr. Harbeer Singh
Father of Rashmi Choudhary,

MBA

I am truly impressed with the 

hospitality of  the faculty and 

students in this University. The 

students are also very participates 

which is good for learning and 

education.

Dr. Yuosre Badir,

Bangkok, Thailand

It is always nice to visit to Poornima. I 

am sure this University will prove it’s 

worth in higher education and in the 

service of nation. My wishes are 

always with  University.

Dr.  M. C. Govil,

Prof. & Head, MNIT, Jaipur

Poornima University stands ahead of 
others in all aspects. Extensive 
curriculum & additional courses 
develops skills and ability to think 
independently for decision taking.  

Itisha singh
B.Tech.

School of Engineering & Technology 

PU’s vivacious learning environment, 
the higher level of professionalism, 
interaction with industrial experts, 
club activities & PCC groomed and 
placed me in JARO education.

Kapil Garg
MBA

School of Management

Poornima University, the name 
shows its grace and excellence. PU 
and iNurture have designed BCA 
program in such a way that it 
provides so many facility for learning 
and updating my knowledge. I am 
thankful to the entire staff and my 
peers.

Ishan Choudhary
BCA (IT-IMS & Cloud Technology)

School of Basic and Applied Science

Learning atmosphere at PU is 
stimulating. It has opened my mind 
to new avenues. Programs like PCC, 
personality development course, 
Industrial training, Interaction with 
i n d u s t r i a l  e x p e r t s  b o o s t  my 
confidence and employability.

Ashish Yadav
BCA (General)

School of Basic and Applied Science
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jktLFkku jkT; ljdkj }kjk LFkkfir ,oe~ fo'ofo|ky; vuqnku vk;ksx ls lEc) Þiwf.kZek fo'ofo|ky;ß 
Lukrd] LukrdksÙkj mikf/k ,oe~ 'kks/k ¼ih-,p-Mh½ ds fy, f'k{kk iznku djrk gSA iwf.kZek fo'ofo|ky; dk /;S; 
jk"Vª ds lkekftd] 'kSf{kd vkSj vkfFkZd fodkl ds lkFk Kku vkSj vuqla/kku esa fo'oLrjh; mRÑ"Vrk izkIr djuk 
gSA fo'ofo|ky; dk mís'; dsoy Lukrd cukuk ugha vfirq vk/kqfud le; ds vuq:i jkstxkjksUeq[kh f'k{kk 
iznku djuk gS tks fd fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks jk"Vª fuekZ.k esa Òkxhnkj cuk ldsA

vkids lius gekjs y{;

• m|ksx txr ds mUeq[khdj.k dh t:jr dks 
/;ku esa j[k dj cuk;k x;k ikB~;ØeA

• yphyk ,oa xfr'khy f'k{k.k n`f"Vdks.k] vf}rh; 
V~;wVj ,oa esUVj iz.kkyhA

• f'k{kdksa ,oa rduhdh lgk;dksa dk xgu 
izf'k{k.kA

• nqfu;kHkj esa ekU; ØsfMV iz.kkyh ¼eqY;kadu 
iz.kkyh½A

• vuqla/kku] fodkl ,oa ijke'kZ dk mRÑ"V dsUæA
• le; ds vuq#i xq.kkRed f'k{kk dk izko/kku] 

vkS|ksfxd ,oa rduhdh fo'ks"kKksa ls fujarj 
laoknA

• leLr ikB~;Øeksa esa mRÑ"V v/;;u ds 
vfrfjDr fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds lexz fodkl gsrq 
O;fDrRo fuekZ.k] O;kolkf;d fodkl ikB~;Øe 
,oa izfrHkk lao/kZu dk;ZØeA

32-67 ,dM+ Hkwfe ij LFkkfir iwf.kZek fo'ofo|ky; dh izeq[k fo'ks"krk,¡ %&

iwf.kZek ds }kjk izf'kf{kr fo|kFkhZ u dsoy baQksfll] Vhlh,l] Hkkjrh; lsuk] ikVuh] ,pMh,Qlh cSad] 
vkbZlhvkbZlhvkbZ cSad] ,Dlsapj] ,plh,y] vkbZch,e] ,y ,.M Vh] ohfM;ksdksu tSlh lokZsPp dEifu;ksa ls tqMs+ gSa 
cfYd vuqla/kku ds {ks= esa Hkh izeq[k laLFkkuksa tSls vkbZvkbZ,llh cSaxyksj] ckdZ] MhvkjMhvks bR;kfn esa viuk 
vewY; ;ksxnku ns jgs gSaA 
iwf.kZek ;qfuoflZVh ds vdknfed ,oa IyslesaV izdks"B ds vFkd iz;klksa dk ifj.kke m/kksx txr }kjk 
ch-ch-,-@ch-dkWe-@ch-lh-,-@ch-Vsd-@,e-Vsd@,e ch , ds Nk=ksa dks fn;s x;s voljksa ls 
ifjyf{kr gksrk gSA

^^Kkue~ fcuk u fdefi lk/;e~**



t; t; t; iwf.kZek laLFkku]

e#Hkwfe vfHkuUnu djrh] vjkoyh nsrk eqLdku AA 1AA t; t; -----

mUur f'k{kk vkn'kksZa ij] vk/kkfjr ftldh lajpuk]

Kkue~ fcuk u fdefi lk/;e~] ftldk thou ozr egku~ AA 2AA t; t; -----

;qok f'kYih jgrs jpukjr] ;U=k dyk dkS'ky viukdj]

fo|qr] lwpuk] lax.kd ls] varfj{k rd Hkjsa mMku AA 3AA t; t; -----

ekuork ls djsa izdkf'kr] Kkunhi dh ykS tykdj]

rkjkx.k le lnk pedrs] tuekul dk djs dY;k.k  AA 4AA  t; t; -----

djsa oUnuk] ljLorh ek¡ dh] iw.kZ gks eu dh vfHkyk"kk]

l`tu fgr n`<+ fur ifjJe] /;s; jk"Vª dk uo fuekZ.k AA 5AA t; t; -----

AA iwf.kZek xkuAA

LOI SH OP PR HU YO
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